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FORECAST
Increasing cloudiness today. 
Showers by early afternoon. 
Cloudy and cool with a few show­
ers Friday. Southerly winds 15 
reaching southerly 30 in exposed 
locations late this afternoon and 
overnight.
The Daily HIGH AND LOWLow tonight and high Friday at Kelowna 50 and 75. Temperatures recorded Wednesday 50 and 76.
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IW A  Brief Declares
Lumber Profits
Decreasing
A BEVY OF BRUNETTE 
BEAUTIES will contest the 
Lady-of-the-Lake title current­
ly held by blonde Sharon 
Bunce, with nine girls named 
as candidates for the 53rd Kel­
owna Regatta. Reigning Lady 
Bunce, seen on the right, will 
hand over the reins of office to 
the Lady-elect on the final day 
of the show. (LEFT to RIGHT) 
rear row, the candidates are;
Marion Olive, Rutland B of T; 
.Kathy Lettner, Rotary; Marion 
Johnston, Canadian Legion; 
B a r b a r a  Goodman, Lions; 
Lauralee Turgoose, Jaycees; 
Janet Jardine, Gyro. (FRONT
ROW) Louise Wostradowski, 
Kinsmen; Kathy Hillier, Ki- 
wanis; Diane Delcourt, Ladies’ 
Auxiliary to the Aquatic.
(Courier photo—prints 
available)
HERE WE GO AGAIN!
Nine
By GEORGE W. INGLIS charm lessons, will be the ob- 
Daily Courier Staff Writer 'jec.t of much attention during
Summer is barely oyer the! the early hours of the annual 
yard-arm, but they’re at it again.jshow, with their hardest • job 
Nine lovely young home-grown!coming on the opening night, 
beauties have been named to | Then they will be required to act 
the annual competition for the!a part in the Lady-of-the-Lake 
Lady-of-the-Lake, who will be pageant, with the choosing of the 
chosen at this year’s 53rd annual:new “top lady" as the climax of 
Kelowna International Regatta,ithe show.
Aug. 12-15, to succeed reigning:OUTSIDE TALENT 
Lady Sharon Bunce. I This year’s pageant will be
The girls, presently hi rd atjsomewhat different, since out­
work taking deportment and; side talent, in the form of John
LATE FLASHES
Queen To View Rockies From Dome Car
MONTREAL (Special)—Unlike her royal grandfather, who 
saw the most scenic part of the Canadian Rockies from the 
cowcatcher of the leading locomotive of his royal train, Queen 
Elizabeth will view the spectacular scenery from one of Cana­
dian Pacific’s stainless steel scenic dome’ cars, railway offi­
cials revealed todny.
Bank Of Canada Rate Hits Record High
OTTAWA (CP)—'The Bank of Canada interest rate shot 
up .this week to an all-time high of 5,33 per cent, the central 
bank reported today. The rise followed last week’s decline to 
3.15 per cent.
Mother Shoots Son, Commits Suicide
NELSON (CP)~A 27-year-old mother, .despairing over two, 
unsuccessful 'marriages, shot her sleeping son to death and 
then debated alone for two hours before killing herself. Police 
placed that reconstruction today on what they described as the 
murder-suicide of Mrs. Pauline Ashlelgh and her son, Pat­
rick, 7, Wednesday night,
Emerson, of Vancouver, and his 
professional troupe, Will take 
part in the show, which will be 
produced by Mrs. Danny Hay- 
man, West Vancouver, a former 
Kelowna girl.
This will be the first time the 
show has not been entirely pro­
duced, directed and staged with 
local talent. The candidates, 
however, will continue to be the 
basis of the show.
The girls, representing various 
organizations in the city, are re­
quired to be 17 years of age and 
must be residents of the city, and 
signify their intentions to remain 
in the city for a full year in the 
event of their being chosen as 
Lady-of-the-Lake.1
[h u r l y -b u r ly
From now until the Big Show, 
it will be hectic hurly-burly for 
the youngsters, as they are 
photographed, interviewed, train­
ed, schooled, and subjected to 
all the fuss and feathers that go 
with being a celebrity.
Target for the girls, however, 
is the coffee party at the golf 
club on the first1 morning of the 
show, when they are required to 
meet their judges for the first 
time, and must show off their 
style, add talent, .
Former reigning royalty in­
cludes Joan McKinley, present 
directress of the water ballet 
numbers for the Regatta; Doreen 
Serwn, currently student nt UBC, 




PENTICTON (CP) -  Leaders 
of the Penticton High School 
graduating claSs made a pub­
lic apology. Wednesday for the 
behavior of members of the 
class who created a • disturb­
ance and caused damage Mon- 
,day night during an unofficial, 
graduating party at a drive-in 
theatre.
The class leaders said only 
three of 125 students in the 





OTTAWA (CP) — Howard 
Green, 63-year-old Vancouver 
lawyer, today was sworn in as 
external affairs minister.
Mr. Green, who has been fed­
eral public works minister since 
June, 1957, will retain that port­
folio’on an acting basis until his 
departmental estimates, for 1959- 
GO have been passed through the 
Commons.
He was sworn in his new post 
before Governor-General Massey 
at Government House.
Mr. Green, who described his 
new, job as “very challenging", 
told reporters after his appoint­
ment was announced on the Gov­
ernment House steps; “I’m not 
quite sure yet how I feel. I ’ve 
only been the minister about 15 
minutes.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker in­
dicated there will be no further 
cabinet appointments, at least 
until the end of the session.
STILL HOUSE LEADER
Mr. Green will continue as gov­
ernment house leader in the Com­
mons but will give up his post of 
chairman of the Progressive Con­
servative party caucus in Parlia­
ment.
No replacement for the caucus 
chairmanship was announced. 
This will probably be decided at 
next week’s regular caucus meet­
ing.
Mr. Green succeeds the late 
Sidney Smith' in ihe external af­
fairs portfolio. Since Mr. Smith’s 
death last March, Mr. Diefen­




Condition of Mayor R. F. 
Parkinson was termed "satis­
factory” by his attending phy­
sician this morning.
"The danger period has by no 
means passed, and we won’t 
consider him over the hump for 
another day,” Dr. George 
Athans stated. “He spent a good 
night and his pulse is good.”
The mayor underwent an oper­
ation for a stomach ulcer 
which had been hemorrhag­
ing.
Mayors Close 






COMPILED FROM CP DISPATCHES
Canadian lumber products are earn­
ing more on world markets and prices 
are still climbing. At the same time, unit 
production costs in the British Columbia 
lumber industry are going down and will 
continue decreasing as new equipment is 
developed.
These are two of six  arguments cited by the 
International Woodworkers of America in a 72-page 
brief presented to a provincial conciliation board- 
today. The brief outlines the CLC union’s demands 
for a 20 per cent across the board wage increase and 
fringe benefits, to be contained in contracts with  




Total of $6,582 was collected in 
Kelowna and district in the Con­
quer Cancer campaign, chairman 
Fred Bunce reported this morn- 
ing.
Quota was $4,000. Recipts were 
approximately the same as last 
year, Mr. Bunce said,
It was also reported the $250,- 
000 cancer research building nt 
UBC is well underway. An addi­
tional floor Is being ndded to the 
visitors’ house, adjacent to the 
cancer treatment centre. When 
completed, it will be the finest 
cancer treatment centre in Can­





VICTORIA' (CP) — James Har 
ris McKee, 69-year-old promoter 
who came under surveilance for 
promoting an $850,000 gold-ex 
traction deal in B.C. which never 
paid off, has been reported mis­
sing.
Authorities here said he was 
reported to have checked out of a 
Bellingham, Wash., residence fol­
lowing disclosures, that he had 
been trying anew to raise money 
for a gold venture in California
His whereabouts were not 
known here.
Government officials had said 
previously that McKee, who 
came under Investigation by B.C. 
and Ontario authorities after a 
Fraser River black sands ven­
ture, had promisedthat he would 
return to B.C, On their request,
But Wednesday night they had 
no immediate knowledge of his 
whereabouts.
NORTH BAY, Ont. (CP)g 8 the 
Canadian Federation of Mayors 
and Minicipalities ended its an­
nual convention with no apparent 
progress towards one of its 
major goals—a better financial 
deal from senior levels of govern­
ment.
Dlegates were generally satis­
fied with their other accomplish­
ments as they started home but 
several were brooding about 
Prime Minister Diefenbaker's 
speech Tuesday night.
Mr. Diefenbaker told the 500 
delegates his government has 
committed itself as far as it can 
go for the present. He cut short 
any possibility of a federal-pro­
vincial-municipal meeting in the 
near future, something described 
as a must by Mayor B. G. R. 
Mews of S t.,,John’s, Nfld. the 
outgoing president.
CAN’T BEAR LOAD 
Mayor Robert M.Simpson of 
Arnprior, Ont., elected to the 
president’s chair Tuesday, said 
he Was "firmly of the opinion 
that the senior governments will 
have to contribute more because 
present municipal tax sources 
can’t bear the load they carry 
now.”
But delegates decided Wednes­
day against renewing their bid 
for a tri-level meeting and for a 
realignment of taxation power.
“What we need is a comolete 
alignment of taxing authority," 
Mayor Simpson said.“The pres­
ent system has been in effect 
since Confederation and they 
have taken away some revenue 
sources such as the right to ad­
minister municipal income tax."
While municipalities had been 
relieved of the burden of social 
services, they still have to pay 
most of the cost of education.
The board hearings began this 
morning less than two weeks be­
fore a contract governing 26,500 
coast lumber workers expires, 
earlier this year the union adopt­
ed a firm “no work” policy if
recommendations for a settle­
ment, avoiding the necessity of 
a conciliation board hearing.
“We wasted six weeks with the 
conciliation officer,” Mr. Morris 
said. “This created a situation
a new contract is not signed by of urgency which wouldn't have
Level today (unofficial .101.21
Level one week a g o __ 100.72
Level one year ago _____ 101.01
Agreed minimum ..........   08.50
Agreed maximum .........102,50
Record high, June, ,1018 , 101.82
BRITISH COLUMBIA ROUNDUP
NORTH VANCOUVER (CP) nllow them , bnek In the movie 
A group of teen-agers hero, an- house, Other teen-agers, now will 
acred bemuse the doors . of n'b«? allowed toenlei’ without adult 
local movie theatre Were closed'supervision,
to, the city's teen-agers 'have 
tracked down, three youths who 
exploded p stink lxmib In the 
building last Saturday,
Their names have been given 
t<j theatre manager ’ Ed Jette
Mr, Jette said lie,,credits the 
teen-agers themselves for restor­
ing order and expects them tp 
maintain It in the future, lie said 
earlier, that he would not allow 
them in unless they’were liccom
who said he will not press charges panted by their parents or n 





PRINCE GEORGE (CP)-Dii-l 
mage has been estimated at $15,- 
000 following a fire which ripped 
through the green chain nnqV<’-! 
sa\y buildings ,of the Fort ( lom^c 
Lumber' Sales planer mill' north 
of tlie city late Wednesday.
PRINCE GEORGE ipPI -  
Building permits valued at more 
'tuna $700,000' were Issued here 
In May, almost double the figure 
for’the corresponding' period last 
year, 'Hie largest permit was Mr 
the construction of a $109,000 food 
market.
assizes, Mrs, Muriel A, Wilcox’ 
request to have the trial waived 
was ' grnntod Wednesday ’ nt a 
spring , a«(Slze Court sitting,
\
QUESNEL,v(CI>l -  More- than 
150 people,', including , 00 school 
children, searched the) .Quesnel 
urea Wednesday /without success 
for Jack Lust,\ HI, who has'been 





WAKAW, Snsk,' (CP)-The CCF 
government of Saskatchewan, in 
Its first test since the 195,, gen­
eral provincial election, retained 
the Klnlstino sent In a byelection 
Wednesday.
Arthur Thlbnult, CCF candidate 
In ihe three-way race, scored h 
decisive victory 'for the govern­
ment, , •• - • „
With nil 52 polls reported, Mr, 
Thlbnult had 2,871 voles, far 
ahead of Llhei’nl candidate Al­
bert lyi- Connor, with 1,011 , and 
Progressive! Conservative Harvey 
Gjesdiil, who polled 1,5(10 votes,
The byelcetlon Was 'called to 
fill the vncniiOy caused by the 
death Mareh 8 of CCF member 
Henry Bognind,
Summerland 
Move To Bar 
Union Fails
OTTAWA l P i -  living cfotk 
rose during April following a five- 
month dt i lln | ashing tlie con­
sumer prlu ti lix in l v one-fifth 
of a .point do 125,0 on May 1 front 
123,4 ApUl 1 tii luu.au of Mil- 
tlstics upoit< 1 tpd i>
mechanism, Tito ears wen 
thrown down an ml mki mi t  
N n' ipjuriM were n  p< i tt d
prices rose for clgnietx, eignret 
tobacco, liquor, automobile, tires, 
th('dtre admission)!,' nion’s hair­
cuts, women’s hairdressing, 
along with men’s and women’s 
footwear, flesh fruits nqd vege­
tables and costs of hum wn.'i-i , ,
ship,' Te*tiles ,nnd'hou,M-hbl(l suib, C.,,,11, Raker pinm ;lnl Hot; 
While iomofoiKl prices dipped, I plies also were higher. i hero will face trial at the
QUESNEL1 (CP) -  A Williams 
Lake, 11,C, man will appear at 
tlie spring assize court here today 
on a charge of abandoning a child 
TRAIL 'CP) Eleven empty less than 10 ,jenrn. old'1: Walter 
box .ears were derailed near here Lester Tressit ria ten's charged! 
late Wednesday after a 95-ear|following it fire near Williams! 
Canadian Pacific Hallways1 train, Lake bird winter "In' which two| 
broke an ilirlliuY In 'the braking I children were burned to death’, I 
He
PENTICTON (CP) — An nt 
tempt to bar the now fruit work­
ers union from the Cornwall Can­
ning Company plant at Summer- 
land hns failed.
Jim Currie^ business ngent for 
Local 1572 of the B.C. Interior 
Fruit nnd Vegetable Workers 
Union (CLC), snid today n peti­
tion \yns presented to a labor 
relations bon rd hearing In Kel­
owna last wook, asking for decer­
tification of the union's sub-local 
there,
The petition, scried by, five 
steady employees nt? the plant* 
wns denied by tho board.
Mr. Currie also'disclosed that 
the union has been confirmed ns 
bargaining agent nt tho Creston 
CO-operntlvo Fruit Exi’hnnge;
Earlier this week It was an­
nounced that the labor relations 
board hnd granted a petition, for 
continuing the certification of the cither 
Federation of Frlilt and Vegeta­
ble Workers Unions under the 
'new organization of Local 1572, 
thus recognizing Loonl 1572 ns 
the official bargaining agent for 
all plants affiliated' with feder­
ated shippers who are members 
of the multi-party agreement.
the June 16 expiry date 
In its brief, the IWA. cited these 
points in favor of its wage de­
mands:
1. World prices for Canadian 
lumber have increased and show 
an upward trend.
2. Unit production costs in the 
industry have been constantly de­
creasing and will continue to do 
so with the introduction of new 
equipment.
3. Both lumber production and
shipments increased in 1958 de­
spite a contrary prediction by the 
companies. .
47 The demand for British Co­
lumbia lumber, particularly from 
United States customers,' will in­
crease sharply in the near future 
because “we are probably on the 
threshold of an economic boom."
5. The consumer price index 
for Canada hns risen 3.1 per cent 
since the IWA received its last 
wage increase in June, 1957, re­
sulting in lower living standards 
for loggers.
6. Wages paid to IWA members 
are lower than those paid to 
members of other unions doing 
similar work.
Joe Morris, TWA district presi­
dent, presented the brief to the 
conciliation board, which com­
prises chairman George.Curtis,
dean of the law faculty at the 
University of B.C., J. Bury, IWA 
representative, and T. Watt, nom­
inated by the companies.
“The time for a wage incrense 
could hardly be more auspicious 
than the present,” the brief says, 
"Orders are up, production is 
up, the back-log of unfilled orders 
has increased, shipments are up, 
inventories have and are dimin­
ishing, nnd perhaps most signi­
ficant of all, prices are up,
“ . . .The condition of the mar­
ket is excellent, There is virtually 
no unemployment in the Industry, 
Profits are skyrocketing.” ,
Tlie 20-per-cent, increase the 
union Is, asking would bring the 
basic wage rate In the industry 
to $2.00 nn hour from $1,72, The 
IWA is also seeking a flat 20-cent 
increase for tradesmen above 
tho 20-per-cent general rise, or n 
total increase for tradesmen of 
03 cents above present wages of 
$2.18 an hour,
At n press' conference, Mr, 
Morris .disclosed that the union 
proposed a 15-per-cent Incrense 
In « one-yonr contract In negotia­
tions last month before concilia­
tion officer It, G, Clements, who 
recommended that the dispute go
to n conciliation board, ,
He said tlie cbmpnnles, which 
earlier hnd offered a 12-cent 
Increase over two yenrs, rejected 
the union proposal,
Lnst week the IWA branded the 
setting up of the conciliation 
board ns n "breach of faith.” It 
said it had been given to under­
stand'that Mr, Clements would 
file u import which would contain
been there 4f we 
that time."
hadn’t wasted
DIES . . . Famed creator of 
the Fu Mnnchu mystery stor­
ies, Sax Rohmer (above) suc­
cumbed to a long illness in Lon­
don this week. He was 70.
(AP)
New Kelowna Hospital Society 
Bylaws Approved By Victoria
Q|!E8NEL (CPI- \  f un r m 
eounli'.iit charged with' fraudii- 
lohtly converting fun l fi ill th
QUE8NEL (CPl-.Iolm Sulin of 
Annhim Lake, south west of 
Qqesnel, \Vodi\esdn,v pleaded 
, guilty, to a charge nf.nssault and 
will be, Sentenced nt,. the cohclu- 
ifelon of , ihe spring ok,sizes here,M»**i l , 1 i
fall! HCe li t .  ROUNDUP Page 12
A new 'Constitution and revis­
ed bylaws for the Ktdowna Hos- 
oltul Society; which operates the 
Kelowna General HoK|)ltnl, have 
been approved by' the provincial 
government, '
Consent to' revise 'tlie bylaws 
anti ('(institution'wns given n’t the 
recent annual meeting of ihe so­




HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Mickey 
Rooney says lie has married wifo 
No, 5—the first one shorter than 
he.
Blonde starlet Barbara Thoma­
son is five feet, two to Ills '5-3, 
She Is, 22, Rooney Is 38,
"She suits me," the actor said 
by telephone from Lns Vegni^ 
Nov,
Their romuiice came to light 
last August when she took nn 
qverdbso of sleeping pills at his 
house, Police listed the incident 
nij n suicide attempt, She said it 
was nn accident,
Rooney said he got n Mexican 
divorce and married Miss Thom­
ason In Mexico last Dec, 1 be- 
fdro wife No. 4, Elaine Mnnken, 
divorced him In California, 
Rooney’s previous marriages 
Wero to Avn Gardner, Betty Jane 
Itnso and Mnrthn Vickers,
Chance For Space Research
elely,' ■ ■ ' '
There la no change In Hie art- 
in!n|strut!on of the hospital hut 
there, Ik n change required In 
the directorate,
A hospital spokesman explain­
ed that under the newly approv­
ed bylaws, V'ihe number of elect-
flee IIO.HPITAL Page 12 1
I I I 1 <
OTTAWA (CP) — Canadian 
universities are to bo ^Iven nri 
opportunity t<» conduct , experi­
ments In space research,
: 'Die' National Heknnrcb Council 
announced todny"Unit tlie space 
research program will lie, undeP 
direction’of an associate commit-
|(io f)|ĵ  I'obnrii'olt //vriTlftf!
Jointly by NIK; and the Defence 
ResVarch Board.
The ,rnmmlit( e
Nile's .cosmic' ray brnhcli, will 
be chairman. ',
An NRC1 announcement 
Canadian, universities will 
an\opportunity to design their 
own experiments iuu| to build In­




set up nt a
meeting of NIK; today at Saskic
do
government depart*
toon, will liu lode 20 ri | r< si ntn 
tlvcsi from 
merits and ag tiup i mid Cano 
dlnn universities,
Dr, D, C. Rose,1 direulor of;,
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . .AND LOW
REGINA .......... . 89
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Red Riding Hood Too Violent; 
Group Wants Tale Su
Every now and again some well-meaning 
soul is reported irt the press as coming for­
ward with a new plan for the protection of 
children and the forming of their characters 
so that Ihcy will not grow up to be juvenile 
delinquents.
The latest such essay into the fantastic is 
a demand by the Watcrdown Home and 
School Association for the suppression of 
the nursery tale of Little Red Riding Hood 
on the grounds that it contains “too much 
violence for children."
Shades of Hans Andersen and the Brothers 
Grimm!
If Red Riding Hood is too violent, what 
.".bout Jack the Giant Killer. Sinbad the 
Sailor, and a host of other characters who 
play so large a part in the heritage of Eng­
lish letters and on which whole generations 
built their love of books and reading? '
For that matter, what about the Bible?
Arc all these to be suppressed on the im­
plausible theory that reading them will turn 
tender children into ogres? Are all the rich, 
roaring, exciting tales of pirates and mon­
sters and derring-do to be torn from the 
libraries and replaced with the innocuous 
pap of honev little essays in which Dick meets 
Jane. Dick "likes Jane. Jane and Dick go to 
school .They like school. After school they 
go home. They play with Spot. Spot is a 
dog. Dick and Jane like Spot. They eat sup­
per. They go to bed. Heaven send they never 
wake up.
Stuff like this can never replace such lusty 
characters as old Long John Silver, Samkin 
Aylward of the White Company, Tom Saw­
yer and Injun Joe and all that vast host of 
roistering adventurers who have enthralled a 
multitude of youngsters and taught them a 
love of books and literature.
It will be a sad day indeed if the solicitous 
and over-protective reformers have their way 
and strip the library shelves of any book 
more suspect than one of the milder adven­
tures of the Bobbsey Twins. And what then 
of television and the motion pictures? NVilj 
they too be compelled to produce variation 
on endless variation of Howdy Doody, or 
other fare which some unknowm authority 
deems fit. for childish eyes and ears?
No matter if the vivid imaginations of 
childhood arc smothered and demolished by 
such drivel and the world of books becomes 
as desolate and untravelled as the Sahara. 
This is a small price to pay for well-protected 
children to whom violence is as foreign as 
self-sufficiency, children who will never 
stray far from mother’s presence and who 
will continue to need baby-sitters until they 
are at least fourteen.
Just how such children will fare in the 
hurly-burly of the school yard, how they will 
react to the labor of acquiring an education, 
how they will meet the realities of life itself; 
all these are of no importance in the idealized 
world of the reformer convinced that all of 
th'c ills of mankind arc rooted in the violence 
of literature.
There is. of course, little likelihood that the 
proposal of the Waterdown Home and School 
Association for the suppression of Red Rid­
ing Hood and other nursery tale characters 
will likely to divert the course of the great 
stream of English literature or to snatch from 
children the wonderful fright engendered by 
Captain Hook and his fellow villains of fie- ] 
tion.
But that anyone should seriously propose 
such,a suppression at alt is an indication of 
the fantastic lengths to which over-protec­
tive parents will go. It is the sort of thing 
likely to bring a smile of anticipation to the 
faces of those more realistic and predatory 
races of the world who accept a little violence 
and terror as an inescapable part of life, un­
pleasant and deplorable, but ceretainly not 
the sort of thing that will vanish if only the 
head is thrust deeply enough into the sand.
OTTAWA REPORT
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
Reports reaching Ottawa this 
Spring suggested that Britain’s 
economy is booming to record 
heights. This, coupled with Bri­
tain’s promise at last year’s 
Montreal Economic Conference 
to ease restrictions against Ca­
nadian exports as soon as pos-|ced, but also of interest to our 
sible, suggested to me that our exporters, will be the similar re-
w
Economy in UK 
Shoots Ahead
by Britain's recent elimination 
of all restrictions on the purchase 
of consumer goods in many cate­
gories from the dollar area. This 
step, correctly foreseen several 
weeks ago by this column, was 
announced in parliament here 
last week by Tr ade Minister Gor­
don Churchill. Not yet announ-
greatest unwritten news story 
might be of attractive new ex­
port opportunities in the British 
market.
When I recently visited Britain 
to study this trade possibility, I 
found that Britain is indeed 
booming, as never before in liv
laxation of trade barriers against 
Canadian goods by the British 
West Indies.
A direct result of the Common­
wealth Economic Conference 
convened by Prime Minister Dlef* 
enbakcr in Montreal last Fall, 
this new British market for our 
„  consumer goods offers our manu-
ing memory. • Record ; factUrerS their greatest ejeport 0j>-
output, soaring exports and mini- p ^undy  jn twenty years. At the
mum unemployment are the sta­
tistical evidence* of her prosper­
ity.
Visible evidence is on all sides; 
attractive "New Towns’’ sprout
same time, it is an invitation to 
Canada to swell further the di­
versification of our trade by step­
ping up our purchases from Bri­
tain; for our much lower imports
ing amid pleasant green farm-|{l.om xiritain must inevitably 
lands; broad new traffic t h r o u g h - ! | j iat country's willingness 
ways being carved across old1 
residential suburbs; the high-
LOOKING OVER THE TRAVEL FOLDERS
and ability to buy from us.
mproved Methods May More
an Doubl Reserves
believe it could turn out to be as 
rich in oil as the Middle East— 
if the necessary reservoir rocks 
are there.
However—unless some one had
Jail Disqualified Drivers
Penalties imposed by the courts generally 
on those who continue to drive in defiance 
of licence suspensions raise the question of 
whether a fine, no matter what the amount, 
can ever be regarded as adequate punish­
ment for one thing and adequate deterrent 
for another. It is customary practice for the 
courts dealing with morotists who drive while 
disqualified to let them off with fines for 
lirst and second offences and even in some 
case after numerous convictions. There arc 
on record instances of drivers with as many 
ns four previous convictions receiving ho 
more than a fine for yet another. The fines 
themselves may range from a few dollars 
up to more salutary amounts.
The point—and it has be made many 
tjmcs— is that driving while under suspen­
sion is the one charge of all the many pro­
vided for errant motorists to which there 
can be no valid defence and for which there 
can be neither excuse nor extenuation, ex­
cept in extremely rare instances of sudden 
emergency such as a dash to hospital. Many 
of the offences in the book niay be commit­
ted unconsciously, without guilty intent or 
through error of judgment; but driving after 
a licence has been revoked is a wilful, de­
liberate act.
In the case of suspension by the superin­
tendent of motor Vehicles under the authority 
provided by the statutes, it amounts to de­
fiance of the law and of a direct order made 
under it. In the case of magisterial suspen­
sion it constitutes contempt of court as well. 
A licence is revoked because the accused has 
shown himself to be. unfit to have one, either 
in the opinion of the court or because of a 
consistently bad record in the files of the 
licensing authorities. Such drivers in short 
are disqualified because they are a menace 
to public safety.
Both as deserved punishment and as a 
warning to others similarly inclined, this is 
an offence for which jail sentence is fully 
warranted. The large number of cases of 
driving while disqualified dealt with by the 
courts illustrates the ineffectiveness of fines. 
That type of driver may treat a fine as a 
risk worth taking, but not a term in prison.
By FORBES RIIUDE 
Canadian Press Business Editor
NEW YORK (CP) — World oil 
reserves may be more than dou­
bled through improved means of 
getting the oil out of the earth, 
the current World Petroleum Con­
gress has been told.
Estimates of reserves a r c 
based on the amount of oil ex­
pected to be brought to the sur­
face, and under traditional meth­
ods this is only about 40 per cent
sho.ok °«  Crown Colohy^status
a stroke of luck—it would take 
some time to find out the Alaskan 
situation. Many wells would have 
to bedrilled before the geological 
formations would be known.
THE VICTORIA MERRY-GO-ROUND
By JAMES K. NESBITT
VICTORIA — We have had 24 
Premiers since British Columbia
Says He 
Varied Municipa ems
underground s t o n e  formations, 
after depletion of the pressures 
required to force it up.
With methods already in use or 
under test many oil men believe 
the 40-per-cent recovery may be 
raised to 85 or 90 per cent.
Under one estim ate, recover­
able reserves of the United States 
might be raised to, 85,000,000,000 
barrels from the present esti­
mate of 30,000,000,000 barrels.
Canada’s reserves, estimated at 
3,643,000,000 barrels at the end of 
1958, would rise to more than 7,- 
000,000,000 barrels.
NEW METHODS
Carl E. Reistle Jr., executive 
vice-president of Humble Oil and 
Refining Company, Houston, Tex. 
outlined at a press conference 
some of the new methods ns fol­
lows :
Injection of water under pres­
sure into the underground oil­
bearing structures — a method 
that has had considerable suc­
cess in Canada and Russia, .
Return to the structure nf the 
original natural gas so that it can 
aid in bringing up another How of 
oil. This mothod—in cases whore 
there is no other immediate use 
for the gas—also would serve as 
a gas conservation measure.
Return to the structure o! some 
of the oil’s lighter hydro-carbons 
along with gas—a method which 
has a ’’washing’' effect. ■ 
Underground combustion under 
which the oil is set on fire. The
and became a province of Can­
ada on July 20, 1871.
By DON ATTFIRLD 
Canadian Press Staff Writer j
NORTH BAY. Out, (CP) —
P r l m e Minister , Diefenbaker, 
once a village councillor himself, 
hus assured the Canadian Feder­
ation of. Mayors and Municipali­
ties ho knows and understands 
their problems. 1
nut he gave mi'indication of; 
further immediate federal aid to j 
municipalities, as requested by 
the federation, when he ad­
dressed the CFMM annual con­
vention, , ,.
The c e n t r a 1 administration 
faced the, same problem as the] 
municipalities, that of-, finding 
enough money to meet mush­
rooming, demands for govern­
ment services, he said,
Since its inception 22 ,vents ago, 
the federation has been fighting
v, aldermen went fishing ini mower for bringing in the first 
arby Lake Nipissing Tuesday, fish,'a one-pound, 10-ounce pike 
-eve Bob Nesbitt of Surrey d is -20 inches long The conlcrencc 
won ii power l a w n  I was to end today. ________
W. A. C. Bennett is already 
fourth in line as far as years in 
office are concerned. In August 
he will have been Premier for 
seven years—though it seems but 
yesterday since that day when 
he was sworn into office.
Longest-term Premier w a s  
Conservative Richard McBride, 
12 years, from 1903 to 1915. Next 
in line is Liberal John Oliver, 
nine years, from 1918 to 1927, 
and third on the list is Liberal 
T. D. Pattullo, eight years, 
from 1933 to 1941. And then Ben­
nett.
Bennett has already beaten 
the time records of many .noted 
political figures who became 
Premier—Conservative Dr. S. F. 
Holmie, who survived but five 
years; Liberal John Hart, who 
resigned after six years; Liberal 
Byron Johnson, defeated after 
five years.
If ■ Bennett is re-clcctcd next 
year, or the year after, and 
there’s every likelihood he will 
be,, he’ll be marching on to be­
come the province's longest-term 
Premier, beating even Richard 
McBride. Mr. Bennett would cer­
tainly like to set a record in this 
regard, not only because' he 
wants hinrsolf and his Social 
Credit in office as long ns pos­
sible, but because he wants his 
place and his name firmly ctch-
that Prime Minister Sir Wilfrid 
Laurier had to remove Mclnnes 
from office. Mclnnes is down in 
our history as the only Lieut-gov- 
ernor to be fired.
W. A. C. Bennett, as he goes 
about his daily duties, as he 
makes high-sounding speeches, 
as h e , whips up optimism about 
the future of this province, as he 
sings the praises of Social Credit, 
is conscious of all the outstanding 
men who sat before him in the 
Premier’s chair, and he likes to 
think that in 50 years historians 
will be writing about him, as 
they write now about de Cosmos, 
Robson, McBride, Tolmie, Pat­
tullo and the. others who did their 
share in the development of Bri 
tish Columbia, and added the 
glamor of their personalities and 






REPORT FROM THE U.K.
Retail 
Thanks
heat from the burning fnco forces |cd into our history, 
the rest of the oil out of the rock.
This mothod. Reistle thought, 
might prove too costly,
Jle said oil production costs In 
the United States have risen so 
alarmingly" that it is more coo­
lly M. MolNTYRE HOOD 
Special London (Eng.) 





sent ear-buying off,on a 
.which continued with
nomic to develop techniciues to
recover' more oil from old fields, 
than to search for and devolop 
new ones.
A. striking example'of the .suc­
cess of modern methods was 
given In a paper 'prepared bv 
L. C. Stevens, S. F, Bird nnd J..I. 
,|.usten of Mobil Oil of Canada 
Ltd,, Calgary,
''Alberta’s Pembina field, they 
said, had such low\ rock peroe- 
nbility nnd other adverse factors 
that, without modern completion
■ LONDON — The tax-reducing
J'uvon greater momentum in .April. > tochnlquus' it p r o b a I) 1 y would 
SPCItT AFTER BUDGET 'have been a marginal or even 
Immediately after the budget no ireniiimereliil field) and might
n w uhumuk , r,*x.'tax
for realignment of. tax resources budget • of t-hnnu.llm of th«. Lx ( c
to give the third level of govern-1 chequer, l.-ntheoat Anu >, has ,)uvi 
ment money, to1 priivldc services had exactly the effect which he, •
to
ent oney, to pi 
(or an urban population that nowi 
makes, up some 6<) per cent ofi 
Canadn's population .compared 
with half that 50 .veins ago.1 
Mr, Diefenbaker said: 1
"\Vc all realize Hud there is 
onlv one taxpnyer-'-tty' pubile-- 
thnt no nciyoneeinonl can be made 
In tlds country, except through 
taxation and only one person 
,pnvs for all these things,"
He punle no reference to a fed- 
pruvlnci.il • municipal,eon
w i s h e d  |t to 
have and yyhlch 
he p r ») d icted 
when he, pre­
sented it to the, 
House of Com­
mons, Due to
ta  changes were announced,.not have been cUwotopcil, 
e was another great spurt in̂  Using hydraulic picsijuie 
■ i & u  i.i,■ tiiejfri'ct'in’ «»'„ j a s
month were up six per cent above I formations, and sand in k. • p 
those of it year earlier, four per
cent over, March and three per 
cent over February, Credit snles 
.alone 'showed tin ineronso of 31 
per cent oyer those in the same 
month' of '1958, New credit nd-
tliem open, the Held now pro­
duces nearly ai third of Alberta’s 
and a fifth of Canada's dully oil 
production, Un()er , the , 'methods 
being used, it Is expected to ho 
i In the 1,()()(),OOO.OnO-barrel reserve 
clast
j. rrmihlYintlnn i'  anted , ,,
of lower pur- ' uhiiIiir at ii level of 59 per i conijiuny has spent eoiudderable 
c u se tuxes, and hlKhc,‘' 11 W,V ym"’ ‘lg0’ money -  Reistle said there are 
f i r  removal V  The reduction of the p u r c h a s e '^ / . ‘beautiful geologies! strum 
restriction on tftX on. tare's" there and some 'geologists,
Instalment tiny- went
It was McBride .who brought 
party politics to B.C. 'He was the 
first party Premier In our his­
tory. Before 1903 Premiers exist­
ed on the haphazard support of 
the members of the House. And 
it was haphazard indeed; one 
day members would tell n Prem­
ier they'd support him, next day 
a majority would change their 
minds, vote against the Premier, 
and out he'd go,
The result was that In the'32 
years, from 1871 to 1903, wc had 
14 Premiers; . in the 56 yeni's 
since 1903 we’ve hnd but 10, So, 
there’s only one conclusion to be 
drawn: that party politics, de­
spite al| its drawbacks, Its man- 
ooiivrings, Its jealousies, Its 
bickerings/ its sparring for posi­
tion, did bring political and gov­
ernmental stability to this pro­
vince, ' ■
Fotir,Premiers have died In of- 
flee—A, F, B, Davie In 1881,); 
John, Robson, who succeeded 
him, In 1892; Harlan C. Brew­
ster, the first Liberal Premier, 
elected In 1010, In 1018; and John
Oliver, In 1027, \  ............
John Foster \McCrolght, , mi 
Irishman, was the first p.p. Fee 
whore Ills mler, In 1871, nnd then came that 
' ' remarkable gennls, that, eccen­
tric, Amor de Cosmos—lovcC of 
the , universe, whose name ,was 
once Bill Smith. He left tln/Pre
Rocket Belt To 
Jump Mountains 
Wanted By Army
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States defence department 
has issued n list of things it 
wishes somebody would invent, 
such as:
Something that would enable a 
soldier to jump over a mountain,
A quick method of fixing a 
broken transatlantic cable..
An altimeter that would work 
100 miles up,
The list of new problems for 
Inventors was issued recently by
ways jammed with shiny new 
little cars; modern office blocks 
towering above the historic little 
Wren churches and other ancient 
buildings in the City of London; 
shops full of goods, often of a 
slightly higher quality and gen­
erally at lower prices than in 
Canada. There are plenty of Old 
World antiques for sale, but' — 
and this will interest our manu­
facturers—very, very few New 
World electrical household gad­
gets.
THOSE TERRIBLE TAXES
To Canadian eyes, the worst 
feature about modern Britain is 
l the truly crushing degree of tax­
ation, necessary to pay for two 
World Wars and for the post-war 
Welfare State. The tax on per­
sonal incomes soars above 55 per 
cent at the $8,000 income level, 
and rises to the confiscatory 
scale of 88.75 per cent at $18,000.
On top of that comes the Pur­
chase Tax, despite big reduc­
tions in the recent budget, is still 
as high as 50 per cent on many 
items, including the popular 
small cars which can hardly be 
classed as luxuries.
A successful bread-winner in 
the top tax bracket has to earn 
$15,067 to be able to buy a typi­
cal Little English Car off the 
top of his income. Of that huge 
sum, $13,939 is taken from him 
in income tax and purchase tax, 
while the remaining $1,128 pays 
for the car itself.
At the more usual end of the 
wage scale, a typical semi-skill­
ed worker in one of the "New 
Towns” cams $44 a week. This 
seems low to us, but his modern 
state-owned three-bedroom house 
costs him as little as $5.45 a 
week in rent, while fresh eggs, a 
typical food, cost only 40 cents 
a dozen.
Under Mr. Harold Macmillans 
Conservative government, the 
average, British family today en­
joys a . standard #of living far 
higher than that 'advocated be­
fore the. war by the Socialist 
party. Ample, supplies of many of 
the good things of life are now 
available to a wider range of the 
population than ever before. 
Strangely enough, it is only in 
the Democratic New World that 
the successful businessman can 
now keep a reasonable part of 
his high earning for himself, 
while in that Conservative Old 
Country the tax-gatherer grasps 
the greater part. Thus Britain’s 
economic revolution has been 
achieved at the cost of eliminat­
ing great inherited wealth, and 
making impossiblo the creation
BYGONE DAYS
10 YEARS AGO 
June, 1949
Kelowna Bruins and Vernon 
Tigers tangled in a bitter boxla 
game in Memorial Arena Tues­
day night, starting right in where 
they left oft last September, but 
this time the Bruins came out on 
top of the clawing rugged battle 
by a 12-10 score. The victory 
boosts Kelowna into the Interior 
Lacrosse League leadership.
The executive of the Rutland 
Board of Trade has unanimously 
decided to return the $2,000 that 
had been subscribed in the drive 
for the purchase of a fire truck. 
The results of the canvass show- 
that it would be impossible to 
raise the $10,000 by voluntary 
subscription, for a fire truck 
that would meet the requirements 
of the Underwriters' Association.
of new fortunes out of earned 
income.
MARKET FOR CANADA
That ncwly-prosperous Britain, 
with its new mass market for 
goods other than life's necessi­
ties nnd with its growing supply 
of dollars, now offers a wide- 
open mnrkct to many Canadian 
exports, although some of our 
the U n i t e d  Stntes mllitnry jtrnditionnl surpluses are now 
through the National Inventors!priced too high to compete in 
Council, a commerce department! Rritnin.
agency which is a clearing house; That market has been opened 
for military inventions,
The list, has been Issued, re­
vised nnd updated from, time to 
time since the-'OoOncil was set 
up in 1940, The council has win­
nowed several hundred thousand 
responses, ranging from the sub­
lime to the .ridiculous.
20 YEARS AGO 
June, 1939
Another of Kelowna’s oldtim* 
ers went to his last rest when 
Mr. Harry Valentine Chaplin 
passed away at the Kelowna 
General Hospital after a long 
illness. Mr. Chaplin was a' nur­
seryman and shipped into the 
district the first carload of apple 
trees and these were the trees 
that first started . fruit growing 
on the Aberdeen estate.
30 YEARS AGO 
June, 1929
The recent public inquiry into 
police matters occupied a con­
siderable share of the city coun­
cil meeting Monday night. Bills 
already presented to the city 
forbode a total large enough to 
cause a financial deficit.
40 YEARS AGO 
June, 1919
Shortly after midnight on Sat­
urday night, a fire alarm was 
turned in for the old Lum Lock 
building on Ellis Street, which 
was found to be blazing furious­
ly. The brigade promptly re­
sponded to the call, but by the 
time they arrived the building 
was doomed, and they gave their 
efforts to protecting the sur­
rounding buildings.
50 YEARS AGO 
June, 1909
The first car barge to. make a 
trip down the lake arrived off 
Kelowna Wednesday morning. 
The barge, which was towed here 
by the "Aberdeen,” conveyed a 
pile driver nnd work gang nnd 
outfit, to drive the piles for the 
new CPR freight wharf and car- 
barge slip.
BIBLE BRIEF
I am not ashamed of Uie go*' 
The likely ones it sends to the pel; for It la the power of God 
service c h i e f s ,  who deckle unt0 nalvatton of every one that
whether they're usable, The mil 
Itnry then negotiates directly 
with the Inventor for the use of 
the idea,
hellcveUi.—Ramans 1:10.
It mnltcK good neighborhoods, 
too. Burn or remove nil churches 
Of the mountain-jumper for sol-'(m(j y(llll. t()wn .,|nk into
dlcrs, the council said: ; ruin,' Religion lias made mir
"The (ley ee must provide ex- c,lvlllzalion preeminent, 
collent stability and bo sufficien­
tly responsive to control that the| -----;...- ..
wearer may use It to 'ng'shit.-ln, FAMOUS VESSEL ■ 
his movement over rough ten. “
while carrying normal combat 
equipment of the Infantry,”
The army hits been working on
The' Frnmhusct, stout vessel 
used by the Polar explorers Niin- 
son; Sverdrup nnd Amundson, is
Ikmiii to ear mu.nufneturera! - ro i ial • iiu ri<’.i|‘»i **>')* b u y * . . . i . . .  ...... #..., i„;.
Terence, tv* dream t|io federation (U, |,l ,, purchase, ,as R . ln ,Uu*lr mders in spile of
long, luvs clung t" In ’ called', over ,h en / retail .trade . .. „ n.-w record In




'nicfeuhaker said the c l T l l ‘Sr«i the bud-' Th«‘ l)»»Jor/>ut'*n«‘bi\e com-
of all levels of goVm’it-, ‘“S '  'V ^ u c H  here was a Pniiies. Ford. Vnuxhn I, Ri tlsb
provincial ■ finanet'al conference
mlei hl»lp\ to serve. 111 the. House 
of (,’omu\oii!i, For twb years lie
such a "rocket belt" for some |a a ,'museum at Oslo, Norway, 
time, but apparently n more am­
bitious one Is needed,
Another problem: A .device or 
process that would enable any­
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inis, such as leaves,, Into food, 
The list also included, an In 
sect repellent dhat can be built 
Into clothing, and a method of 
'preventing .bread fr;om getting
did weather Uns been conducive 1 'vf?n "Promlcr anil'"Vie- stale, \  ;
to shopping sprees on thi! part of, t |u,s M .» jMif somebody In' ...‘ ' , ' .
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RARE BUSINESS 
O P P O R T U N I T Y  
MEN OR W O M EN
(CAN START PART TIME)
' iltrvlcln* fair lOaullful DUeUr 
(!'»«»«, In Drum KimhI, ll«nly*»r« 
Mill ApiiIImim Slur-*, Innlml- 
Intr nuniormi* olhtr nulUu ■■ 
'cftllMlIntf fur mtrrhnnrtU* pur- 
ih«Mi| snil rrpltnlshln* lnv*n-
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NO KNOWUDOf Of THI WATCH O* CIOCK 
iNoujTar NiCMJAinr
302:5 hours, Halil fell 011 only 
seven days, two less than normal,
MONTREAL HIUDOE
months, from Mnreh to 
1900, during one of tho 
periods, in our |>olltl- 
dory. That Wf'ix when the, 
rivernor, Dr. ,T. H, Me-' The Jnrqueie Cnr icr Ibid e si 
dabbled la politics,and*Montreal, an M 70,/fK» cantilever 
bpronr becanie * 0  great structure# was completed In 193Q.
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KELOW NA and INTERIOR
OCTA Parley At Kamloops 
Will Discuss "Caravan 97"
Kelowna, Columbia Thursday, June 4, 1959
Wenatchee*,
a. -V




tary, Ralph Kiel 
Wash.
The general session, re-con* 
vcining at 3 p in. will deal with 
reports of sectional meetings and 
discussions and recommenda­
tions. These recommendations 
will form the basic iwlicy for 
Caravan 97.
Adjournment of the business 
session will be at 4 p.m. with an 
afternoon tour of Paul Lake and 
an evening banquet winding up 
the convention.
Shortage of building lots in thejowna the corresponding figures' 
City of Kelowna is forcing pros- for the same period were $251,-j 
ipective home builders to look 925 and $901,381.25 respectively, j
rA •>r"•'/ : k. J*
•*jK**y ■
■ • * a -* . *
a M T . '
* • * . ;
’ i-J, &** * *
BETTY LORDING, KSH’S VALEDICTORIAN 1 OR 1959
Local High Commencement Exercises 
Has 135 Graduates Participating
outside municipal boundaries.
This was borne out by building 
figures issued for the first five; 
months of the year, which were 
compiled this Week.
M ay building permits in the 
city Were valued at S125.785. to 
bring the total todate to $777”,313.
The rural regulated area on the 
c.thcr hand showed that last 
month’s building totalled $221,460 
for a five-month total of $656,- 
568, while Glenmore’s May con­
struction hit the $129,3(10 mark 
for a grand total of $699,775. 
i Combining the Glcnm«ic and 
i rural regulated totals, the five- 
month figure stands at $1,356,313, 
almost double that of the city.
Total of seven permits were 
issued for new houses in Kel­
owna last month: 19 in the rural 
regulated area, and ten in Glen- 
more. In the latter municipality 
there were 50 houses presently 
; under construction, 
j Glenmore shows the largest in­
crease compared with last year. 
I In May. 1958, building permits 
'were valued at $32,869 and the 
' total to the end of May, 1958, was 
! $188,121, In the rural regulated 
jarea figures were S365.201 and 














































Plans have now been finalized; Doreen; Marsh, Peter; Moore, 
for this year's commencement. Bruce: Morrison. Donald; Neu- 
excrcises at the Kelowna High! feld, Linda; Redlich, Lily; Reid, 
School. I Margaret: Rcith. M ary; Stcph-
• „  • ■ , - . t* -a ! ens, James: Taguchi, Ivan;
Beginning at imO p.m. I'nday, Vogh{ Pctcr; w d se r . Bruce:
June 5, the 13a students in thi^j Wonninger - Albert; Whitehead,
year s  graduation class will par-; p avc
ticipate in their last official fun- i °  '
ction in a public school. ; Division 5, D. S. C. Wood,
The Kelowna Junior Sym-! Teacher 
phony Orchestra, under the d ir-( Ashton, Barry; 
cctmn of G. .C. McKinley will aid; Carruthers, 
start the big night wjth the play-: Brian 
ing of the processional march. ! Keith 
W. J. Logie w ill then give the Judy:'
| President - elect Walt Laurie 
chaired his first dinner-meeting 
of Kelowna Toastmasters— with a 
five-man panel discussion provid­
ing an innovation in lieu of for­
m a l speeches. lowed
• Panel members were Bill 
'Crooks. Arnie Teasdale, Stan 
’’Steinhauer. Bob Taylor and Ed  
Boyd, who discussed 
'submitted questions on a variety 
of subjects, ranging from maga­
zines to cultural initiative, from 
.West Berlin to the Kelowna air-
Mrs. I. Wightman 
Dies In Hospital
A resident of this district since 
1926, Mrs. Ivy Lillian Wightman 
died in Kelowna General Hospi­
tal. She was 61.
Born in Guilford, England, Mrs, 
Wightman. her husband and two 
children came to Canada in 1926, 
directly to Kelowna,
They purchased a fruit ranch 
;in the Belgo district where they 
lived until Mr. Wightman’s death 
in 1946.
Mrs. Wightman was an active 
member of the United Church in 
; Rutland.
Surviving are: one son, Eric, in 
'Kelowna: a daughter,- Mrs. Don­
ald iDoreen i ‘Davidson, West-, 
ridge, B.C.; her father, one sis­
ter and one brother in England. 
She also leaves four grandchil­
dren. ;
; Funeral services were held; 
iJune 2 from D ay 's  Chapel of 
Remembrance, Rev. J. A. B. i 
Adams officiating. Interment fol-i
W. B. HUGHES-GAMES 
CHAMBER DELEGATE
The Kelowna board of trade 
has nominated W. B. Hughes* 
Games to the directorship of 
the Canadian Chamber of Com­
merce.
Mr. Hughcs-Games, a former 
chairman of the Kelowna trade 
group is at present vacationing 
in Europe.
He will also be delegated- to 
the annual meeting of the Ca­
nadian chamber in Toronto, 
October 18 to 21.
POLICE COURT
Six local men have been tenta­
tively delegated to the annual 
directors meeting of the Oka­
nogan Cariboo Trails Association, 
to be held in Kamloops June 5.
| Those slated to attend the hub 
city parley are: H. S. Harrison!
Smith, Neville Armstrong, R. P, 
jMacLean. Kred Heatley, T, It. '
:Hill and J. D. Bews. jJ  Registration will begin at 9:30. 
jam,  in the lobby of the Plaza|
'Hotel, with J. D. Bews, associate 
'secretary in charge, 
j The parley will officially open 
j at 10 a.m. with remarks by OCTA I 
president A1 Lougheed of Pen­
ticton. ’ (
j Delegates will then be official-!
Gy welcomed to Kamloops b y '______________
! civic officials and association *p Buss
membership from that city ;h(. ^  wj,y
! Chester C. Knm n, of Wenat- 
|chee, manager of the OCTA will I 
' render the activity and progress' 
report to the assembly following 
this.
A B.C. representative’s talk on 
! the paving of the Alaska High-; The executive of the board has 
j wav," will be next on the named W. B. Johnston as its 
•agenda, followed by ‘'Looking lepres-entative on the regatta 
South on Highway 97.” given by • committee again this year.
.Torn Carson, Reno. Nov. I
j 11 S. Harrison Smith, of Kel-' Final executive delegation to 
owna. second vice-president of the sitting of the B.C. Cabinet m 
the OCTA will then speak on Salmon A nn  has not yet been




,the convention of B.C. Elks at a 
; simple ceremony at the Aquatic, 
'Monday, June 8. H. S. Harrison 
Smith will act as alternate rep­
resentative for the trade bodv.
Two local men were fined $20 
each and costs for consuming 
liquor in a public place. Tcrrvi 
Horn and Gordon Hansen were 
charged at Chase, with the case; 
being waived to Kelowna district 
court. ,
Two Indians, charged with be­
ing intoxicated off a reserve,! 
were each fined $10 and costs. 
Fritz Abel and Alex E li pleaded' 
guilty in city court. I
A . 16-year-old boy was fined 
$10 and costs in juvenile court, 
for speeding in a 30-mile zone.
Kaycees Name 
Cowan As New 
Grand Knight
Division (5. J. It. Gowans 
Teacher
Brooks. Lynn-Dcll: Burteh.
Margaret; Christensen. Carol; .
Gagnon, Rodney: Gastmeier.1
Rea: Cawley, - Joan: Hadfield.l The program was plannedl by
Bruce: Handlen, Barbara;. John- educatmnal vice-president Tom 
stem. Marion; Klassen, Dick; iCapozzi, with Walt Laure off cr- 
Lording, Betty; Matsuda, Tom; atlnS »s moderator during the 
Meek. Chester; Orwell, L o u ; ! P a n e l  discussion. Respective 
Rowles, Anne:' Rvdeiv B r ia n ;:critics for the. five panel mem- 
Campbell, Don-;Tavlor Margaret; ' Thorlakson,1 bcrs were Gordon Lamberton, 
Conroy; Berry,j Alan; Tucker, Trevor; Vickers, ;Don MacGillivtay, Art Drake,.. 
Bengert, Irwin; Duffy,'Heather; Weddell, Tom: Wilder- Dudley Pritchard and Dick Hart- 
D yck ,. Mariyn; Godfrey, ■ man, Donna, Withers, Dave. wick.
Gordon, Jim ; Hamanishi,: ! - Administrative vice-president,
Division 7 Bob Taylor, reported onchairman’s, remarks, this to be Ed; Krieg,'Virerra: Laidlcr. Flor
followed by an address by C. E, ence; Lettner, Kathv; -McGregor,,M rs: Margaret Johnston, Teacher bership 
Sladen. chairman- of the board Patricia: MacMath, Donald; Me-; Alcock, Barry; Bn/.ott, Amore; 
of school trustees for this dis- Millan, Betty; Moore, ' M y rna ;. Flintoft, Dougias; -Gale. Jim; 
trict. Patterson.' Gail; Schleppc, Ber-IGant. Tom': Greenaway, Harold;
It is hot"'yet- known who .will! nurd: Schlosser, . Rosem ary;! Linden, Sadie; Lipka, Eric;
speak for the city' in place of-.Serwa, Lillian; Steinke, Marvyn; • MacNeil, 'Sally; Ma'mehur, Paul;
Mayor R. F. Parkinson, who is'vVebb," Robin; Webster,; B a rr ie ;; Rasmussen, • Loris j; Seliluter.
! Wiebe. Viola: .Weiss, Leslie ;; Eleanor: ' -Sehnell, Yvonne;
Youngstrom, C lint., , ' Taylor, Pamela,
aspirations
in the family plot in the!
Kelowna Cemetery. ! J. Ernest Cowan will be the
Pallbearers were: Frank Dun- new grand knight of Kelowna’s 
. can. John Naito, Arvid Gardner,IFathpr Pandosv Council, KnightSi 
" Ernie Burnett. Enoch Mugford; o f . Columbus, suceeding J. W. j 
and Arthur Baldock. 1 Bedford, whose third term wilL
D ay’s Funeral Service were in!expire June 30. '
charge of all arrangements. Also taking office July* 1 will,
be the following: D. N. Northrop,; 
deputy grand knight; J. A. Teas- i 
dale, Chancellor; L. W. Schlos-1 
ser. recording secretary; E. J. j 
Rantucci. treasurer (re-elected);! 
Adam Streife), warden; Henry! 
de Montreuil Jr., advocate; Mar-j 
tin Brandel, inside gaurd; Pius-i 
Hauk, . Rutland, oustide guard! 
(re-elected); Frank Gutfriend, 
A  local resident has been Warn- trustee, .three years) ; John A. R. 
ed by the building inspector to I VVeisbcck, trustee (one year',! 
<■ ean up what "has developed: filling but the unexpired term of 
mem-- into a junk yard” w ithin '30 days. IL . ' W. Marr, who has resigned.
j  ‘‘Tlie Alaska Rail and Highway 
jCommission." *
A luncheon without program 
■ will then be held in the Plaza 
Hotel.
- Tlie long-planned "Caravan 97"
• will be the first item for discus­
sion at the afternoon session.
Problems and policies of the 
'proposed caravan will be review­
ed, and these subjects will be­
come the basis for committee 
discussion and recommendations 
at the afternoon sectional meet­
ings.
The sectional meetings are 
for the purpose of "refining ’ 
certain subjects and formulat­
ing plans.
j Committees already formed 
are as follows:
• Caravan Policies and Plans fo r j 
j  Housing and Feeding: chairman,' 
JA1 Lougheed, president. Pentic-
; ton: secretary, Lance Kelton,
! secretary - manager, Kamloops 
board of trade.
The Caravan Schedule: chair­
man, James W. Wallace, first 
vice-president of OCTA, Wenat­
chee, Wash.; secretary, J. D. 
Bews, associate secretary, Kel­
owna.
Caravan Financing and Reg­
istration: chairman, Ben W. Fan­
ning. • immediate past president 
of OCTA, Bend, Oregon; secre-
finalizcd. The sitting 
ed for June 11.
Local Resident 
Must Clean Up 
"Junk Yard" Lot
Attention Dancers!





Lady of the Lake Show
will be held at the . 
Kelowna Little Theatre 
Building
(Cor. Doyle and Bertram) 
June 5th, Friday, 5:00 p.m.
B e h i n d - t h e - E a r
Hearing aid
No oarphono In oar! Only 
vlalbla, wlrad tuba conducts 
sound to earmold In aar.
TINY ZENITH
• Tiniest Zenith Ever— Weight Only 
6/t0 Ounce
• Fleilble Wired Tubing Holds A id  
Snugly In Place
• Inconspicuous Phantom-Unk 
Connector (at slight extra cost 
In any Zenith custom earmold.)
• No Dangling Cord
• Finger-Tip Volume Control




$ 14 5 0 0
FREE DEMONSTRATION!
Kelowna Opitcal Co.
1453 Ellis St., Ph. PO 2-2987
at present confined to hospital.
Congratulating the class on be­
half of the department of edu­
cation will be G. E. Johnson, 
district inspector of schools.
Guest speaker Mrs. . S. Harri­
son Smith will then address the 
assembly in the. school auditor­
ium.
Mr. McKinley and the junior 
symphony ■ will bo again called 
on at this point to render a sel­
ection.
Participating in the' introduc­
tion of graduates will be the div-
‘ C.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
TORONTO i C P '-W e ste rn  oils; Ford U.S. 
were easier but the rest of the lnci; Ace, C’orp, 
stock m a r k e t  was narrowlyiInter Nickel 
ahead today -in 'moderate morn-1Kelly " A ” 
ing trading. . Kelly Wtr.
•Industrials were th  e index Labatts '. 
loaders, tip almost one-half point. Massey 
Golds add base metals gained a BaeMillan " B ”
Helicopters
oils, reverting to form, dipped j Ok.' Tele 
almost one-half. Powell River
The If  a.m. volume was 832,000 A.' V. Roe , 
t , , i .. shares, the fastest first hour ,in Steel of Can,
lhen, spbakmg for her class, nior(f j|irin wt>ek, and .corn- Tavior P  and C 
Betty Lording will give the trn- u,(>d wil|, Wednesday’s 585,000!Walkers 
ditional valedictory address. . at t)K, .same hour. Elder was the W,G, Steel 
The presentation of scholar- most active issue, trading, 160,000 vVoi'dwai'd " A ” 
ships, , Academic and athleticis),arcs. jj jumped to $113 shm’tlyi\Voo<Iwnrcl VVts,
ision teachers, who are: . W. v.. f decimal-'points while western;0k
Green, Robert-McClelland, M iss ------ *...L
Marjorie Lean, D. S. C. Wood.
•J. R, Gowans and Mrs. M arg­
aret Johnson. I
awards will be next on the agen­
da. Included in these awards 
will be: The Ed Welter Mem or­
ial Trophy for general .'profici­
ency In grade 12:, Don Butcher 
Memorial Award for boy athlete 
of the year,. Ashley Trophy for 
girl athlete of the year: The
Jack McMillan - Scholarship; 
Groto Stirling Memorial Sehfilar- 
siiip and the A, S. Mnthoson 
Scholarship.
In  addition there will be pre­
sentation .i,if elub awards, major 
and minor ilthletie awards and 
automotive prizes.
‘Hie affair’ will wind up with a 
dance at the sldtool from 10 p,m. 
until one a.m.
Printed below is a list of those 
graduating this year, not in­
cluding those in grade 13:
after the open, then slipped back, 
up nine cent's at SI,90, It gained 
58 cents Wednesday, Other siloou- 
lntlvos moved in ,a few < penny i 
tango,
Among’-industrials, Ford,A w a s 1 
ahead l 1-.- at 74,- and, Bank of'
Nova Scotia, Goodyear Tire and 
Aluminium a d d o d one point,
Losses were in small fractions.
Wostei'M (ills' slipped back , In 
quiet trading. C h a n g e s  w/'rc. ’ 51
mainly among tlie Juniors, Bailey Bralorne. '■ 1
Selbnr'n and Canadian Devonianjedn,-'Dennison 
eneli lost 10 cents while CeiitraltGtinnar 
Dgl Rio and New Superior were Hudson hnv
(iS'4 .69';.
as - 38:ih
901 i 90" j '
9̂ h 10 ., '
5,80 ,6.00
29' i 291 -1
157 s 16 1
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Mrs. Tina Chernoff, 671 Oxford, Still to be appointed for the 
Intcncement of the meeting. Avc., also was advised by build-!new ocuncil are chaplain and 
• This was followed by • table; ing . Inspector' A. E. Clark the; lecturer. Rounding out the execu- 
- topics, handled by Toastmaster' house at' the' above address hasi.tive are, J. - F. Hromek. trustee., 
Jack Botham, who assigned two-j been in the process of construe-* with two years yet to serve, and | 
'minute impromptu talks to hisjtion since Sept! 12, 1957, .whereas!A. V. Dcncgric, financial secrc-• 
fellow members. ■ j builders are required to have the! tarv. .
. Art Drake led-off table topics, exterior, completed within 12; During the'.weekend 'provincial, 
i with his views on impressionistic months. 'convention at Allison Pass, the!
painters; John Niblock, driving! Mr. Clark also ruled, against 'Father Pandosy council was pre-! 
procedure; Stan Steinhauer,:headroom .in. a. stairway, claim- sented with the state council'-1 
Khrushchev; Gordon Lamberton,! ing it was too low and against 
democracy; Ed  Boyd, . youth; I building regulations. The "junk j council 
Dick Ilartwick, YM CA ; Don Mac-j yard” lot in question is next doorlcouncil 
Gillivray, Kelowna’s tourist po- to the house under construction;
tential; Bill Crooks, civil de- • ■ !_______  •
!fence; Arnie Teasdale, drug ad­
diction: Bob Taylor, timber;
I Dick Dolman, journalist's obliga­
tions; Jack Botham, parties',
Dick Dolman then evaluated 
table topics and general evalu­
ator was Bruce MacMillan,
! Formal speakers next week will 





! trophy as being the most active 
in B.C. The Kelowna 
also won a star council 
•award for the third year in 
succession.
PRE-SCH O O L C H EC K U PS
Plans are well on the. way for 
a series of clinics in each area 
of the South Okanagan Health 
Unit for the physical examina*|
Frank Sinatra’s million-dollar 
voice is heard in M G M 's  "Some 
Dudley Pritch-: Came Running” in a completely 
MacMillan as new presentation.
an alternative, They will be re-1. He sings to the accompaniment 
quired to give five-minute talks,''of running water instead of his'  
thereby competing for the best’usual slick instrumental arrange-'
tion of an estimated 1,350 child­
ren who are expected to begin 
school in Grade l this September.
, O ILS AND G A SES
B.A. Oil •' 3l)"s
Can Delhi ...li'.'x1
Can Husky KM i
Can Oil f ' 29''n
Homo " A ”, IIP;
Imp', Oil '■ - 40:
Inland Gas , - ,5M
Pue., Polo • - U A
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speaker's silver cup, and the 






Senior base metals wore, mixed 
Init gains were,, 1 n r g e r lluiii 
losses, Noriuula and Hudson Bay 
added 't  while Labi'udor was tip 
"s at 27' i, Consolidated NlinlnjG
... , _  . lost ■' i' at 2(1'v, .Aiming uraniums ,,nins r 'j "1, '
Division 2. W. C. (.rern,, Iraehcr O m ,.0liUllt(H, |>„|soim lost but ‘ nia.s Min,
Atagi, Masseyo; Batiudt, Mai *  (jppipp- gained ''S*, - (iue,, Nal,
garet; DeHart, .Bruce;; Edwards, fteniork wefe strong in > golds. Westeoiist VI. 












' H.I 1 i
13 A
17k m , 17'iN
Hi'; in
Brian; llohn, Ar.lone; Martin, 
Gordon; McKinley, Sharon; Nash, 
Eunice,;' Olson, Donua; Poll mu, 
Ernest; Renaud, Robert: Sander, 
Geraldine; Sarsons, Roberta; 










Elneh, Chris;' Foley, John; (Sol 
ling, Marry:'', Herbert’, Donald; 
limes, Meredith; Lindahl, Lnrry 
McCollum, Heather; Miller,
, Quolallons .supplied by 
Okiuiagnii Investmenls Ltd, 
28<) Bernard Aye, 
Members of ■ tin* Investment 
Dealers' Association of Canada 
Today's Eantern I’rlces 
ins at 12 nooni
IN D U S T R IA L S
,'\Al,'|tibl. \
Algoma
up, All. Can Cuinp,
. ) All fan  Div,




Mutual - lue,; 




















I I I u m ;  : P e t t i t ,  
berg, Stanley, 
Veness; Diane. 
Wong. Walt'; Wl 
CJ»ltH *rt ' ■
Bk, nf MU. 
1U.V Forest 








, , ' ' ' " ' \  i, f " "  ,
I)l\Mon (, Marjorie Lean. CPU |
Teacher ....,' ‘ "! V • Cap. Esiates, :
Alcock, Wavin'; Anderson, Con,1 M. and S. 
Cilcnyp: Bailey,1 F|meneo; ■ Davis,,Crown Zell (Can) 
Terry, IFire, .Diana; Duffy, Rob- Disi Seagrams 1 
erf; Enns, Evelyn. ;Gale,, Mari-IDom Stores.. 
iVne: (iomlman, jtartmra; Grel'iDom, Tar i ’’ 
Hartwick, llteii- Fani Play 
Itbbcrtj Leser, Fofd "A" , •
, . , , ( ( '  1 i ,, - . (■ 1 i.
ll.itanak.t,
LV» 





























I A'.sidewalk art exhibit Is un­
der eonsiderfitlon for Kelowna,,
-The Kelowna, Art Exhibit So­
ciety lias applied td city council 
for ,permission' to stage tin* open, 
air art, show at the foot of, Ber­
nard Xve, July 1-3, Artists will'  
display, their 'work, and portraits' 
will be. painted on tint spot, ,
'Council approved the Idea In 
principle, but there is a 'proba­
bility that a trade licence may 
lie required. The art society will 
lie advjsed this week ,I f ' such Is 
the case, ' ;, •'
D IP T IIE R IA  'IN O CU LA T IO N S '
II A total' o f,2,070 persons. (iTulil- 
ren and .adults' were linoctilated- 
,agains (jlptlieria In, the -South1 
Okuungnn llehltlt Unit betwjcOn 
jjfin, 1 and April 30, Kelowna in- 
Inniliitlons numbered 1,129,
the;
only time Sinatra opens his. 
mouth to emit, a musical note is; 
during one sequence when lie is 
heard singing in • the shower: ■
"Some Came Running," based 
on the best selling novel'of the, 
same name by James ’ Jones, 
author of "Fronv Here to Eter-l 
nity,” started a four-day run at 
the Paramount last night, ;
Sinatra plays - the role of n 
young writer while opposltq him 
is 'Shirley MiieLalne as the girl 
from the wrong side of the 
|trucks;- Sinatra's gambling pal, 
Bnma, Is played by Dean Martin, 
Also In the east are Martha 
Iiyer, Arthur' Kennedy, Nancy 
Gates arid Eeorn-,Dima, The Sol 
C, Siegel production is In cinema­
scope unci metrocolor,.






the radio and small appliance 
repair department of James 
F. I. Campbell will not he 
operating until next!—
Monday,
T n n  A  V  F R ID A Y  AND  
I  U V M  I  SA T U R D A Y
S O L D I  N E W  I
By the author of 
•TROM HERE TO ETERNITY”
FRANK SINATRA
D EAN  M ARTIN
SHIRLEY MacLAINE
SOME CAME RUNNING
Doors 7:30 - One Showing at 8 p.m.
PRICES THIS ENGAGEMENT
Adults _______     90c
Students ..............   60c
Children .........   25c




T. J. Fahlman Ltd.
Has Moved To
2924 PANDOSY
S T R E E T
Make This The Year to Visit Europe
You can travel to VIENNA and at no,e\u'ii cost slop-over 
in FnjiiCmtl, Mollaml, Denmjirk,; Hclj’ium, Franco, 
.(iermany an,!'Switzerland, Rouml-lrip nlr fare from 
i 1 > m icm iud at nnly $7,K7.60<
' 'A:-li,,iiUjUt,,tur 1,!,1) iN'uw ™ l ’ny|Lidei I'lim )■
Atruli*' lor major (raiistuirtathm com na n lcn , hotels, etc,
Kelowna Travel Service
?55 Bernard Ave, •
Ig Vernon 3101 21 si Avr.
Phone PO 2-4715 
phone I.I 2-59̂ 0
Correction Re: Jumbo Enterprises
li Was erroneously inentioncd in two previous iidver- , 
lisements - -  May '23rd' anil 3f)th —  whereby 
• Johnsion & 'I'uylor 1 Keal Fstale Agencies wyre 
advertised as exclusive agents for (JRLLNALL BROS, i 
r m .l  AllUK AI M) HOMES. We wish lo uiuioiince 
Hull JIJMIU) LNILRHUSLS, 305.V IW o sy  St.,
KdownU, B.C., arc (lie exclusive (Hsiriliulors for the 
Okimngnn Valley appointed by us and the Real Kstalo , 
lirm above lire, acting as sub-agents lor Jumbo 
I interprises. ;■' - , ■, . , , , ; ■'
' ■ ■-\ v .  ’ . 1.' ' mi 1
You 'are iijvited to' contact, (either' firm for full information 
, ' iuhI catalogues o il  our Homes and Summer .Cottages, ,
GREENALL . LIMITED
i , M anufacturers of 
Prefabricated I lopics and Summer Cottages.




SUPER HOT No. 30
Glass Lined
Hot Water Heater
Rn wc INVITE y'ojr to come down, to 
our now locution before June TMli nnd 
be eligible to inutldpntc in thin FREE 
GIVE AWAY, -
Ho WAtch for further developments.
1 ■ I’rce und C.'oinplete Fslimaics for 
PLUMBING ANH IIIIATING INSTALLATIONS
T. J. FAHLMAN LTD.
Heating and Plumbing
2924 PANDOSY ST. PHONE PO 2-363.1
\
ALICE WINSBY. Women's Editor
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HITHER AND YON
AFTER ATTENDING . . . re­
cent services for his father-in- 
law. Ivo Arduini, in Kamloops. 
iJ. F. I. Campbell has returned 
home. Mrs. Campbell has re- 
jmained in Kamloops. Other Kel­
owna people attending the funer- 
! al were Mrs. C. W. Taylor, Mrs. 






Three young daughters of Mr. 
and Mrs. John L. Ritchie re-j 
ceived the names of Sandra j 
Leigh, Cathay Ellen and Georgia' 
nens. Mr. and Mrs, R. L. Orsi Marie, at a baptismal service,' 
and Mr. and Mrs. G, F. Dodge, i when Rev. D. M. Pcrley of->
ficiated at St. Paul's United, 
Church in a Sunday afternoonTHE MARRIAGE . . .  of Don­ald Arthur McIntosh and Miss 
Jeannine Turnbull, both of Kel­
owna. took place this week in 
St. Paul’s United Church, with 
Rev. D. Al. Perley officiating. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvine of 
Francis Ave. were attendants.
COLORFUL BEVY OF BELLES
ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Ensign 
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Currie 
were godparents. Among those 
present were Judge Gordon 
Lindsay and Mrs. Lindsny of 
i Mr. and Mrs. McIntosh plan to! Vernon, Mrs. E. E. Fessant of | 
reside in Kelowna. 'Kelowna, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Cant of Kamloops.
■ - thW; y\fter the ceremony a recept- 
, . . , . Lumby this ;on was ^eld at Ritchie's
week for the Lions Installation;girch Ave. home.
i night there. Journeying from:------------- 1 -------- ■----------
Kelowna were Mr. and Mrs.!
Stanley Burtch. Mr. and Mrs. SPECIAL NAME
Sydney Cook. Mr. and Mrs. Wil-i The town of Coronation in Al- 
, liam Morrison Earl Murchison, berta was so named in 1911 to 
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rankine, M r.!mark the coronation that year of 
and Mrs. Felix Sutton, Mr. and;King George V.
Mrs. Jack Adam.
' LOCAL LIONS . 
wives travelled to
Tliis bevq of local women, 
Clad in their colorful vestments, 
will be among the busiest wo­
men irt town next week. Of­
ficers of the Order of Royal 
Purple, they will be assisting 
their ‘'brother Elks" to host 
the provincial convention of the
T1POE. Left to right, front row: 
Lecturing Lady Mrs. W. A. 
Andrusko; Assistant Royal 
Lady Mrs. C. \V\ Fa veil; Act­
ing Supreme Installing Of­
ficer tPHRL* Mrs. A. H. 
Marsden; Honored Royal Lady 
Mrs. E. L. Bouchard; Im­
mediate Past HRL Mrs. R. P. 
Meunier, and Loyal Lady Mrs. 
A. E. Drew. Second row, left 
to right: trustees Mrs. W. T. 
Dawson, Mrs. J. \V. Cope, Mrs. 
Wayne Braden; secretary, Mrs. 
A. F. Loudoun; treasurer. Mrs. 
John Walker; Outer Guard,
Mrs. A. A. Thompson: Histor­
ian, Mis. Walter Sigfuson; In­
ner Guard, Mrs. Terry Mc­
Kinley. Rear row, Chaplain, 
Mrs. D. R. Ktiooihuizen: Con­
ductress, Mrs. J. M. Millar; 
Pianist. Vera Hill.
ncrea Education He




A baptismal service was con­
ducted at the home of the small 
principals’ m a t e r n a l  grand­
mother, Mrs. E. L. Casncr, Mor­




What a tonic a pretty flower 
hat can be. But not the over­
done job so filled writh flowers 
that there’s no shape, no line, 
no charm. This beguiling
beret, fashioned by Gardner, 
is done with restraint. Further­
more. it’s designed to pack 
easily. The white bouvardla 
flowers are blended with moss 
green gros-grain and finished 
with a slide bow.
Ivor Island, where they will at- 
R EG IN A (CP) — With an in-! Mrs. McGibbon said. She also; dents. 351 of them children of ex-'tend the Gyro Convention. While 
creasing emphasis on education urged that the number of bur-; servicemen. i there. Airs. Lennie will attend
and a call for still more support, saries and scholarships be in-; Added to this were funds total- the reunion of old girls at wueen 
the Imperial Order Daughters of! creased. I ling $52,960 for special projects! Margaret’s School, Duncan.
Janice Diane and Darryl Walt­
er King, children of Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter King of Kimberley, and 
OKANAGAN MISSION -  Mr.jCathryn lone daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert Lennie left on ; M«- L(lo-vd, Jackson, re-
Wcdnesdav for Duncan, Vancou- ceucd the rite of baptism, with
the Empire pushed its education-! In her appeal for chapters to,such as music festivals, local 
aid total to $296,457 for 1958-59. | continue and increase support of j libraries and other community 
, Mrs. D. W. McGibbon of Tor-j education in all its phases, Mrs. projects, 
onto, national education secre-jMcGibbon said "the problem . . 'OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS 
tary, today told the order’s an-;is one of attitude—of convincing! Qn a nationr.l level, the order 
nual meeting that the sum rep-;more people of the value of cdu-jcontributed $43,859 to student 
resents a $14,734 increase over Ration. . . . .  i scholarships and made a $500
the previous year. i Her report showed that chap-'
But there still were isolated iters spent $59,551 in providing 
rural schools which needed to bo i schools with libraries, prizes, pic- 
“ adopted” by chapters. And withjtures, sports equipment and mag- 
increased universitv tuition fecs.iazine subscriptions, 
the actual value of awards had| Chapter contributions to mun- 
decreased. -icipal and provincial education
"Chapters should review their! funds, bursaries, loans and schol- 
scholarships and bursaries with a i arships totalled $139,478. Ot this 
view to increasing the amounts,” 'amount $100,114 went to 1.168 stu-
Rev. D. M. Perley officiating.
-1 contribution to send Canadians





DEAR MARY HAWORTH: My 
boy friend is 32 years old and 
comes from Sweden. He chases 
after every girls and-wants to 
have a passing affair.
He says it is just "for fun”
and that, in Sweden, they con- jobs as professional models in 
sider it matter of course. He the fashion field, and the adjoin- 
says I am "sick” because I don’t |ihg field of advertising, 
agree with him. j Mv advice is, locate these
I have noticed that he flirts | schools and talk to their respec- 
wlth men too. tivo directors (or deans of en-
ls'he sick or am I sick? There I rqllment' about the methods and 
are so few normal guys around, I procedures that lead to employ
seminar in Yugoslavia last sum­
mer.
Along with 2,177 adopted and 
assisted Canadian schools, the 
order has adopted seven second­
ary schools in the Leeward Is­
lands and four in Dominica.
Mrs. McGibbon said if the pilot 
project is successful, the project 
may be extended to other areas 
in The West Indies, British Gui­
ana and British Honduras.
Aid to education also was listed 
in the national commonwealth re­
lations report by convener Mrs. 
C.M. Scott of Peterborough, Ont. 
AID FOR INDIA
. , , - , _____ , This comm itteecollected$il,-mbest advantage; and also the,5f)9 from chapters ancl spent s5,_
little aits and gestures w 262 for scholarships at medical
m~unercd J'emimpdy' . j colleges in Vellore and Ludhiana,These schools are in , b“ ss : IndiaB translatecl and printed
for profit, of course, but their j nursjng text b00ks for a nursing 
business is__to^prepare^girls^ foi sc[100| Indore, India, and finan­
cially supported an Indian Medi-
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Irwin 
have returned home after at­
tending the B.C. finals of the 
Drama Festival. Mr. ancl Mrs. 
Irwin drove home by the Alona- 
shee Pass, and report quite a lot 
!of snow on the higher parts.
Twenty-five members of the | 
Okanagan Mission Brownie Pack 
enjoyed their wind-up hike on ; 
Tuesday. With their leaders 
Brown Owl Mrs. J. Bruce Smith, i 
Tawny Owl Mrs. C. H. Harris, ; 
and Grey Owl Airs. G. Tod they 11 
travelled up to Fraser Lake; I 
where they had games, and then,| 
settled down to wieners, pop and; 
watermelon. , !
ROYAL MUSICIAN
The first Queen Elizabeth was 
a skilled player of the bandora, 
an instrument resembling the gui­
tar.
“I  want to plead that Amend­
ment. I  forget the number.”
New Arrivals
BAMBOO PICNIC BASKETS
Complete with trays. r r  q q  Small
Large S ize ................... /  7 7  Size   
Ideal for travelling or for that picnic.
BAMBOO BLINDS and DRAPES
All sizes. Roll up and drape types, each __
RED SEAL PAINT 
Latex Base
Gallons ................. 4.49




it seems tp me. Please answer 
soon, C. D.
BIRDS OF FEATHER 
FLOCK TOGETHER
DEAR C. D,: Birds, of a feather 
flock together, you know. And 
in his homeland, your boy friend 
no doubt frequented the company 
of persons who shared his 
tastes, appetites and preferred 
pursuits. Hence when he says 
that "We in .Sweden' are thus- 
nnd-so,’’ he is speaking- for him­
self, more or less,
1 am sure that he will find 
persons of his own kind on this 
side of the Atlantic too, But thaj 
doesn't mean that the custom of 
the country, by and large, is to 
live in. a • sex-obsessed way.
meat as; a model. The classified 
section of the telephone direct­
ory, or the "library” of your 
local newspaper, may help you 
finds the schools. M. H,
WHO PUBLISHES 
DR. LOW’S BOOK?
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: 
From time to time you have 
mentioned Dr. Abraham Low’s 
book; "Mental Health Through 
Will Training,” and the .self 
help thornpv groups known as 
["Recovery Inc.” which have de­
veloped as n result of his work 
and teaching.
.Will you give the name of the 
publisher'.’ Also the headquarters 
address of the therapy groups?
V. P.
DEAR V, ,P,: Dr, Low’s book
Mrs. E. G. Harris of Vancou­
ver arrived yesterday, and will, 
be the guest for some time of her J 
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and j 
AlrsrC. H. Harris.
Congratulations to Mr. and! 
Mrs. C. A. Bull on the. arrival of; 
a baby daughter this week.
cal student doing post-graduate 
work in Canada
A "tremendous upsurge" in the 
interest in films was reported by 
Mrs. E. S. Gallagher of Toronto, 
national film convener.
Films were used for chapter- 
education p r o j e c t s  and were 
shown to other groups, One Que­
bec chapter donated a film li­
brary to a school.
, In connection with television 
films, • Al r s. Gallagher urged 
members, to protest to local sta­
tions about films they do not 
approve of and to praise, those 
they like.
VERNON NEWS
It Is a mistake to haggle with | p r o d u c e d  hv the Christopher 
him, The past i* prologue, w«U Publishing House, Boston, Mass, 
are, told; and if his*' habit Is to i haven’t the street'address, hut 
chase all girls ri,id flirt with mcn,!j|„, foregoing indentlficntion
should suffice, Recovery,you know what to expect,
• If you don't like' it, if you eon
sider it morally diseased )̂1‘* iSouth Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 
havior twhich It is', you iiren t nunois, 1 ' Al. II,
called upon to "pass judgement > j,tury Haworth counsels throtigh 
upon h i mRat he r  your cos|wmst- b,u- column, not by mall or per
VERNON -  Mrs. II. S. Harri­
son Smith, of Kelowna, president 
of Conservative Women's As­
sociation, was guest speaker in 
Vernon last, week at a meeting 
of the recently formed Primrose 
Club, held at the home of Mrs,
II, DcBeek and her sister, 'Miss 
Elizabeth Ellison,
Mrs, Archie Fleming, mother 
of Stuart Fleming, M,P, foi- Oka- an
. .. , , . ■ i nugnn-Revelstoke Is president of! undertaken,
has national headquarters at 116 Vernon's Primrose ...................
Hospital Nursery 
May Be Centre 
Of Infant Disease
AIONTREAL (CP) -  Canadian' 
hospital nurseries may become! 
centres of infection instead of, 
sanitation, the Canadian Public 
Health Association has been told, I
Margaret Finlayson, of the On-1 
tario health department told the; 
annual meeting that a sharp in­
crease in cases of infant enter­
itis since 1950 holds a warning for | 
hospitals.
The disease, colloquially known : 
as "summer complaint” once! 
was a major problem in unsani­
tary rural areas and hud a high i| 
mortality 'rate,
■ Modern sanitation methods had; 
apparently-wiped it out,, but it; 
has been making a "eomobaek" 
in Canada, Miss Finlayson said,)
WORSE THAN REALIZED
"We suspeet that hospitals aroi 
one of, the .main causes of the| 
spread of Infection' find that, If, 
adequate Investigation were'




You look for play or leisure. . .  deceptively casual, with a 
special air of good fashion planning. You'll achieve the look 
easily when you buy your fun-time separates from our 
array of summer-perfect Tops, Shorts, Tapered Pants, 
Swimsuits and Beach Towe l s , . .  These are just right for 
your outdoor vacation t i me, . .  do hurry in and make your 
selections.
SUN DRESSES
Sleeveless Drip-Dry Cottons and Polished Cottons. Cool and 
gay . . . ideal for all occasions, Q QC . C Oft
. at. AJ , — to f  —J
bility in the situation Is lb can­
cel, vourseif out .of the associa­
tion'that lib represents, and In­
vest your interest in companion­
ship .that you can approve 1















Club, which would prove to be" much ..more 
.common than is - currently rc- 
lallz.ed." , ,
/ Mjss Jessie Toplinm, Brown, rtf j |S|V(, snl(, n major cause of Hie 
Vernon, plans to leave,, in early outbreaks 'appears to be tha t'| 
visit to jmjuns, ■ such,.ns' doctors,, nurses! 
and hospital workers, are curriers 
of the organism which causes tho; 
disease and thal •,organism's ihem- 
selves appear to'have developedii 
s trains Immune to conventional,;| 
nntllplotlos; , •„
Indeed, she said, the wide­




2-pcc. Skirt and Blouse, 
Blouse, white cotton sleeveless 
open neck
Skirt, ,
gay candy stripe ..................... ...............................
3-pcc. Matching Colors. Blouse and 
Shorts with Skirt for additional attraction ........
SUM JIMS, PEDAL PUSHERS — Made from 
lightweight polished Shecnb. Priced from ........
June for a Summer 
Dally Britain, Making tho .trip by till*; 




Sec our wide selection . . choose 
from famous Catalina, Christina, 
Pedigree Sport, Arti,st JVlodcl. In 
sizes 12 to 46, Priced fropi—
SHORTS BLOUSES
Shceno,, , . Beige . . .  Red 
White or Stripes. From ... 2.98 Racks and rncks of all sizes, whites and colors 1.98
......... QYAMA — Mrs, J, Stephen, is
Soon I will'be 17 a,ltd 1 am''con- 'hundred girls, half of them In a patient in the Vernon Jubilee | ably .c.4 used the development of 
eefned iilxuit byj prospects (or a Sydin-y and the.. remalmiei- in Hospital. , Friends wish her a i resistant .strains, 
college education; mid mv In-, Alelbouriie, are to be guinea pigs! speedy recovery, 1 | In Ills presidential address, Df.
nhllitv to pay, the costs of in an Australian experiment in-| ‘ , Jules, Gilbert ,,f Montreal called
tuition, \  ' voicing the effect of hair colors1 .n 10in? . ■ r:'' Ca,niula "an underdeveloped eoun
I am considered nui'uotlvo and iop effteleney,' ' •, - nll(‘ a\|,fl; 6. Gb'ny'last wer,#i tr.\l" as far as public health I
'V4 95 ,1 2  95
FOUNDATION FASHION — The Merry Widow . . . Exquisite Long Line Brn, 
Strapless Bra and Wnist Cinghcr combined. The ideal figure flatterer for Q  n r  
that eyecatching grad gown, or topless sun dress. O n ly ........ l....k........ . 7  7 * 1
, Intelligent aiid mv eyes are , my Koine of tlie'eolors nro' mellow, were their son-in-law nni1 dauglit- 
moid striking, feature, 1 Many gold, champagne .'blond, copper,*’1'- Mr, and Mrs, IL Ainos and 
have said tla-y are exceptionally I glaw, dark plum, haze grey, rose family, or sturgeon t ails, out. 
beautiful. , giey^and^ silver gteep,^ _ j  Cook of Manchester, Eng-,
is spending ii ,few days |I wonder If 1 Ifaye a chapee of Avon Al d n r e, a Meliiounu- . ‘ j competing In eve beauty eon-'lyauty specialist liv Perth (nr a 
te#D; and ifiso, when and where?|conference of woinen; hitUHvy:
eoiieernctl,
He, urged extension nf pulille 
health, services to laeludo mehtal' 
health\ , ideuhollsiii , and traffic 
safely, ■
ivisiting with Ids slsp-r' Mrs, M.i Hr- (<ilhert--also ndh-d for leg. 
, . v , . , „ n - ,  i • ' Stanley! Mr, Cook Is .on .a.,hiicsiMillion\guvVrning pas»eui;|/,alion
Anri ,lf ,1 have ;,a., chance o fers, said sla- Is - working on the moll,|V tour of Canada, : «''f m ilkW vyd m .pu'hlleM-atini!
nuxlejiiig m the eye category? them,,v that harmonized 'hair, eol-, tplaces, fhinrldatlon of water nnri
D o  you have • any suggestions’’ mrs- would improve a girl's por-l (iuesCi hi I he home <?f Mr, and laws similar tn those In the United 
• , - , - , C.p. sonal adjustment ni,d 'effieloncy .Mrs. II. Aldre l̂ last week were1 states • bj 'prevent iminiifneturers
1 In factories (ind offices' in the Mr, ami Mrs. August Helium and [of patent niedieine.-i from ’ke
same waV as harmonized wall col- iWn Kaarc of Norway., They spent their,, ingreda-nts 
„ . „  - .. , orh}f*!i ,, - a few'days In Oynn'ui after at-Y"
t . B,, in the town All,-is Mome', whose current lictlr, tomltiiR graduation exerelses a t1
throogh which you • write - there color is damson plum, said the.jjiif* for their son, -
n e  at least Ihice ' reputable girls were looking forward tn the' ', 1 , Mary Augusta Held, who died
training schools for models, test, especially i as1 they eopld Mill, J. - Craig' is a patient In , . 
v'here girl* tue taught * Imw to! change, the color "to suit clothes the Vernon Jubilee Hospital, She '
•4mkl, walk, pnrmh', lie seated; Imy h lends and the dictates ot is wished a spcOdy recovery by 
lv>w to d ro s  and use toametu's,fashion and fancy," \  'Ificnds. ' 1 ,
■ ' t  ■ ■ '>  -  ■ ' : r  v 1 ■■■'■' ■■' ■. 1  .. --, ■ i - i ,m i . * i ,
BEACH TOWELS
California Sljiuly Lady ancl Tropl- 
cunu , , , hand printccl n  n r  
color, fast. From .... .......  Z 7 J
\ SPRING COAT SALE
Only a few left. Lightweight All-,weather Conts. Three prices—
Reg. 24.95 I Q  n r  Reg. 19.95 1 C  Q C
Special .... 1 7 , 7 J  Special .... U » 7 % #
Keg. 29,95 n n  Q C  







r.v l  I l i 
I'orontb in Ur,U, wife- of the| 
painter Gecn’g'e Ahih-w. Re|d, watt| 
herself ft noted artist in 'oils.’
"W h e re  C a s h  Beats C re d it "
i






WEDDING SOON??? — Ac­
tress Rhonda Fleming poses 
with Swiss millionaire Felix 
Fostel who is visiting Rhonda
at the West Coast. “We have 
talked about being engaged, 
but we are not yet,'1 the actress 
told newsmen. She has an in-
' "Hfe; ‘
terlocutory divorce decree from 
Dr. Lew Morrill. — (AP Wire- 
photo)
TRAIL <CP> —, Major-General 
Chris Vokes, general officer com­
manding the Canadian Army 
Western Command, received a 
farewell salute from militia units 
in the Trail area Tuesday night.
Completing a tour of the pro­
vince, Major-General Vokes in­
spected the 24th MAA regiment 
of the Royal Canadian Artillery 
and the 44th field . squadron, 
Royal Canadian Engineers. The 
bands of both units were in at­
tendance.
The retiring officer commended 
the Trail and Nelson units for 
their turnout and appearance and 
said he was pleased with the 
growth of the militia force in the 
area.
NELSON (CP) — Resolutions 
dealing with treatment of alco­
holics and drug addicts will • go 
before delegates to the Junior 
Chamber of Commerce conven­
tion opening here Thursday.
Other resolutions to be consid­
ered bv more than 300 delegates 
from British Columbia and the 
Yukon will call for establishment! 
of kindergartens in public schools, 
better payment for jury duty, ap­
pointment of a travelling magis
f  J
M
g 5 9 •-T*.
NEW DESTROYER ESCORT
—HMCS Terra Nova, which
will be commissioned into the 
Royal Canadian Navy at the
Victoria Machinery Depot Co. 
Ltd., shipyard, Victoria. B.C.,
on June 6, 1959 is the first ship 
in the RCN to bear the name.
Christian Democrats Fear 
Red Victory In Sicily Voting
196 for the army; 299 for the 
RCAF.
The barrack blocks are easily 
converted into classrooms and 
the cost—57,100 for four class­
rooms—is only a fraction of that 
required to erect a new school.
. . , . . .  , PALERMO. Sicily (AP) — Thc;a base for NATO Intermediate brr li nfhh-m1MrLhn!h!-1° ^  mmi
trate and more rigid regulations, possibility of a Communist vic-j range ballistic missiles. 1use 0f hunters fire- 1tory in Sicilian elections js worry-1 
Jing the Christian'Democrats. It-
nrmy can
spare and use of the blocks, sit- 
The Christian Democrats’ con-juated on the army camps several
governing
^M urray Mackie. chairman of alv’s^don^n^nt ;3 w° l c°Uapsed last YJ’inter' 1 rmles from the married quarter
the annual oratorical contest, said j flyrtsv donunant Roman Catholic Wealthy landowner Silvio Milazzo; sites, pose problems of trans- 
six regional orators will vie for ■ * ’ bolted the party ranks, accepted portation, playground facilities
a trophy and the winner will! 11 is b>’ no means certain that Communist and Fascist support, and teacher flexibility, 
leave Sunday to participate initho Communists and their fellow- and was elected president. "Certainly there are problems
the Western Canada finals in Al- travelling left will win in the vote| He contended that the Christian associated with using
next Sunday. But the Christian1 Democrat government in Romejfor classrooms,’’ said Col.
Democrats, who have won every was not doing enough for themeth H. McKibbin of Port Arthur,!the two-year tour of duty In Ger-
semi-autonomous region of Sicily. Ont., officer in charge of admin- many.
A Communist victory in May 
elections in the similarly semi- 
autonomous valley of Aosta, along 
the French-Italian frontier, set
berta.
Speakers will include Spokane, . , . . .  . ,
attorney L. Keogan, who will!voto bere since the Allied land- 
talk on “ the evils of alcohol” lnRs i n ‘hc war> fear .that the tide 
and S. R. McMeekin, assistant'nKkv have turned against the 
to the manager of the personnel _
division of -the Consolidated Min-*, The Christian Democrats are .
ing and Smelting Comoany, Trail,*hard hlt b? defections in their:alarm bells ringing in Christian 
who will sDeak on “future Ca- own vanks. , Democrat lanks.
« T R 4 T rrir  i s n v n  I 0nly a few weeks earlier theSTRATEGIC ISLAND | Vatican had told Catholics that
Importance of the vote in this it was forbidden to vote even for
istration at brigade headquarters 
and the man responsible for the 
army side of the organization of 
the schools.
“ Let’s face it, a decision to in­
vest hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in new schools over hero 
is not ono to be undertaken 
lightly.’’
The army is running out of 
suitable barracks for classrooms, 
but there will obviously be no 
shortage of youngsters for a long 
time to come.
When the 2nd Brigade Group 
returned to Canada in November, 
barracks j  1957, it took back an extra “ bat- 
Ken-jtalion”—860 babies born during
 ill p   
nadian business.”
VANCOUVER (CP) — Roy H. 
Elfstrom, industrial safety super­
visor for B.C. Electric, said Tues­
day industry can save itself 
countless tax dollars by encour­
aging off-the-.iob safety programs
largest island of'the Mediterran­
ean is clear.
Sicily controls the mid-Mediter­
ranean. Its Augusta Bay is a ma­
jor refuelling point for the U.S
Coronary Illness Surgery Aids 
Sufferer But Controversial
EDITOR’S NOTE — Surgery for 
coronary disease is still in the 
research or experimental stage. 
Several methods are being tested 
but surgeons and physicians 
differ on their effectiveness, a 
spokesman for the New York 
Heart Association says.
The operation described in 
this article involving three dif­
ferent steps is among the surgical 
techniques being tried and is con­
troversial among medical men. 
What benefits one patient may 
not help another. Anyone contem­
plating-heart surgery should first 
consult his own doctor and heart
professor at a classroom lecture. 
Suddenly, I gasped.
LIKE GIANT HAND
A heavy weight crushed my 
chest. There was.no actual pain, 
but the pressure was suffocating. 
It felt like a giant iron hand clos­
ing around my ribs and chest. I 
tried to breathe deeply, and 
fought to keep from blacking out. 
I was very tired,. and, my chest
He told a training course at UEC.6th Fleet. America s big.Mcditei- 
1 that three times as many person*: [anean a11' l51*™1 base re^ "  ly 
are injured at home as on t h e ] ^  
job. Companies paying five per 
cent tax on everything they buy 
are paying for the time these 
accident cases spend in hospital.
of pur magnesium silicate.
INCREASE BLOOD FLOW
Severing the artery would in­
crease the pressure within the,felt weighted. I was permitted 
arteries' below which feed di-.to rest for an instant, then Dr. 
reedy into.- the heart muscle.;Gorelik spoke to me:
This would cause the blood ves- "This is where you will feel the 
expand, increasing thejpajn gnan we put vou to sleep?” 
blood flow. | .... ,, v . . ,• _ . ' „ ... I No, I whispered. Anxiety
Removing the rib cartilage; swept over me. From the sur- 
would permit the heart muscle [geon’s detailed explanation the 
to be joined to the great muscle j previous night, I knew now that 
of the chest. The latter muscle is the next step would be crucial, 
rich in blood supply, and w o u ld 'in c is io n  would be made in the 
feed extra blood to the heart. | heart. The magnesium silicate 
The magnesium silicate, in-;would be forced into the space
VANCOUVER (CP) — Funeral 
services were held here for nion- 
eer Vancouver contractor Eben- 
ezer McConkey Tuesday. Mr. 
McConkey, 93, died Saturday. He 
had been a resident of Vancouver 
since 1910 and is survived by 
one sister, annd a daughter.
The island has been mentioned as
Christian parties which support or 
aid atheist Communism.
The Communists protest that 
there has been intervention by 
the church in the current Sicilian 
campaign. They complain also of 
tens of thousands of anti - Com­
munist letters from the United 
States.
Canadian NATO Forces Fight 
Battle O f The School Bulge'
VANCOUVER (CP)— Univers­
ity o f ' B.C. graduate Raymond 
V. Tomlinson, 34, has been 
awarded the Charles Pfizer Fel­
lowship in biochemistry for 1959-j foratin^ raoidlv.
60. The fellowship is for Sl,800| Next Sentember
soecialist for careful study tojjected in minute grains, would j between the covering of the heart
determine whether surgery could; increase the blood flow in still 
be helpful-in his case. another w ay . Placed inside the
'  heart-covering, in the space be-
i, .o.ixr n- T, tween the covering and the heart
,Ry JOHN O. B. WALLACE j muscle, the metallic grains would
NEW YORK (AP)-The first jset ,in motion a gentle and ever- 
thing1 I saw ns the stretcher| ia^,in8 abrasive action, 
moved slowly through swinging1, ruptures would be caused 
doors into the operating room for jin th(: heart muscle, also in the 
my heart operation was the blind-1 covGring. Thusmew blood vessels 
ing glare of an overhead lamp. w°uld be: created,■ aK/11 n mcreas- 
It was suspended above a long ln8 -̂ be ^ow t° b̂c beal*"
and narrow white metal table 
Orderlies moved me from the
muscle.
“It will be about the same 
thing as having another heart at­
tack,” the surgeon said.
Now the jolt came.
PAINFUL AND SHARP
It was painful and sharp, and 
the pressure seemed unbearable 
—much .worse than before 
I tried to say something, but 1 
couldnt talk. Gasping for breath, 
I looked at the overhead lamp, 
It swayed and spun wildly
By KEN METHERAL 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
SOEST, Germany (CP) — Can­
ada’s NATO forces in Europe are 
fighting a battle of the bulge— 
a school bulge—and in military 
Iparlance the situation is “deter-
and tuition fees. Mr. Tomlinson 
has been working on his doctor­
ate in biochemistry for the last, 
two years at the University of 
California.
VICTORIA (CP) — District 
school suoerintendent Harley D. 
Abbott will be transferred from 
Creston to Nanaimo, the provin­
cial education denartment an­
nounced Tuesdav, He will reolace 
Claude Campbell who is retiring.
VICTORIA (CP) — Premier 
Bennett Tuesday declined to di­
vulge what the provincial govern­
ment has in mind as a gift to 
Queen Elizabeth on behalf of the 
people of the province. He said
about 1,000
childlfen of Canadian soldiers 
and airmen serving in. France 
and .Germany will enter Grade 1 
compared with a m e a g r e  25 
scheduled to graduate at the end 
of June.
The following year the dispar­
ity will be even worse and will 
continue to worsen until about!brigade area had an enrolment 
1963- of 1,058 students. Now we have
If Canada is to maintain her 
soldiers and airmen in Euope at 
anything approaching  present 
strength, she must soon under­
take a major school-building pro­
gram. About 10 new schools— 
equalling the present 'num ber- 
will be needed within five years 
“The growth of the school pop­
ulation is more in the manner 
of a tidal wave than a bulge,” said 
N.D. Castonguay of Azilda, Ont. 
20 miles, northwest of Sudbury 
who is supervising principal of 
schools in the brigade area.
RAPID GROWTH
“In 1955 our schools in the
FORMIDABLE TEAM
Performing the operation would Also, the table was tilting, and I 
stretcher to the table, and 1;be a formidable medical team was rolling off ,the table to the 
lifted my head and looked around]headed by Dr. Gorelik, noted as left. I was falling. Then, like in 
the operating room. It resembled>a specialist in heart surgery. a, frightening dream, I awoke 
a klieg-lighted s t u d i o  without | The seven other team mehi-jwlth a. start. There was absolute 
scenery or props. Beyond me ters would be the assisting sur- silence.
were eight figures, standing el-j goon, a "stand-by" surgeon— 1 saw then that the surgeon was 
bow and elbow In. a semi-circlc. there to take over in any einer- working alone, No one moved, 
White masks partially covered|genc.v involving either the chief 
their faces. Three wore, green surgeon or the assisting surgeon
EMERGENCY MEASUR.E
In Germany, the 4th Canadian 
Infantry Brigade Group has al­
ready converted a barrack block 
into four classrooms to handle 
the five, well-equipped' depart­
ment of national defence schools. 
At least two more barrack blocks 
will be converted’ before the start 
of the new school term next aut- 
he was “one of those old-fashion-]umn-
ed people who believes a gift is! Similar cmf rf acy measures A1 , • ’are being initiated by staff of-
a gift and not something to be i fleers at the RCAF Air Division 
advertised ahead of time/* 'headquarters at Metz, France.
One Cup 
and
YqulTI b e  a
Rooster 
B oosterS
W A K E  U P ! PERK UP !
Start everyday right with 
■ a cup of Brand New 





at reqular price 
and qetone pound 
for only 4 9 *
2,327. By 1963, the enrolment 
will be about 4,700.
Counting the four temporary 
classrooms, there are 92 class­
rooms for Canadian children in 
the Soest'area. Castonguay estim­
ates 171 will be needed.
More classrooms mean more 
teachers. The number now em­
ployed at defence department 
schools in France and Germany 
is 284—107 in the brigade; 174 in 
the air division. Next September 
313 will be needed and by 1963 
the total will have grown to 495—
J*
jSPU1',
gowns, green caps, and the white 
masks. The five others were all 
in white.
No oiie spok \  Thev stood there 
ns in a military formation, ap­
parently awaiting a signal before 
pioving. As 1 wntched, they 
moved apart and took positions 
nround the operating tnblc,
WHITE-DRAPED TABLES
The separating figures dis­
closed whitc-drnped tables In the 
background, The tables glistened 
with silver instruments set in pre­
cise patterns.
One of, the green-garbed fig­
ures moved toward mo, He wa’s 
t|ie chief surgeon who had vis­
ited my room the night before,
nn a n a e s t h e t i s t  and four 
nurses.
Now, final preparations for the 
operation were being made, The 
nurse standing back of me at 
the head of the table whispered; 
"Just try to relax.”
She sponged perspiration from 
my f o r e h e a d .  A needle was 
placed in the vein of my right 
arm for blood plnsmn, if needed, 
Small tables were placed In po­
sition on either side of the op­
erating table to s u p p o r ' t  my 
arms! Except for my 'chest, I 
was draped in fresh, cool sheets, 
The surgeon moved forward.
] ICY COLD
This is going to feel cold,” Ik
‘As l told you last night, wolsnid, He scrubbed the chest area
with a large cotton swab, dipped 
In brightly colored antiseptic, 
The solution felt ley cold, I 
watched, and I saw that my 
chest was a gnrlsli orange,
I , heard a movement back of 
me, The anaesthetist said some 
vlsIUiig European doctors niidi
can use either a general or (t 
local anaesthetic,, A local anaes­
thetic is a better risk."
I chose the local. I would re­
main conscious during the oper­
ation,
The night before, ns I lay 
quietly in bed in iiw room at 
Parkeliester General Hospital the surgeons would watch .my heart 
surgeon, Dr, Aaron N. Gorelik, j operation, •
, came to see'., me, ’ , ', Dr. Gorelik leaned close and
Ten days before T hnd suffered over me, There was a strange 
a coronal v attack >nd had faced]sensation—a dull,,scratch,v feel- 
g hard decision—either living as ing as though a Jagged piece of 
a semi-invalid or gambling with coarse s a n d i> a p e r had been 
Survival In, it .delieL'e heart m>«jpul|ed across the skin, 
cratlpn to regain normal health, Someone “sponges” It and hik 
Wanting desperately to be well.'nssistant bent' forward,, Theliv
1 had chosen 'the gamble—win all ..... . .......... ............ '*• ............. ....»'
cr lose all,' . .
and no one spoke. •
Later I was told that the sur­
geon. at that moment, was clos­
ing the incision in the heart cov­
ering. This tissue is fragile, nnd 
will rip and tear easily.
STITCHES BETWEEN BEATS
The surgeon nlso must make 
each of these stitches in between 
the bents of the heart. Here his 
skill is put to the test, Even I, 
somehow, seemed to sense, the 
drama of this moment.
Minutes later, the surgeon 
looked nt me,
“ It’s all over,” he said, Ills 
voice sounded t i r e d  and he 
slumped a little. Then he bent 
over me again, was joined by his 
assistant and they c n r e f u l l  v 
dosed tli(> outer Incisions,
T1h> Operation had taken Just 31 
minute,:, ,
All that was several months 
ngo, Now, I’m back in the office 
at my typewriter, My brand new 
heart Is'working fine, I fool fine 
—never felt so good In, my life, 
Mv recovery, the doctors told nio, 
will be complete,,
EXPLAINED PROCEDURE
' 'The Mirgcpn look the time to
liaiids were nenrlv Interlocked 
and they worked with astonishing 
speed, . '
'Hie first Iqdslon had been 
made, The actual operation had
the tinges-;
FEEL8 FRE88RE
I "Feel anything1, 
i'tlu'tist nsked,
I "Only pressure," 1 snid, 
“Where are you now?" I heard1
explain the procedure In detail; L ,nrl-iV' 
also the heart condition that!8 '
■ made the operation necessary,
Examination! bv heart special­
ists, lie said, had shown a seri­
ous deficiency' in the blood sup­
ply reaching the .heart; The heart
was enlarged as a result , of;a doctor .against ilnn wall ask. 
atraln. - , - ,i. " I’m -making incisions through
Tin' Mirgpon pro|x)scd to cor- thle skin nnd the chest muscles," 
red  the blivxt supply deficiency i the surgeon said. He and his 
in tluce wn.is, The oncration,, he assistant were working rapidly 
said, would involve these major 
steps;
1. The cutting of the grent,
Internal mammary artery over 
|h« heart, ,
, ?. ltcniovid of a 'section of the 
fifth rib curtilage,
-1. Air opening Id the 'hcort-cnv
They whlsiiercd sometlng, but > I 
didn't tuulfatnnd It, Y
"l nin injecting the Intercostal 
space nnd thh cartilage,'“ the sur­
geon said, again for the'benefit 
id the Visltlnk nnetors, “ I am 
'now separating tlie covering of 
tile lung' from the Varttlagc '■’ i 
u  tni itself td iiernui an inJecUonj HU volte reminded me of n,
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your, carrier first
Then if your Courier is not 




, , And ,o copy will he 
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This special delivery service 
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7:00 p.iit, and 7:30 p.m.
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at EATON'S
EATON S Trade-ln Offer Saves You Money
V -V,,
. f ~ *!, jf|'
! ^  >  
I V ^ . 1
_JL Ww
Choose your, new suite now when HATON’S allows you ani 
exceptional trade-in allowance on the fine suites in popular 
modern style. 'Come in and examine them closely. Check 
their deep-seated comfort for yourself. Note the quality 
construction throughout — the No-Sag base, reversible air- 
foam cushions. They arc available in 3 colors of nylon frieze,
EATON Everyday Lovy 
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t v i l iu :  QUANTH lies EAST —  BU IK ^T TERMS AVAILABLE
BERNARD AVE. KELOWNA 1'IIONE 1*0 2-2012
The EATON GUARANTEE "Goods^Satisfactory or Money Refunded" t e a t q n c
FAGE t  KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TOURS., JUNE 4, 1*5$
Prices Effective 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 
June 4 ,5  and 6
•i, - ’V,.
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SIIPER-VALU's
O W N BRANDS
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Free! only at SUPER VALU
*•-
o^c'
Get a lovely Tangee lipstick FREE
f. for 1 can cap from LUX LIQUID DETER-
A ' GENT or 1 package front from GOOD LUCK 
MARGARINE or SILVER CUP COFFEE 
or 1 box top from BREEZE.
Order forms available at 
all SUPER-VALU Stores . . .
\
: #  
r
\
How to get your FREE Tangee Lipstick
ALL YOU DO TO GET YOUR FREE 
Tangee LIPSTICK is visit any SUPER-VALU 
Store, get a free Tangee Lipstick order form, 
attach 1 can cap rfom LUX LIQUID DETER­
GENT, or 1 package front from GOOD 
LUCK MARGARINE or SILVER CUP 
COFFEE, or 1 box top from BREEZE, com­
plete with your name and address and deposit 
in the Order Box located in your SUPER­
VALU Store ... . Your Lipstick will be mailed 
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These selections are packed espe­
cially for SUPER-VALU STORES, 
employing a rigid quality control 
that assures you of a wide variety of 
foods you can always be proud to 
serve.
Housewives who pride themselves 
on serving the best and yet must 
shop to a strict budget, know that 
the foods bearing these labels offer 
dependable quality with economy.
im j i1 & ^
★  MARGARINE Si,,, 2^ 59c
Silver Cup,
Freshly Ground - - - - - - - - - -  lb.★  COFFEE
★  PEANUT BUTTER McColl's, 48 oz. tin
★  MIRACLE WHIP £W. 65c
NEW
ZEALAND LAMB
. i . , ( .
Choice Quality, rushed on fast refrigerated boats from New Zealand. Your best meat buy in town 
New Zealand Lamb from SUPER-VALU.
of LAMB Trimmed To Perfection - - lb.
Chops - Roast - Stewing Lamb 
All in one package lb.
or Roast — — — lb.
or Roast
Cut-up -  Fully Prepared for your locker. 
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SUPER-VALU
SAVE TIME!. . .  SAVE MONEY!. . .  YOU MAKE A BETTER BUY when 
you buy in KING SIZE!—  Get any of these household products in KING 
SIZE and economize!. . .  Be sure to buy EXTRA New Blue Detergent in 
the economical King Size with lovely English Chinaware inside the pack­














Family Wash Savings with
WISK
KING Size
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Excellent Quality, Large Size doz.
California, Sweet and 
Juicy, Medium Size m m i
■■"i:
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A HOME OWNED MARKET LOCATED IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA
l 1
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COLORFUL TRAVEL
The first regular stage - coach 
nin in England is believed to havt 
(been between London and Coven* 
try in 1659,
June
Fingers are crossed in the Elks] merland Macs ll and American teams for July 4.(closed and the other half open
Stadium these days. ! Saturday, June 20 — Van-'i The lights for the infield, 80 style.
With the deadline for the open-j couver Longshoreman 
ing game under, the powerful Sundav§ June 2i Penticton 
new floodlights only one week ,pm  gamC( (>ossibly) 
away, it looks like the hard- Thursday, June 25 -  Oliver
working electrical^crew will m ake, 0BC's. FOUR BANKS
it. said Labatts’ coach Hank Saturday, June 27 — Vancou- Out in the ••garden" there a re ; . . ... „ .
Tostenson this morning. j Ver Dufferin Hotels. four banks, two of them with 22 «». "«' ’£ * £
The third big bank of lights The plans for the two base- lights each and the other two,of thl. T?;, i1 1 1  ho clear
went up this morning, and there ball tournaments, one on July 1 with 18 lights each, making the f l'0l,nd; a n d a f̂ t .i,. air
aie just five more to go before and onp on Julv 4 are still in outfield total the same as the m-(>>
the crews can complete the job the planning , lage, with Cana-ifield. Of the total of 160 lights -«> dm«• to »? ' ,5  b^itions d
oi wiring m the lights and get- dian ^cams ^ g invited for Julv in the park, half of them are fl0m thc bght_ s p e c if ic a tio n ._
finishing touches done'
ol them, are to be in banks of; There will be one power trans- 
28 at first and third base, with former to each bank of lights, 
two banks of 12 each behind the and this, plus the heavy cat-walk, 
jgrandstand. necessitated a sturdy pole and
solid construction.
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ting the
before the Trail Smoke Eaters 
make' their appearance here 
Saturday, June 13.
HELD IN ABEYANCE 
Elaborate opening-night cere­
monies were in the planning 
stage, but hud to be held in 
abeyance when the crew ran into 
difficulties and had to use spe­
cial gas-barrel cribbing for thc 
l>oles.
| ••We'll still have the mayor out, 
if lie's well enough," said Tos- 
|tenson, "or a representative of |
| the city to open the game. We 
will also try to have bands in 
attendance." '
The 160 powerful, 1,500 watt 
lights will get a stiff workout 
once they start shedding their ; 
many candle power glow over J 
Elks Stadium, since the line-up; 
for the days following the open 
ing look like this:
Thursday, June 18 — Sum-
El
S / O O Z & .
GEORGE INGL1S — SPORTS EDITOR
The June 13 deadline looked 
like a reasonably easy target 
when the electrical crew moved 
in to start the job, but the dis-' 
eovery that the ground was of 
crumbly texture and not able to 
hold the poles presented difficul­
ty's. The idea of using oil bar-, 
reis as cribbing eliminated some: 
costly cribbing, but held up the 
job for a few days. \




CIIARRO AZTECA —  GRAPPLER WITH GRIPE
A  Grappler With A  Gripe, 
Charro Azteca Is Nasty




C p e c t r u m
fcj *AIN1>
The Legion extended their 
Little League lead last night by 
beating the Bruce Paige nine, 
12-9, in a free-hitting, high-scor­
ing thriller.
.Michael Casey got tagged for 
1C hits in the win, but his were- 
better sprinkled than losing
The weekend sports picture is.ship, with a no-contest prelimin-,Pu^hcr Jack s‘r°ns s- ,
co m p a ra tiv e ly ^ !.o n ith e  ^  as a w™ * > ' That'S r u n T t h ^ ^
oMhc action'taking’place out of At the golf course, it will h°mCr ^the city. ; the last day to clear up the first left field fence.
The'Labatts’ senior ball club:round of the championship com- j LINE5 SCORE: 
will be travelling down to Pen-!petition, with all participants! R H E
A Blue Cap uprising last night ticton, and the Penticton juniors;asked to finish their matches Bruce Paige 124 101— 9 11
saw the Rutland Rovers bow to are billed to play here, but no Sunday ■__________ _ __________  Legion 060 15x—12 10 2
arrangements have .been an-1 i;..... . ~ " "T.Tirsi
nounced yet about a ball park, 




defeat, 10-7, in men’s city league 
softball.
The win moxed the ’Caps up 
to a tie with Club 13 for second, 
only four points behind the 
league-leading Rovers.
Rod Gagnon and Buzz Jones
out of commission.
The SOK’M league Cyclones 
are at Enderby.
No new schedule has been re-
were the big batting guns for the , ceived yet for the girls, but
Caps, with Gagnon collecting two 
triples and a single, and Jones 
hitting perfect, three-for-three 
ball, two doubles and a single.
A grappler with a gripe is.and. since that time has wrestled(winner of the Felix Kohnke-Paul!
Charro Azteca. all over South America, Central. Vachon bout, which is the other j
America, Europe, the Hawaiian half of the championship semi-;
One of the roughest ‘’villains” , inlands and Canada. 1 finals. The final bout will be a 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
of the wrestling game. Azteca j. 29 years of age, he has faced': best-of-three, one hour time limit CANADIAN PRESS\. 1 ; m a tr»n ! v ■
BASEBALL SCORES
feels lie wuz robbed of his sorne of the t0p mcn sucd a s i atch. . . .  - .
Mexican heavyweight title when BiU Longson> Lou Thez, and As a preliminary, two Seattle Cleveland 0 '
a log injury disqualified him on ^  ^  this, Saturday he wiu.pros will wrestle a no-contest. | S i S  VChicagef 6 
the first leg lock. Now a 1 e face a capabj0 customer in the’0110' 13!1 ^out wdil . a 20 minuteiBoston 3 Kansas Citv 5 
wants to do ,'s to whip a: few. 1 ten pcrson of George Scott, a mem-jtuH?. lllTut- , ' New York 6 Detroit *5 -
m vengeance and he usually ber of. the. champion tag-team! This is the second time the
looks like he means it. 'brothers jJaycees. have brought wrestling
Staying with no particular hold, '  ̂ to the Orchard _ City, and they
Charro has been known to use TWO TOUGH BOYS hope to be able to make it a T .. .
the Indian Death Lock very ef-' The winner between these two regular .monthly affair, providing j V
_ fectively, as well as a .host 'of; very tough boys will face the .the interest is high enough,
unorthodox holds and blows:
American League
National League
San Francisco 4 Milwaukee 7 
St. Louis 3 Pittsburgh 5
that have won him many dis­
qualifications from the ring.
QUIT ENGINEERING
Born in Mexico, this 6-2", 230 
lb. grappler went to school in 
Texas, and attended the Uni­
versity of Texas for a while with 
an idea of taking engineering, 
before he gave it all up and went 
into wrestling as a full-time oc­
cupation. .
Prior to going pro, he had par­
ticipated in amateur wrestling 
exhibitions, but lie was a money 
grappler by his 21st birthday,
GOLF TIPS
By ALEX MORRISON
GOLF, BALL AND HORSES 
ON WEEKEND SPORTS MENU
GOLF1




Blue Caps at Club 13.
Saints at Rutland Rovers.
GYMKHANA
Sunday, 9:30 at Guisachan Farm. (KRC spring meet)
Chicago 3 Philadelphia 4 
International League 
Montreal 6 Columbus 1 
Toronto 0-5 Richmond 7-6 
Buffalo 1 Havana 0 
Rochester at Miami ppd, rain 
Pacific Coast League 
Seattle 100 000 000—1 5
Sacramento 000 221 OOx—5 8 
400 050 001—10 17 
000 000 000— 0 4 
210 000 004—7 11 
200 202 Oil—8 12
To Teach Tricks, j 
Not New Style ;
MONCTON, N.B. (CP)—Charlie 
Goldman has arrived here to 
supervise the training of Yvon 
Durelle of Baie Ste. Anne, N.B., 
who meets world light-heavy­
weight chapion Archie Moore in 
a rematch July 15 at Montreal.
The veteran United States fight! 
manager, who handled former1; 
world heavyweight champion; 
Marciano, will take fu ll. charge i 
of Durelle's workouts for the first] 
time today. I
, Goldman said: " I’ll try to teach! 
is too long a haul for one week- j  jjureile a few of the rink tricks j
but' won’t tamper with his style. 
“That would be dangerous. Con­
ditioning is the important thing. 
If a fighter is in top shape he 
always has a chance while he’s 
on his feet. If the flesh gets
there is men’s softball action 
Sunday at 7 p.m. in King’s Sta­
dium, Blue Caps vs. Club 13 and 
in Rutland, Saints vs. Rovers. 
LONG HAUL 
The Hotspurs soccer club are 
| billed to go on a long junket, 
with a game in Revelstoke 
against Juventus Saturday and 
one in Cache Creek on Sunday 
billed for them, but coach Bob 
McKinstry is trying to have this 
changed, since the club feels it
end.
Vernon will be the scene of an­
other meeting of the OSHL dele­
gates, at which time the vari­
ous team delegates are supposed 
to indicate the . possibilities for
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
operation next year, and the form the spirit doesn’t mean a
of support they can count on thing.’ 









Kelowna P0 2-4444 
RUDY'S TAXI
-Opposite the Post Office 
1485 Ellis St.
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3 Out at G. D. "Paddy” Cam- 
jjeron’s Guisachan Farm, the Kel- 
, owna Riding Club, will stage'what 
2 may possibly be the last spring 
q gymkhana there, starting Siin- 
_  g daY at 9:30 a.m. Subsequent
010 041 014 11 13 2:Symk^anas w'd probably be
111 500 000- 8 15 3 staged^ on the riding club’s own 
property in the Okanagan Mis­
sion.
Loyd York of the Shuswap 
Narrows Lodge reports that Lu­
cille and Dylp Hood of Spokane 
caught nine beauties in two days 
—four rainbow GO, 10, 6, 7) and 
five lake trout (10, 6, 6, 7).
In the arena Saturday night, 
the big attraction will be three
HISTORIC AREA
Flanders' in past centuries was 
the name for a territory1 that 
covered all the present Belgium 
and parts of Holland and France.
Mounties Sting Bees 
In Late-Game
ALWAYS FLOWS
The Chalice Well at Glaston- 
!bury', England, has never failed 
.to provide water even in drought contest bouts of wrestling for thc 
periods. 'Pacific North West champion-
I
Penn. Speaker Draws Line 
At Resolution "Haddix"
People try i t . . .  and they liî e it !
HARRISBURG, Pa. GAP) -  
It’s not that House Speaker II. 
G, Andrews lias anything per- 
sonnl iiguinst Harvey Haddix, the 
nQW-fnmod pitcher with Pitts­
burgh Pirates.
But Andrews, 82, has been In
mend Haddix for his remarkable 
feat of pitching 12 perfect innings 
against Milwaukee Braves, last 
week,.
Andrews rose,
' ’Gentlemen," he said, "some­
time or other the House, leader­
ship'must place some bounds on 
the range of resolutions that nrc 






Proper use -of the left arm 
means bringing into play the 
tricep muscles in the outer 
and upper part of the left arm, 
Countless golfers are handi­
capped by t» "spaghetti” left arm, 
Though they may be able to keep 
this arm firmly extended in the 
darting position' they allow |t 
to collapse before striking the 
ball. Sueh players haven't learned 
to properly use the tricep mus­
cles in the outer and uplxir pa it 
ol thc left un til
By THE CANADIAN PRESS ,hits for Portland, running • his 
A few more ganios like Wed-record to 6-8 ns he struck out 
nesdnv n i g h t  apd Vancouver]nine and walked only one, Jim 
Mounties wilt bo the come-backiGreongrnss' -homer' accounted for 
kids of the Pacific Coast League, i two of .the Beaver runs and was 
Trailing 8-1 after four innings'one of 17 hits off four San Diego 
against Salt Lake City, the Moun- hurlers,
ties pulled the rug1 from under1 Unbeaten Carl Green of Siujra-
the Bees, Thev ran up an 11-8 mento gave 11(0' Rninlers their , - , , .
final score hy'seorlng four runs lone rim in the first fro me !>*' m,11 ‘!f- ,o.w,nY,,T
cut’ll In'the fifth uiui ninth inninui> In* <.*ollootcct his «s\xth victory odi ishuiiii* since* lD.ic, And in inut -̂----------  ---- , ,
nnd singles In the sixth and five-lilt pitehiim. period he's had to listen to, talk ' | s absolutely in derogation of the
ei«hth.' The Solons ellnehed It in the w  »nd vote on thousands of re- dignity of the House,"
Portland Beavers,, meanwhile, fourth with, two runs oil Buddy solutions b e st described as Nothing else was said of the
walloped second-place Sail Diego, Peterson s doulile, singles by Milt harmless, -! resolution. If some one wnntx
Padres 10-0 to leave tin- Beavers Smith and Al Heist and Nippy Wednesday, with 
one point behind San .Diego,,Jones's saertliee- fly, support, there came .......
Phoenix Giants trimmed Spukaive J"sy 1’agim’s home run oh the.of the House a resolution to com-1rules committee for study.
Indians 8-7 while first-place Sue- first pilch of thc last of the ninth'.. .... ...............
rnmento Solons boosted their lead inning won- it for the Glands,I 
to 3 'a games by lielting SeattleOwen Friend got two homers, for 
Italnlers 5-1. ' the winners ,n'pd other rnundtrl|i-
At Salt Lake, City, the, Bees' i>e,rs were lift by -Spokane’s Steyoi 
tisecl ttueo pitchers'1 and Viineou- Bilim, Maury Wills and Al, Norris, I 
yer called im five, in addition to'Wills's was a three-run blast in1 
starter Joe Batten, ' ' ,  a, four-run rally by the. Indlatpsl
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bipartisan; to press for a vote on it, the 






Club 13 nt Rutland Rovers
Debut
The Rutland Rovers are lend- 
,lag ll\e m en’s,city softball league , ,K
lis tliey go Into-. their,, second,MONDAl , JUNL 15 
month of piny, with Club’ 13 trail-; CentennlnlK at Blue Caps
!ill« . , 1 , ' ' ‘. ' WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17I Standings of,the teams, Wed-i
N- ,. nesday, \yere llutland ,14; Clubl• RuRaud Ilovcis at Saints
Tlw 1959 sailing season got to first place qn corrected times 13 10| Blue Caps 8; Centennialsjl<RlQAY, JUNE 19 
li»e ieverages and other advun-underway Inst Sunday when six 'winning over the’ second plaee'l! Saints 4. , ; j Ralnts nt Cliih 13 ,
tages enjoyed by, biipfiing these'.boats crossed the startiiig line star-class "Sirius" liy 42 seconds, ( Here 'Is the. tycnedulc f̂or Jtinet . g u ^ ^ y  jd n e  21 
muscles into plav can Ih> felt,of the triangular comse at 2:45jln« .Dunlop was helmsman andH-’itinAY, June 5 
when you follow the exercise 11-1 p.m. for t|ie first ,raee of the!Ids sister feather was crewing, 
histrated alxnr, Begin by grasp- season, , \  Third place was taken by Ted
lug, the1 club m Ule palm of your Of tin- six Imatf stariiinu, only Tuilcm in his Jen Cruf| jtrn m  SUNDAY, June 7 ' . ., 
left hand with >our loft-arm ex* four eror.'ieii the• finish line .La- finblbng three njiimtes and 3(1. ’ nj„'„ (7ap« at ('lull 13 
tendesi as nniyh as |x».sible. fheu reme ()ch«. skliipeting "latlle necpiKls behind "Sinus" and four Saiijits at Rutland Hovers 
l U u  u o light ha lid as li gup- Dlpper”\  with her brother . Leu - minutes 11 seconds on eprvcetwl , lft„ nAV •• „ .
in., inn...!- imit .if tlehs imei-ew. hit Hie drink while,times ahead iif "'Jinx with llor- n




Rutland Rovers at Centenidids
\ou» 1 ft arm N xt, move'your running free on th<
hips to the right to get the feel the rape, Also ondllig up in the Wayne Robertson ns crew, : WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10 
of your Ixxlv and left, atm work-'.water a short distance from the The next scheduled sail ng race c , . n  . «
Ing together in harmony, |finish line were Ken\ Bruce, and will lie on .June 14; startiiig a t ,’
'lldH demonstfation rcquireslihi^ crew,1 Bruce ,Murdoch, hi p-.m., 1 FRIDAY, JUNE 12
only a few,-,1 seconds, but consider- "Tradcvvlnds” , ' 1 1 The co-npcratlon of the |So\wt-. ,C|ul» 13 at Centennials
able dalle practiyo |s needed t|»' Bill GrcemviMsi1 s. 1: I pip e r e d boats which came to tlm rescue ci-v-nAv' i<
ntako « !hnldt of this nuiscular "Morning Mist", with the assist-o' the m'erturned;, l/outn 7^i> *•”  ,
unettott. i janca ol Henry Imlhorn u» crew,i greatly n^pfcylntcd. . , I Blug U ps at baint^
Chili 13 at Centennials 
Bliie Caps at Rutland Rovers
MONDAY, JUNE 22 , ,
Saints at Centennials
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2i
Rutland Rovers at Blue Caps 
FRIDAY, JUNE 28 
, Saints \it C’iuh 13 
hlJNDAY,, JU N E-28 
Centennials at Blue Caps 
| Clul» 13 al 'Rutland Rovers u
.MONDAY, JUNE 2# 
i Blue - Cups at Saints. 1 1
for free homo delivery, phonoi DO 2-2224
Ikii idiiilinaiil ii nl> ikliikid if JisflajM ‘M UfMiCmtuI lu l l« ki Iki GuiibsuiI «l Biititkfiil««klK
f
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SPORTLIGHT
Reunions Are Not Sport, 
But Can Be "Good Sport"
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Snorts Editor)
Every once in a while we take off at a non-sports tangent, 
such as we plan to (to today.
The subject could have been termed sporting at one time, 
when the BCD's were young, strong, and full of vim vigor and 
apple juice, but now they are all a trifle sparse in the thatch 
and heavy in the waist, just like their comrades from the 
2nd CMIVs wue before them. Now they are just a group of 
non-explosive “Whlzzbangi,” although they try to explode 
that theory once each year, on the first Sunday in June, when 
thev get together, in reunion.
o'n, look at them now, bellying un to the banquet table or 
standing in silent remembrance around the cenotanh, no one 
would think that thev were once the scourge of Oak Bay. the 
terror of Toronto, the blight of Bournemouth, the gre u. in 
Gror'ig»n. the "V ” in vino.
But, anvone who knew them back in those palmv days when 
thev were ju t 750 eager youne beavers with pn assorted range 
of backgrounds. skl"s and enthusiasms, will have to acknowl­
edge the fact that the” were thorough In whatever thev did. 
Thev 'vere esoeeialh’ thorough when the job involved a spot 
on enthusiastic revo'ry.
But time-and ties—have caught up to them.
T IM E  RAN OUT COMPLETELY FOR TWO OF THE 
KELOWNA CONTINGENT of the Whizzbangs in the last little 
while. Jim Nash and .Freddie Hilborn. Bv a curious co-inci­
dence. both of thess men were quartermasters in the regiment.
Both of mem had records from the First World War. al«o, 
behind them when they entered this one as members of the
BCD's. .. ' .
Jim was a big man with a flashing smile, a ready pair 
of hands on the piano keyboard. and a Quick wih A Legion­
naire, Whlzzbang, and all-round good fellow, he will be missed 
when this year’s “rallly round me” sounds.
Freddie was much smaller in stature, but he was large 
in heart, and he had the Interests of veterans deeplv imbedded 
there Mavbe that was because he was a veteran of the nrmv 
and the Rovnl Flvin* Corns in the first war. and had lived 
with this veteran business lots longer than most of us. A past 
president of the Whizzbangs. he heloed put on a wonderful 
show for his old comrades last year in Kelowna. He will 
el'o be missed, gTeatly.
TH EY’LL COME FROM ALL OVER THE PROVINCE 
as they do every year, stepping out of many different walks of 
life but in a few short moments, thev will have shed their 
differences, and will be once again united by a common bond.
They might even talk about Johnny Soorovich, the amiable 
lankv character with a deft hand, whether for a gal or a 
motorcycle. If thev do talk about him, they will nrobablv 
mention the time he found things a bit plugged on the Head 
Street Bridge In Victoria, and guided his Indian 74 motorcycle 
right through the narrow confines of a lumber carrier, nearly 
causing the driver heart failure. And if Johnny attends him­
self, he’ll Drobably deny it. , ,
Formality and prooer names will be dropped, and tne 
Krev-templed, resoectable husbands and fathers will once 
again become ‘‘Tomato Puss,” ‘ Moose, H'gh Pickets. 
“Snuffy” “Chiopo.” ’’Blackle” and "Butch.” There will be 
phrases of faultv Italian and basic Dutch mixed in with the 
conversation, just to add spice.
THEY MAY MENTION THOSE DAYS WHEN THEY  
W ERE MOTORCYCLISTS, with a parade ground full of Indian 
motorcycles, and nowhere to go. . . . . .  . ..
Those were the days when they regularly startled the staid 
ponulace of Victoria into blithering indignation with their ore- 
ciDitous passages through the quiet alreets, stunting as they
went. .
Thev may talk about Camp Borden, where they first started 
to get down to business, and were changed to a tank regiment, 
even though the only tank they had was a glorious relic of the 
first war, which had to be pasted together with Scotch tape, 
and pushed over ditches. There are plentv of memories from 
this grist mill of tank corpsmen. and weekends in "Hogtown.”
Brighton will probablv come in for a yarn or two. and 
. Bournemouth, and “Big Smoke,” all parts of the Blighty of 
the second world war. Spartan schemes, false alarms, air 
rnids. black market and bitters will have a part in anv talk 
of the "Oud Sod”, no doubt, as well as the “Ladies, God bless 
’em!”
Or they may talk about Italy, where the regiment began 
to be dissolved, changed, vamped and re-vamped, but alwavs 
their talks about the sunny land of vino and veracity will be 
light as the bouquets of their wines.
There are a welter of memories from Holland, Belgium, 
. Germany, with the tempo of them increasing just as the tempo 
of the action did about that time.. Most of the talk will be 
light, however, with the black spots magically erased, the 
the hardships completely forgotten in the face of the capers, 
except for those solemn moments when they stand at the 
cenotaph in Vernon’s city-centre park to remember those 
comrades, like Jim and Freddie, who won’t answer this year’s 
roll call.
Not sport, actually, but good sport.
Rosi Says Brown
Used Noggin
me. There's i "No punch, just his head, He’s 
Carlos Ortiz a champ? say —  a champ don't*
WASHINGTON <CP> —  Joe the busy Brown since he won the that’s okay with 
Brown, an old man as fighters: 125-pound title from Bud Smith Kvnn.v Lane and 
go, smashed open a gaping wound'in 1956. He and Rosi were tied on <the No. 1 and 2 contenders! and have to run away. I chase him"* 
over Paolo Rosi’s left eye Wed-, points at the time the fight was ■ I ’m ready for them." all night~he hold. In the lastl
inesday night and retained his stopped. The cut-prone Rosi, who con- round he butt and hold out his*
world lightweight boxing crown; Browns’s plans? !{“?** sn-v T m  sorr>*.’ ' fightT
on a technical knockout. I “I don't have anything lined up.;w£en’ the champion ' ’hit me^ith hi™  ,and I beat him, you
The 33-vear-old champion era- Bu' Rosi wants another shot hjs b { j..
eiged from the scheduled 15 ;™ 1 14 can makc some m0ney’ 
iounder in such good shape that! 
he declared: " I ’m ready to go! 
again on Monday if someone*
brings along a little money." {**— —**-*— —*— — — ■—*■




it was a butt— caused the cut, am _ ..
inch and a half long and a quar-i. Pitching Bill . . .
ter-inch wide, in the eight round, i ‘^ n ,  gave % »on*
Blood streamed down Rosi’s; f hu“ i n g „hT o i
........ face and it was no surprise whenjLeague-leading Cleveland - .
v * * \  referee Charley Reynolds, at the! Hitting —  John Roseboro, Los- 
!•!.>( direction of two ringside doctors! Angeles, drove in four runs with 
V s ’ stopped the skirmish. >a pair of homers in 5-1 victory
7  1 ! It was the seventh defence for over Cincinnati. _____
Braves Choke Up Guys? 
Not So You Can Notice
By ED  WILKS
Associated Press St*ff Writer 
National League
HACKER IN A HURRY
Looks like Bill "Hacker” 
Vatzeli of Penticton has taken 
this prize-winning to heart. 
Winner of his first trophy in 
golf recently at the Commer­
cial Travellers Tournament in 
Kelowna, he added another 
trophy and a club bag to his 
loot by winning the Okanagan
Invitational Tournament at 
Omak last weekend. His quali­
fying 73, first round 80 and sec­
ond round 78 were good enough 
to top the field of G2, many of 
them from Penticton. Vernon 
and Kelowna. Hockey player 
Frank King of Vernon also 
won a flight in the tourney.
Tribe Took A Scalping 
From Killebrew's Axe
JUNIOR HIGH TRACK RESULTS
Grey Cup Site 
To Be C.N.E. 
Stadium Field
, TORONTO (CP) —  T!
Grey Cup football classic will be 
played on the wind-swept turf of 
Exhibition Stadium,
, llirnm McCnllum, genernl man­
ager of the Canadian National 
Exhibition,- said Wednesday night
University of Toronto’s Varsity 
Stadium, home of Toronto Argo­
nauts of the Big Four Football 
Union until this year.
This season, Argo will use the 
CNE Stadium, which will seat 
about 8,000 more than the 27,000- 
seat Varsity Stadium.
Mr. McCallum stressed that the 
he 1959i agreement signed covering the 
Grey Cup was a one-year pact.
DOCTOR8 ’ AID
The stethoscope used by physi­
cians for checking the heart was 
ngr.H'inent has been reached with|Invented by the French doctor
football commissioner Sidney 
lialter on a rental of $20,000, 
, Stmt prices will be announced 
in' Winnipeg (luring the semi­




Mount Wnddlrigton, 170 miles 
north of, Vancouver, at 13,200 feet
410 yd., Gr. 9 boys— Marshall 
Fowell, Doug Roberts, Hans 
jGarsh.
! 75 yd., Gr. 7 girls— Gerda Pol- 
'man, Joyce Todd, Marcia Mc- 
j Kinley.
I 75 yd., Gr. 7 boys— Murray 
.Wilson, Gary Prokopetz, R. Haw- 
|ley.
| High jump, Gr, 8 boys— Randy 
i Cross, Wayne Gundrum, L. 
Schamerhorn.
Broad jump, Gr. 8 girls —  
Wendy Kerfoot, Ruth Gillespie, 
L. Harder.
Discus, Gr. 7 girls —  Elinor 
Balkham, Val Vounds, Nancy 
Cully.
75 yd., Gr. 9 girls— Marilyn 
Perry, Heather Murray, Arlene 
Tonn.
75 yd., Gr. 9 boys— Pat Sinclair, 
Fred Martin, Ernest Naka.
High jump, Gr. 7 girls— Jean 
Ritchie, Adele Taylor, Judy 
Field.
Broad jump, Gr. 7 boys— Sam 
Matsuda, Don Murray, Bob Kam 
High jump, Gr. 8 girls —  Ann 
Holland, Carol Casorso, Rosa­
lind Burnell. ■ .
Shot put, Gr. 9 girls— Shirley 
Huth, Diane Pettit! Renate Kreig, 
Shot put, Gr. 7 boys— Bruce 
Colegrave, Blaine Dunaway, Tony 
Sehn. ’
High jump, Gr. 9 girls— Avina 
Imthorn, Josie Webb, Sherrie 
Postle.
Broad jump, Gr. 9 boys— Bill 
Ahrens, Wayne LaFace, John 
Kelly. ..
High jump, Gr. 9 boys —  Bob 
Street, Art Clarke, Sandy Stew' 
art.
75 yd., Gr. 8 girls —  Diane 
Hawley, Judy Warren, Donna 
Kirschner.
75 yd., Gr. 8 boys— Jim McKay 
Boyd Veness, David Bedford.
Discus, Gr. 8 girls— Anne Galll- 
gan, Marion Weisbeck, C. Ner 
linger.
Broad jump, Gr. 9 girls— Irma 
Zellmer, Deedee Gourlie, Janpt 
Emerson, 1
Broad jump, Gr, 8 boys—Danny 
Coe, Jimmy Kerr, Byron John 
ston.!
High jump, Gr, 7 boys— John 
Schell, Blair- Wilkinson, Gary 
Crooks.
Broad jump, Gr. 7 girls— Gwen 
Shenton, Karen Hartwick, Violet 
Wiebe,
Shot put, Gr, 8 boys—Harvey 
Stolz, Ken KlLsch, Barry Herron.
Shot put, Gr. 9 boys —  Nell 
Klene, Clive Spiller, Rqn Lokcn.
Discus, Gr, 9 girls —  Marlene 
McCormick, Chris Neumnyer, 
Pat Hughes.
220 yd., Gr. 8 boys— Ken Sa- 
wntsky, Don Pcttman, Ray Her­
rington,
Shot put, Gr, 8 girls— Lynne
PLACE
Div. 26— 50 pts. Grade V II—  
First.
Div. 14— 47 pts., Grade V II I—  
Second.
Div. 4— 4314 pts., Grade IX — 
Third.











shot put 33’ 3>2”.
Division 26 Girls Relay 300 
yd., 41.9 see.
Division 4 Girls Relay 300 yd., is fast becoming a bunch of van- 
39.2 tied.
W L Pet. GBL
25 20 .556 —
26 21 .553 —
26 22 .542 4
23 21 .523 14
22 24 .478 34
23 26 .469 4
20 24 .455 44!
19 26 .422 6
holding on by a
Cleveland’s Tribe
series and made it two straight 
Wednesday night battling from 
behind for a 7-4 victory on a pair 
of two-run homers by Math*
Milwaukee 3a 1, .538------ ows and n solo shot by Hank
San Francisco 27 21 .563 3*4! Aaron that clubbed the second-
Pittsburgh 26 22 .542 44 place Giants 34 games behind
Los Angeles 26 24 .520 5*2  again.
Chicago 23 25 .479 74 Mathews, who had hit only two
Cincinnati 22 26 .458 84 homo runs in 17 Karnes has up-
St. Louis 19 28 .404 11 P<?d his total to 19 with three in
Philadelphia 18 28 .391 114 two' nights. And Aaron, hit.-less
in throe consecutive games, now 
It seems like ages ago, but re- 1 has gone 5-for-7 in the Inst two 
_ , . . ! member when the word was that)fattening his startling average to
Chicago White Sox moved mtoj Milwaukee’s Braves were choke-'.426. 
a virtual tie for the top. .003 per-,up guvs? whether that was al While the Braves - were soank* 
centage points behind Cleveland, jbum iap 0r not, they’re a cool jn„ Giants third-place Pitts- 
by reclaiming second place from crew of two-time champions now, bur„u remained' within 4 4  
Baltimore with a 6-1 victory over; whopping down anyone who|gamkfS of the u.ad by benting St 
the Orioles. threatens their shot at a third boujs 5.3 Los Angeles defeated
Fourth-place Kansas City is straight National League pen- Cincinnati 5-1 on Stan Williams’ 
only 1 4  games back of the In-'nant.
dians after a 5-3 victory over the | It was mid - May when the
are just six games out of first. Tn a row for a 44-game bulge. 
And fifth-place Detroit is within (Then they slowed to a walk and 
3 4  games of the lead even after:San Francisco( started to close 
losing 6-5 to New York Yankees. in
The champs still are seventh, but 
only 44 games shy of first. 
FIRST WIN OVER TR IBE 7-2 record and walloped the other gret)t ^caks
ishing Indians in the American 
League race.
Washington Senators h a n d e d , ~ - — --------  r. ,, 9
the Indians a fifth consecutive Fischer, 28, breezed to a 5-1 !® ™ ^ ^ **^ . ^hitthng their edge 
defeat, 4-0, Wednesday night on record and his first victory |TO-1?. games 
home runs by Harmon Killebrew 
and Ron Samford that backed 
up Bill Fischer's three-hit pitch­
ing.
two-hitter and Philadelphia beat 
the Chicago Cubs 4-3.
Just last Monday, the Giants 
steamed into Milwaukee with a!
MOUNTAINOUS NEPAL
The kingdom of Nepal in tha 
Himalayas covers 54,000 square 
miles, including Everest and
USEFUL METAL
against the Indians after Kelle-jTIGHTEN UP Aluminum was first shown to
brew hammered his 19th home' That did it. The Braves tight--.the public as a thin foil by the 
run in the fourth inning and ened up and blanked the Giants scientist Michael Faraday in Lon- 
Samford made it 2-0 in the fifth. 3-0 in the second game of the don in 1855.
SH ELL
Previous 'eastern Grey Cup| is the highest peak in the Cortstlpn^ ew>', Ciarbet, Chris
games, hnve hi'en played In the Range. nn‘
-By JACK SOBDS-
•  •  • •  •  •
i l
HO^CMAPC SPlMSBR EASY TO AAAKQ
,  —
WAirnPfiooFin-s 
O T  TltMV,
‘.5UVI! A lWSPOp 
TAtfAKF|H IMTO A
*-Al t.CVJ
h/Ni:. pi.Acn'cun- ' 
.lAiNpf) IWTOAIUtI 
CA a o | -  W A T E R ' A h P  
aT.g fWTIU MliLTI P,; 
st,rue-i>icfi!gr , p ,  ' C K J R  B A C K  y A R P . o ’
, amu ivvnr wxuikx 
Mto IT AUILB Snu.twn . 




, U P N P A 'S A 'W .icn an i 
or- :;PRinay copi»i;«,wii?a 
TO FORM SHANK'AS SlKZvVN. , 
WIND 6 IN, OF SOrT (XXWl  ̂WIRB SNudLYAOAINVr THtA 
SWANK, LUAVINO ROOM TO- 
PfiAP ITEARlHO ANP EYK OP 
\ UlAhO, Hl-ADU IS 
CW FROM SCRAP 
ALUMINUM
POUT BCCOMfl CCW 
-, iui KNOTS. TNE SO 
VGftt
rtCp'iwnoN uw e
n jsuo  coa«N:Na all
i [tiOR WIU. S£RvU)OJ 
Y YVZiLL
&
n ’f’i'CCTOil HS.W -  MX? mak,n<3 a loco I>1 
l,"4PO("AlSAP6ROR OAfPOAtfriNO liUC. B.iXA’KMOT-- FO'iR UXHLVmNfl S|RANp:t , 
1.1‘AlX H AAlP Pft? .KXNINrt 1YM LNPS ON 
(1/ ' ■ 1,A'. l INl!. KNOT -- A3R
■''"'•iA Ti AIX.R TO rtlifAKWr CM R'MSIX> ClU l«»XH , 1i*-! | „ ,,*Of — -tne 
XIA i>? (ORnUD-LA* fcyUS
PX5t» TlWTiPOF-rVIF 
P iR R aB  ASAp.sr -i-c
Si,?*, OR HXlR i*05«, 8S a 
e o b f  A^:;tvp:
M35, .'fi MU S- - QU 
H M M k M t  NMAO>AL
Epp,
50 yd,, Gr, 7 girls —  Kathy 
Walker, Judith , Itowlatt, ‘ G. 
Youngberg.
50 yd,, Cir, 7 boys— Don Schnei­
der, Morton IUcks, Ken, Leflnr,
- 300 yd, relny, Gr, 8 girls —  
Final 17. 10, 13,
I 300 yd, relay, Gr. 8 boys 
I Final ID, 14, H .
I 300' yd. relay, Gr. 7 girls 
| Final 26, 20, 25.
, 300 ,Vd, relay, Gr. 7 'boys 
1 FihtU 24, 26, 20, 23,
1 300 yd, relny, GiJ, 9 boys 
d. 2 . fl,
, 300 yd, 1 relay Gr, 9 girls —  
Final 4, 5, 1, 7 tied,
Tied or new records: ,
' Marshall Fowell, Gr, 9 boys 440 
yds, 59,4, , 1
Jean'Ritchie, Gr, 7 girls high 
Jump V. 4",
Shii;li!y Huth, Gr, 9 girls 8 lb, 
idiot put 27’ 0", ' '
, Neil Klene, fir, 0 boys 12 lb,
COLOGNE CATHEDRAL,
The cathedral o f  Cologne, Ger­
many, seriously damaged In Ric 
!Second World War, Was started 
| In 1248,
QUEBEC PARISH
Bouehervllle in C ha m h 1 y 
Cfiunty, Quebec, was founded by 
lJoucher. a native of 
In 1668,






Thf panda Ih ar, li'iuml ,onl,v In 
the llimaliiya inliuntains, doe?) 
not gjowi mote than about 30 
inches long, , ^
In ju st 400 miles Shell gasolines with TCP will repower 
your engine, give you all the mileage you pay for.
$  • ., , ■ - •. ■ •• • u 
I  It iht manufacturer recommends 
f  , "p m lu m "
It ttie manufacturer rtcomnwids 
"regular"
Super Shell with TCP I Shell Gasoline with TCP
)
Mark Itflhta
You get the most mileage, 
a moother-runnlng engine, 
from the motl powerful gasoline 
your par can use
Super Shell'* superior road per* 
formance —the actual power 
delivered to the wheel* qf your car 
—now mean* more power-per- 
gnllon than ever before, When 
cruising, Super Shell's new extra 
power convert! to give you In* 
creased in lien go a nd lower running 
coata, But—Super Shell’d price had 
r»of been raised 1 And Super Shell 
has TCP* to neutralise harmful 
engine deposlte that can rob your 1 
car of ltd peak performance.
It's loaded with 
premium loatures, , 
but soils for the price of 
regular gasolines
Shell Gnnolino is a qualify gasoline 
wlt|i better performance than the 
vary top premiums of only a short 
time ago , . . deeignod to give lop 
performance in all cara except those 
with a very high compression ratio, 
And fjhell |RM» TCP* tliat helps 
smooth out engine "roughness” and 
spark plug "mlsa” . , .  glvee you all 
the power find mileage you pay for, 
And, with all these added benefits, 
Shell Gasoline still sella at the price 
of regular gnnolino. ,
/M m y 1
Your Dollar goes farther with Shell - and so do you
\ 1
i 1
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Your Words Work Wonders In Courier Classifieds PO  2-4 445
Engagements I Lost and Found | Help Wanted (Female) Property For Sale
„ R  AND MRS \V O C L A R K  'HORN - R IMMED READING j tAR t-m tiSLt.u  STENOGRA-
J1U. a m j  m is. u. lX)SMbly in Pridham <PI1ER required for professional
Finder please phone .office in Kelowna. Reply to 
i Electrical Dept.1
251
formerly of Kelowna, wish to'glassc 
announce the engagement of' subdivision, 
tlvnr vounger daughter. Cath- Court House
crinc Edith, to Garry Drachen-_______ __
berg, younger son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Edward Drachenberg of.
Kelowna. The wedding will takcj 
place in First United Church,
Kelowna, on Saturday. June 27.! 
at 7:3ft p.m. Rev. R. S Leitch 
officiating. ■ -5-t
MIR AND MRS. L TRUANT 
wish to
ment of their eldest daughter,
Mary Ida, to Brian Volpatti of
Business Personal
EXPERT CLEANING
Have your rugs, carpets and up­
holstery quickly cleaned in your 
home or office. No muss, no odor.
touches the fabric, just
Box
3722 Daily Courier in own hand­
writing. stating age, qualifica­
tions and when available.
Tues., Thur., Sat,, tf
NURSE FOR VALLEY CLINIC, 
half time at present,, with pos­
sibility of full time employment 
later. Write Box No. 3791, Daily 
Courier, giving qualifications! 
age, marital status, etc. 265
announce the engage-,no liquid t s t  f ri . J st,sALES CLERK WITH ABILITY  
soft dry foam that’s immediately nncj smari appearance. Fully ex- 
removed. For more information pCrienccd. No other need apply.
Trail, B.C. 
take place 1 




The wedding will 
p.m. Saturday. July 
the Church of the 
Conception. Kcl-
about this very convenient »crv- (s0bics 
ice, free estimate, no obligation, j 
please phone PO 2-4371
p.m.
Ltd. 2561
3 BEDROOMS -  SOUTH SIDE
This home is ideally situated on a quiet street about five 
minutes walk from downtown. It contains livingroom with fire­
place, large dining room, kitchen with 220 wiring and eating 
nook, new gas furnace and leccntly decorated both inside and 
out.
FULL PR ICE  $9,500.00 —  WITH GOOD TERM S AVAILABLE
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERN ARD  AVE. D IAL  POplar 2-3227
Put //
Cars And Trucks









FOR t h e  BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography, 
developing, printing, and en­
larging.
POPE'S PHOTO STUDIO 





Our aim is to be worth.'' of your 
confidence.
156' Ellis St. Phone PO 2-2201
Comino Events
RUTLAND-  RUMMAGE SALE 
bv the United Church will be 
held at the Rutland Fire Hall at 
1:30 Friday. June 5. Your at­
tendance and your friends will 
make it a success. Spread the 
word in your neighbourhood.
254
WANTED
Someone who is now 
commuting between 
Kelowna and Vernon 
by car
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES UF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St.,
Vancouver. B.C., Phone Mutual ■ .1-6357.    ™ ;si f to deliver newspapers
WM. MOSS PAINTING AND'
DECORATING contractor, Kel­
owna, B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging Phone 
vour requirements now, PO 2- 




1.535 sq. ft., ultra mudern 
throughout. Hardwood floors, 
panelled walls, eeiling-to- 
floor bnck fireplace, gas 
furnace, full basement. In 
new subdivision. Only 200 
yards to fine beach.
OKANAGAN MISSION
LOTS AVAILABLE
In this fine new suo-division, 
with access to beach, only 4 
miles from Kelowna. Natural 
gas and approved water sys­
tem available, good soil con­
ditions. School and commu­
nity hall nearby,'
View these lots today. 
PIIONE J. IV. SWAISLAND AT PO 4-4452
"ALLSTATE" REMANUFACTURED  
ENGINE
New Car Guarantee —  90 days or 4,000 miles. 
Guaranteed trade-in allowance regardless of condition. 
NO CRATE DEPOSIT N EED ED  
WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES 
Delivery in approximately 72 hours.
Installed in your car for as little as ■







OITAWA i CP i —  Delegates 
from all parts of Canada gath­
ered here for the first national 
convention of the F r e n c h *  
Language Catholic School trus­
tees Association of Canada. The 
convention, which ended Friday, 
had been called to discuss the 
problems, facing French-language 
school trustees in Canada, Guest 
speaker at a banquet was 
most Rev. Maurice Baudoux, Ro­
man Catholic Archbishop of St. 
Boniface, Man.
Auto Financing | Boats And Engines
CA IL ^ U  YE  RS!~ OU R~!^NAN C* 16 FTVPETE R BO ROU G11 CAB IN
ING service at low cost will help 
you make a better deal. Ask us 
now before vou buv.- Carruthers 
& Meikle Ltd., 364 Bernard Avc., 
Kelowna.
253, 254, 255, 265. 266. 267
cruiser with 30 h.p. 
Lark electric starting 
motor. Plus accessories, 
at the Yacht Club, float 
stall No, 23 or Phone PO
Articles For Sale Gardening and Nursery
STROHM’S BARBER A N D  
— — - Beauty Shop, 2974 South Pandosy.
M AKE IT A DATE hOR THIS QpCn ap day Wednesday, closed 
Sunday at the Gutsachan Farm, Monday. Hours 9 a.m.-7 p.m. 
come and bring the family top tf
enjoy the Kelowna Riding C l u b ' s ' .— -----------Fi^Tr,M~MAnF'
Spring Gymkhana. Events start SEWING CUSTOM M ADE
’ 255 chapes, guaranteed work Com









at 9 : 3 0 _____  _ ___
EVERYBODY WELCOME TO j 
the Wagon Wheelers square! 
dance, Saturday. June 6, at 
8 p.m. in the Centennial Hall. Les 
Boyer MC. Buffet supper. 255
AQUATIC DIN ING ROOM NOW 
open for the season. ____tf




SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE  
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone PO 2-2674. tf
tf
HA IRDRESSER WANTED 




CEM ETERY BRONZE TABLETS 
and memorial granites. H. 
Schuman, 465 Morrison Ave 
Phone PO 2-2317. tf
UNWANTED HAIR
Vanished away with Saca-Pclo. 
Saca-Pelo is different. It. does 
not dissolve or remove hair from 
the surface, but penetrates and' 
retards growth of unwanted hair.! 
Lor-Becr Lab. Ltd., Stc. 5, 679 
Granville St., Vancouver 2, 
BC. Thur., Sat., 274
WANTED —  TRANSPORTAT­
ION to Edmonton. B.C. and Al­
berta drivers license. Will drive 
for transportation. Phone PO 5- 
5568. , . ____ _254 ’
ALCOHOLICS- ANONYMOUS — I 
White P.O. Box 587, Kelowna.
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone PO 2-2481. tf
VISIT U. L. JONES USED FUR­







Opportunity awaits ambitious ag­
gressive personality as assist­
ant salesman with a leading! 
Canadian Company. Training and 
sales assistance will be given. 
Contact R. T. Warman, PO 2- 
4202 or R. Docksen at PO 2-7425 
between 12 a.m.-l p.m. or 5:30- 
6:30 p.m. 256
EXPER IEN CED  P L A N E R  
tailer and grader and also grader 
for work in yard. Contact Shel­
ley Sawmills Ltd., 1132 3rd Ave., 
Prince George, B.C. 258
For Rent
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
AIR COND IT ION ING___
For all jour heating! air conditioning and 
refrigeration problems contact the experts.
ARCTIC REFRIGERATION 
2980 Pandosy St. Phone P02-2682
MOVING AND STORAGE
D. CHAPMAN' & Co. 
Allied Van Lines. Agents Local. 
Distance Moving. Commercial and 
1 hold Storage Phor.e
ALUMINUM AWNINGS
Koulvent awnings. No down payment. 
Jl'MRO ENTERPRISES 
3053 Pandosy St., Kelowna, Ph. PO 2-3041
i ROOM FOR RENT —  VERY  
| close in. Lady preferred. Non 
'drinkers. Kitchen privileges if 
preferred.- Call 595 Lawrence or 
I phone PO 2-3873. tf
FULLY MODERN" UNFURNISH­
ED grodnd floor duplex. Central, 
[available. June 30. Apply 85E 
' Saucier. ' . tl
- FULLY”MODERN UNFURN ISIi ___
]ED 3 room cabin. Range and fuel! Qo'se' 









Only $3,853.00 puts 
you into a lovely , 
new three bedroom , 
home. Full base­
ment, gas furnace, 
through halt, large 
livingroom, 
natural fireplace 
with raised hearth, ! 
dining room, 
lovely cabinet ; 
kitchen, 220 wir­
ing. smart bath­
room with colored :
fixtures, and many 
other extras.
s1 Monthly payments are only $73.58 and it's most conveni-
0
ent to schools, 
churches, and a 
new shopping 
centre. City water 
and sewer ofM course.
REALTY LTD.





_______ ______________ Wood and Electric Range with!
ATTRACTIVE LOTS AT BANK-’ glass sec-thru type door. A real 
HEAD. 100x118 ft. S2300 to $2500. j  wonderful buy 
Phone PO 2-7110. 255,at ......................
ROTO TILLING, 






2 BEDROOM HOME 
sacrifice. Low down 
Phone PO 2-8182.
CLARE Jewel Coal and Wood
4 ROOM HOUSE WITH BA T H -  
761 Clement Ave. 257
pay-,Range, with reservoir, white 
256 am cl and with low back. An 
icellent buy <♦*(
at only _________ ___
AFRICAN VIOLETS 
PLANTS and flower stands. I 
Phone PO 2-8239. tf i
BLACK "MOUNTAIN.TOP~S01L, j
gravel, light loam, shale. Ernie! 
Rojem. Phone PO 2-8153. tf
OUKNDA PRESIDENT
TORONTO i CP i -  Earl K. 
Bruwmidge has been appointed 
president of Orenda Engines Ltd., 
subsidiary of A. V. Roe Canada 
i Ltd. Mr. Brownriagv, who has 
|been executive vice-president and 
.general manager, will continue to 
(act as general manager, lie'sue- 
Evinnide jeteds Waller McLaughlin, who 
outboard resigned recently,
SC° 11 TB CASES DECLINE
OTTAWA i CP '-The  extent of 
tuberculosis m Canada .fell to a 
record low level in Canada last 
year, with the TB death rate less 
than half what.it was in 1953. 
A total of 1.027 persons died from 
the disease— a death rate of six 
i for each 100,000 population, tlm 
I bureau of statistics reported. The 
irate compared with 7.1 in 1957 





Phone P0 2- 
tf
VALUED MATERIAL
Jute products- from Dundee, 
Scotland, range horn coarse sack­
ing to fine carpets.
Property Wanted
SHEEP OR CATTLE RANCH —  
buy or rent with option to buv. 
Have VLA. Wilfred Thornhill, 







ACCORDION SALE AT WHOLE- 
2 6 0 ; SALE prices. Several 120 Bass 
1 Accordions. All brand new and 
cases at Paramount Music 
Centre. PO 2-4525, 433 Bernard 
Avc. 254
MONEY TO LOAN, TO BUY. 
build, renovate or refinance. 
Reekie Agencies, .253 Lawrence 
Ave. Phone PO 2-2346. tf
TRY A
COURIER W ANT AD
Police Won't Tolerate 
Beach Party Rowdyism
G URNEY COMBINATION Tange 
—  coal, wood and electric with 
timer and latest tvpe clement, 
only $149. Marshall Wells, 384 
Bernard Avc. 254
GAIN ADA Y- ROTA R Y~ I RON E r” 
Very good buy at $39. Marshall 
Wells, 384 Bernard Avc. 254
Cars And Trucks
FULLY MODERN 2 BEDROOM  
cottage on corner lot in Rutland, 
to schools, churches and 
old. Full base­
ment, forced air furnace. Fully 
landscaped. Will take late model
Now Under New’ .Management




VERNON —  Vernon detach­
ment RCMP, will tolerate no 
nonsense or rowdyism on local 
beaches after dark.
They plan a crackdown on 
night parties. Police state they! 
have received several complaints! 
from lakeshore residents regard-! 
ing noisy night parties. !
By city bylaw.- Kalamalka1 
Lake beach closes at 11 p.m.j 
daily in the summer. s
The department of agriculture, 
estimates the. 1959 crop of straw-! 
berries for the Okanagan Valley ( 
! at 199,500 crates, more than 83.-
____  _  ___  000 crates over last year's yield.
WESTINGHOUSE WASHER — I The bulk of these strawberries 
white enamel, only $49. Marshall j " ’HI come from Chase, Salmon 
Wells, 334 Bernard Ave. 25 4 ! Arm and Sorrento districts.
McCLARY REFRIGERATOR —  
7 cubic ft., $119. Marshall Wells. 
384 Bernard Ave. 254
A BABY BUGGY 
DITION. Phone
—  GOOD CON-, 
PO 2-8775.
255:
ns well as games of chance.
As of Friday, May 29, thorn 
had been 297 fires in the Kam­
loops Forest District, at an esti­
mated cost to date of $35,987.
The. Kamloops Forest District 
includes the entire Okanagan 
and Cariboo.
Last year up to the end ot 
May, 272 fires had cost moro 
than $50,000. ■ .
Generally clearing skies and 
decreasing humilities can be ex­
pected to cause a general drying 
out effect.
KEPT BUSY
health nurses of 
the South Okanagan Health Unit 




House-' supplied. Apply 
PO3-2928 Apartments.
NOVELTIES AND GIFTS | THE BERNARDITo DGE 4 
F r a n k 's nov elty  & g if t  s h o p  j Rooms b y  day. week, month, also car as part payment. Phone PO 5- 
Haroid Johnston, Prop. ]housekeeping 911 Bernard Ave,!5639. 259
Hobby Supplier. Jokes, Tricks. Toys, j nhonc PO 2-2215. ' tf i  ---------------— -------: :-----------
ti SHIPS, Kiitfl China. I«(impnirc i *■*
13 Bernard
G ENERAL ELECTRIC Wringer 
Washer with instinctive wringer, 
$74. Marshall Wells, 384 Ber­
nard Ave. 254
where this summer's crop is csti-'of their time on the school health
F R IG ID A IR E  REFRIGERATOR  
_ , . . —  6 cubic ft., $89. Marshall
Car and Truck Service jWells’ 384 Bcrnard A_vc- I 54
[25 USED REFRIGERATORS —
For fine Texaco Products —  ! Must be sold. Priced from S55 jberry
mated at 180,000 crates.
Strawberries, however, a re i  
[down to; 1800 crates in the Ver-j 
non area, due to winter damage! 
in some patches, more than a 50 
per cent drop over 1958 yield.
program.
Diesel Fuel for truck and cars 
RE ID S COR. —  PH
I up. Barr and Anderson tInterior) 
i Ltd., 594 Bernard Ave. 254
While there is considerable 
cane, kill in raspberries in the 
north Okanagan again, the r'asp-j 
crop this year for the whole:
DENTAL CLINIC
Six Kelowna dentists arc par­
ticipating in the South Okanagan 
Health Unit s dental ' clinic in
•'jSchool District 23 <KelownaL
TURNER BROS. 
Major Appliance Repall*
Fine hina. Souvenirs. ' ^ ’.‘LLL- ‘ “ -T " - ‘ "i-----!---------------------'7  V.L.A. HOME IN BANKHEAD. , -
. Al e' __ Phone PO2-33021 LOVELY 2 ROOM UNFURNISH-j 2 bedrooms, full basement with ' 1950








Recuimuended Westinfihousc Service 
Phono PO2-20UI At Bennett*
AUCTIONEERS
nearly Cash Awaits You 
hold effects. Alw> soods 
auction. Phone P02-2921. 
CROWES AUCTION
lor all house- 
taken in for 
275 Leon Ave. 
ROOMS
EXPERIENCED painter, decorator, 
painter, also Disney cartoons tor 
dren's playrooms. Will do prolessional 
job. CONTACT II. Peter Kuchn, Phone 
1’0  2-4983. i
~  PHOTO SUPPLIES ~  |
, niRELIN'S CAMERA SHOP I
Photo Finishing. Color- Films and Sorv lees 











acre. Will sell privately open 
market or under V.L.A. to vete­
ran. Phone PO 2-2843. 256
CITEV. —  GOOD MECH­
ANICAL condition and tires. Fog 
lights, visors, seat covers, $525, 
will take small car and balance 
cash. 1354 Bertram, phone PO 2- 
3471. 254
PO 5-5027
258|PORTABLE TYPEW RITER 1st 






Bork’ward and Renault Sales L Service 
142 Bernard Ave. Phone P02-34321
Night: P02 3I18
"  ( LEANING SERV ICES ”
DCR.UT.EAN CLEANS -furniture, rugs 
and walls the scientific way, No satur­
ation. Reasonable rales. Free -estimate, 
RHU WAY CLEANERS 
P02-2973
T, J. FAHLMAN
1569 Water SI. Plume PO2-203I
IMumb.ng and Healing
~  PREFAB HOMES
As low ns 5:UHiu, No down payment. 
Balance in HI years.
J l ’MRO - ENTERPRISES 
311.73 Pandosy St., Kelowna, Ph, PO 2-3011
d e c o r a t in g
KELOWN A PAINT >  WALLPAPER LTD. —




, Custom Priming 




- Sausage* L Dellealensen ‘
Phone PO2-2130 625 Harvey Ave.
, All suiHages made on the premises.
D EL IVERY  SERV ICE
COMET DELIVERY SERVllit! 
Phone PO;-2855 
General Cartage 












•SPEEDY DELIA EltV .SERVICE 
Delivery and IT mister Serv ice 
It, E. ’ Hermani llnn.vm 
' 1127 I’llls St.
Pliimes Day I’D 2-III'.’A 
Eve.PO 2-3123
EOUII’MI'INT ' r KNTALS
INTERIOR 'STAMP CO.
1119 Ellis St, Plume 1*02-2083
. Snti.sfncllim ami Speed on Your 
Rubber Stamp Needs
SAND AND GRAVEL
Delivered slinlghl (rum u|ir pit. 
Crashed Roadway (l|irvel lor >mir drive­
way . , Plume I’D it'll till or I’D 4-4J72, 
J, W, BEDFORD LTD,
SERVICE STATIONS 
SERVICE.'
Fluor Samlets • Paint spiaveta 
Roto-fillers ■ Ladders • Hand Sander*1 
II. L  II. PAINT SPOT LTD,
1477 Elba St, ". Plum*;- POt-3tM
KONSHIN I 
Phone P02:i3i,fl






.... ii e  l  p f :  ’1“ ’
Our landlord. got wise lifter -7 
years nnd lilts thrown us out. We 
need 3 bedroom homo, tent, or 
igloo close in for yearly lease,, 
Phone PO 2-3370. Peg and Pole 
Ratal. 2561
BY -BUSINESS EXECUTIVE  
and family, large 2 or 3 bedroom 
home, close in preferred.' 1 or 2( 
vear lease acceptable, Phono 
PO 2-7194, 254
Schools And Courses !
M APLE R IDGE EQUITATION 
CENTRE
The Maple Ridge Equitation Cen­
tre is putting on courses in riding 
for all ages nnd standards of rid­
ing commencing June 29th — go­
ing right through to September. 
You can take one, two or more 
weeks or stay on for the two 
months, Accommodation for, 
boarding' students In comfortable 
Lodge near the stables, Chief In­
structress is Mrs, April Mervedt 
i ffreneh-Mullo^i, H.Il.R. Write 
for programme and rates to; 
32nd Rd,, Walnut Place, Haney. 
Phone INg, 3-971 Lor INg, 3-9717.
Property For Sale
OLDER TYPE 4 BEDROOM  
house, also suitable for small 
business. 1455 Ellis St., behind 
Imperial Optical Co. No small 
children. Phono PO 2-2620 after 
3 p.m. 252, 254, 256
---------- 1 MUST SELL —  1955 VOLKS-
solootinn WAGEN. Very good value! 
reason-jPrice $9!)5'00' Pllonu pO 2-8659,
!MUST SELL E ITHER t ’52 
(Dodge Pickup or '49 Plymouth.
; Both in good condition with good 




We have an excellent 
of good building lots at 
able prices. See us now. Reekie 
Agencies, 253 Lawrence Ave., FOR QUICK SALE —  1956 FORD 
Phono PO 2-2346; 256 , Fairlane,' fplly equipped, excel-
3 BEDROOM N H A ^  CLOSE TO!lcnt concUt,on’ Phonc po 2-61-73.
Catholic Church, 5'V; mortgage,|_ ____  . . . .. . ...
Hot water heat. Drive by 1861,1951 CHEV. D ELU XE STATION 
Carruthers St. 256 Wagon. Phonc PO 2-6308, 259
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass cop­
per, lead, etc. Honest grading. 
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
I;on and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior 
St., Vancouver, B.C, Phonc 
MUtual 1-6357 M-TH-tf
FUN KR AI, SERVICES
" k k u iw n a  f u n k r a l  ' d i r i x t o r s
I’hom-s .
ILi> I'D 2 3uli1 
Kv* I’D 3 3010 
, I’D 341001 '
" G A S  EHUU'MENT :
SEWING SUPPLIES 
shaving  m  i’I’I.y  u k n t iu :
phntl* l'O3-:092 17.7 lU'l'lUKl ,Vv
Sln*n Iti'll-A.MsKlo \ lu iuim Ulcivnci >59.1 
Brush Yni'tium Uchiht 1109.95 
tiovvmit Servile ■*' Si’eyinllly,'
, 1123
W O O D S L A K E  M O T E L  
G O O D  F IS H IN G  A N I) 
SW IM M IN G
5 11 m o d e r n  u n its  w ith  la r g e  liv ing  
, q u a r t e r s  for. o w n e r  p lu s  2 ten t 
. j u n its ,  8 .b o a ts , 2 o u tb o a rd  m o to rs , 
S H A R P E N IN G  AN|> R E P A IR S  |a n d  300 fe e t of la k e  f r o n ta g e  w ith 
“  tommy  (in.MT a p p r o x im a te ly  3:ij l ie n 's  o f a lee
Sh«tpe|tini «* Reiuiirs | le v e l g ro u n d s , ,  Ail \  ex ee p tio m tl
toils. Kl. I'h.me I’02-30fl0 b u y  n t $59,000, w ith  $35,000 dow n.
------ intH 'K tias e i t o e ant 1 to  1 l l" l‘ll4i'l p "l"1- ,w ,l' er'v. ' \ . .. . F o r  fu ll d e ta i ls  nnd in ftV m a llo n
Vour RmkVsV si-evD lio.' For Y rn tr.l S U M M E R  C O T T A G IC S -P R E F A B  Call M f. TUIl PO  2-llldO .or H eckle  
1 tvkuunttHiv'-’ , 1 A g e n c ie s  PO  2-2346, 25,3 L a w re n c e
22U tree r .t tm s te ..336 Bernsr.l A v e ., KelnW Iltl, A M u ltip le  F.X-
....... .... ................................... -  TV xno n.viuo "
rtvone ro,
G It KEN HO U S ES & NimSEnU^
Kirmieeuv
I’uqitl ei.'oli * ml Cut Flowers, 
t; itUIINiriT' Greenhouses J. 'Nursery 
|oV GlrnvvieHl Aw. ITume l'02 33l]
,HARDWARE’ STORES J
, ~~T~ 73 CM, I’VINTK , ' 7 !
, Bestir V\ Ashers, Fnss, IWp Freesers.
\W*u-r llrnlurs, Hrt’ivii, Sslrs K ServKe
V autuvND iiardwaiu; ,
ItiilDii.t 1’hi'OC |*t>5Jilt
MOUTGAGIM AND LOANS 7
Ft iii'  mdiViu Ag i;” mdn f, y ""
I smt N II.A, Losiis, sofisult
1' MtnuriDtit.s it m cik i.i: ltd,
lltinsut Ave. I'hnne 1*02 21*7
, 4*1.1 Nit* ,
It.iil ki S|m-i U||-Ii 
l '|6  lllihli't St,
944
MOTORCYCLES AND B ICYCLES _
It A A. I V
rdevisiou 1 suit IIJl v FI 
I’hone I’Ot-li:)!’ , \
EPHOMiTERERS ,
•“ T autll.AND U1’MO|,Sir.ItY
I'OV.VSIJ - , , -liutuml liusit
Id tes ts  ol limlilum ssliuinl mstumers 
* tee llmm- I'stnuslrs , ,
—  w i u j Hs j ;
GI.'N tUt AliW Ft,1)1X0 1 lli;t'AIII»~ 
> 1 Oovsnii-ntsl Iron 







! ’ • , 1
To l>Ure an id dn 
accllon Phono 
r O M l G
thin
O N E  Yl'IA R O LD  3 HK D H O O M  
NH A  h o m e /  s ilu n ,ted  a t 311 
R oliitt W ay , F lre p la e tn  onl; floors 
th ro u g h o u t.  F u ll jm s tim e if t  w ith 
f in is h e d  ru m p u s  ro o m , 1 A uto­
m a t i c  nil , h e a t. P a v e d  d r iv e  to 
e a r  p o rt  $18,000’, $6,000 dow n 
P h o n e  P t )  2-223(1, 250
1 B E D R O O M  H O U S E , ON ON 
F O R D  A v en u e . Im m e d ia te  po:, 
M 'hsiott, $8,000, t e r m s .  C a l l  tit 
461 H ose A vc, o r  p lu m e  P O  2-70!
i , ' M 7  , 255
S M A L L Y r o OMKD HOUSE ON
1.2 acre !!, A bout 5 ’ m ile s  fro m  
Invent), P r ic e d  fo r tf q u ick ' halt
$2500. Photic i l’Q 2
It's So Easy , 7
to profit by placing a
DAILY COURIER AD
Just fill in litis .form and mail it to:
Tim DAILY COURIER WANT AD. DEPT,, KELOWNA
valley is up by : evcral thousand 
crates over last year’s yield.
About 129,200 crates are esti­
mated for this ummer’s harvest.
When it comes to apples-, the 
show of blossom this year was 
one of the poorest in years.' 
While too early to assess flic 
crop, the overall tonnage will be 
considerably down from 1958, the 
department has stated.
Donald Elton Berry, 40, died 
suddenly in Vernon while visiting 
May 23.
Born in Vernon on .November
_ 22, 1918, his parents are Mr, and
WANT’t O BUY SECOND-HAND, Mrs. R, E, Berry, His father 
English or Flat Saddle., Phonc was a pioneer, city businessman, 
PO2-37G0 after 5. tf one time owner of the Berry,
WANT' T O -BU Y -B A BY  t En DA a ’ chrii^of0 thSatVos’fn tffokm f-1 
and Play Pen. Phone P02-376). ,,guni cv-.llUmlly Bold t„ Fam-
ous Players. ,
The Lumby Day committee, 
currently planning events for Its 
annual celebration on July 1, 
hopes for a boxing show, among 
other attractions, Ken Johnson/ 
of the Lumby Lion's Club, is in 
charge of the parade, Lumby 
branch, Canadian Legion, will 
look after the evening dance,
W. T. Buss, representative on 
the committee studying a pos­
sible auditorium site for Kel­
owna has stated plans are ‘‘real­
ly alive,” and ’’there should be 
some form of campaign before 
the end of July,”
Radio Accessories




7: ' , 7 > 1 day 3 days 6 day*
In 19 Avords. ...t,—. . ........... ' * .39 ,75 1 1.2(1
" In■ 15 vA'prds _ __ ,43 , 1. 13 ,1,89
In 20 word:;' _____ . _______ _ ’ ,69' 1,5 9 , 2,19
.(Thoio Cash Rales ,Apply1, ,lf Paid in 19 Ditys) . ;
'* '■ -' V* - ■ ■* V l'--' V' ; ( , ’ ,'ll:1 ’ ' -,' ' U’1 Vu' (V'V," ’'('7" t’", y " ; ' ........
NAME ............. ................... ......... .......■’.......................
ADDRESS ----- --------J.___V * .
' ’ 1 - ’ * ' - i ' " '• '■,
........ ................ ...........■, ..................r  - t-------i ' - ; i i . . , -
, - ^
BATTERIES FOR EVERY  Type 
transistor, portable radio, Barr 







Taken by our photographer, 
It’ is .easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news, Send them to your 
friends or put them tn your 
album.
Large Glossy fi'i x 8',j» 
Only $1.00
No Pltune Orders Please
Order at the Business Office
The Daily Courier
VANCOUVER PR ICES -  GE  
Sunbeam kettles, irons toasters;' 
example GE Fry Punk. $14,95, 




Puppies, budgies, gold and'tropi­
cal. fish, tame white mice, and 
rats, novelties, pet bonks, Com­
plete line dog foods nnd supplies, 
bird foods and supplies, aquar­
iums and equipment, 256
Legal
PAINTING, TENDERS'.
Specifications are now avail­
able for 'painting Tenders' in the 
various schools, and may be ob­
tained from the,■ .School Hoard 
Office, '
Tenders to he , ln’ writing anti 
to be In our Itaiids not later Uni it 
.Ittiio 'll), 1959,
f ;, m a c k u n ,
Seei'elary-Treasuiei', 
'School District No,








1 insertion 'pel; word i t
3 consecutive
.. inhin'tkuL'j,. .. per woid 
6 eonsccqtivo insertions 
or tporq . per word 
Ulnanlfletl Display :







,rhc Corpomlion of the City-of Kclmvna
NOTICE
: °r, 1 1 1 * 
Application to Increase Rates
Notice is hereby given by the Electrical Department of 
The Corporation of the City of Kelowna that an applica­
tion lins been made by il to the Public Utilities'Commission 
of British Columbia for its consent lo the filing miller the 
provisions of the “Public Utilities ;Aet” .'of amended 'rates 
'and1 charges for service, A summary o f ' the existing'and 
proposed rates7s as follows:-—
Type of Unhstiincr , ,
1. Within tint Municipal Limit:; 
Discount for, prompt payment 
Penalty for latq payment
2. Outside the Tlunlclpal Limits 
Discount for prompt payment. 






7  ' Nil . !
10%





Any'person wishing further infoi'mation in connection 
with the proposed rides or reasons fwi1 the |>roposed changes, 
in rales should apply directly to the Electrical ftupcrinlchd- 
ent of T he Corporation of the C ity pf Kelowna at the 
Kelowna-City Hall, MW Water Street^Kclcnsnil, B,(.7
, V Objections tti the application slniltld lie forwarded to’ 
t|ic Secretary,'Public Utilities Commission, <D<) Viesy Street
Yielona, B.C,, lo
I'JSV,
lie m his hands on or bolnio* .1 one ■ 1 Dth,
Kelowna C ity Mali, 
June 2 nd,'\l'EVE ,
' '■ \  . ■ ■ .-=•1 .■
JAMES HUDSON,
City Clerk,
THE OLD HOME TOW N By Stanley
NOW NtXJ KNOW 
w5?AMP SN CAKED UP 0 4 1 
C A I?LV  /At TH'MOW NlAtG  
BEFORE- THEY V/ETee AWAKE
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VIP Challenges Quebec Tories 
To Vote Against Tax-Sharing
By DON PEACOCK .over th? board. It had some sue 
Canadian Press Staff Writer cess
wottawa lep)— Liberal Lionel! The bill now requires only thirc 
'hevrier has challenged Progres-;reading—usually a mere format­
ive Conservatives from Quebec it '— before being sent to the Sen- 
o stand un and be counted on ate.
he question of federal-provincial) As the energy board debate] 
.ax sharing. jground through its 10th day, the]
The former transport minister, Liberals tried unsuccessfully tc 
now MP for Montreal Laurier. have a one-year limit— instead of 
Issued the challenge as the Com-,25 years—set on the licences the 
mons resumed debate on thejboaid may grant for export of 
governnment’s proposal to renew!electricity.
tax-sharing arrangements with] The CCF teamed up with the 
the provinces for another vear. (Progressive Conservatives to de- 
REV ISED  EN ERG Y B ILL j feat this motion after British Co- 
Meantime, the government’s lumbia members, including Works
Minister Green, argued that the
said Mr. Green. After many years But the government was more 
f wrangling and no agreement amenable to a motion by CCF
,ith the United States —  also House Leader Hazen Argue, oil ____  __  ______  „
leeply involved in any Columbia which deleted a section of the bill brought" under board jurisdlrilon 
levelopment— "we now have been empowering the government t o -------- ------- - ----------- ------------ -
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ible to make great strides." make exemptions from board reg- g  « is i  i v n
A fundamental principle of the ulations on export or import of _ . . .. „
dan was that Canada would re-natural gas and electricity’. ™ G , am Is‘a . *“ Queen
reive power produced in the U.S. Trade M i n i s t e r  Churchill S f  ^
n return for upstream water accepted this amendment, but ot
itorage in B.C. brought in one of his own to give 435 hquar* mtle!>
"The amendment would be such exemption powers to the 
most disastrous," agreed H. W. cabinet with regard to board reg- 
Herridga (CCF— Kootenay West), ulations on export and import of
should this eventually be opened under provincial charter
In 1887, became an Independent 
association in 1908.
GRAIN EXCHANGE
The Winnipeg Grain Exchange, in 1932,
NORTHERN ROUTE
The first grain shipments from 
Canada by the Hudson Bay route 
from Churchill, Man., were made
national energy board bill went 
through the detailed-study stage, 
its broad principles unchanged 
but a number of its clauses re­
vised. Mainly, the opposition 
fought to reduce cabinet j>owcr
Liberal amendment would wash 
out B.C.’s huge Columbia River 
project.
MAKING PROGRESS
"This might be disastrous,"
l/ l
HESAi=»..9TWAS ALL 
A MISTAKE...THAT NOW 
HE KNOWS WE COULDN'T
CO ON LIVING MV LIFE,
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NATURAL
S T O N E
FORMATION
HAS3CVOOOirss
Buy Your Mushrooms 





A NATIVE TRAVELING 
THROUGH THE TROPICAL 
FORESTS CAN CHOP OFF A 
SECTION OF A LIANA PLANT 
- A N D  M I N X  H I S  FILL O F  
sh ig e r  MATER
By Herman N. Bundesen, M.D.
Do you like mushrooms? Fine 
so do I.
bulbous and rests in a cup-like 
growth.
WHERE THEY GROW
! These poisonous mushrooms 
But let’s get them from the;grow under trees as well as in 
local grocery or supermarket. |0pen fields.
It is time for my annual warn-) Symptoms of mushroom pois­
ing to you vacationers about thejoning include abdominal cramps, 
dangers of picking wild mush-] vomiting and severe diarrhea, 
rooms. s since poisoning is often fatal, a
As far as the average person is doctor should be summoned im- 
concerned, there is no safe: mediately.
method you can use in deter- j While you are waiting for his 
mining which mushrooms are (arrival, try to dilute the poison 
poisonous and which are edible, as much as possible and induce 
Leave this to the experts. vomiting.
SOME MISINFORMATION SOME ANTIDOTES
I know you have heard that Give the victim from four to 
"safe” mushrooms grow in one’seven glasses of soapy water, 
place while the poisonous ya-jsalt water, dish water or water 





A stimulating day! Most per­
sons will be receptive to new 
ideas now, so, if you’ve had a 
few "on file," this is the time to 
put them over. The P.M. prom­
ises to be exceptionally pleasant 
for social gatherings, group ac­
tivities of any sort.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that 
you have just entered a highly 
auscipious planetary cycle,, and 
that the next year should see the 
achievement of many worthwhile 
goals. Specifically: job, business 
and property matters will be at 
their best during this month, 
July, October and the first three 
months of 1960; financial affairs 
in July, late August, October and 
December.
Romantic and domestic hap­
piness, as well as unusually 
, stimulating social activities, are 
presaged between now and Sep­
tember, but you must avoid 
speculation in October. Look for 
some excellent news of a busi­
ness nature in late December—  
news which should get you off to 
a splendid start in 1960. During
the early part of the new year, 
make use of any creative ability 
you possess since inspiration will 
be at a peak then, and even a 
hobby could prove remunerative.
A child born on this day will be 
ambitious and self-reliant, but 
may have a tendency to start 
several projects at one time and 
complete none.
have heard other 
tales about good and bad mush­
rooms, such as peeling the skin, 
tarnishing a silver spoon, taste, 
color an so on.
You can’t depend upon any 
one of them to give you an ac­
curate appraisal of the edibility 
! of a mushroom. In fact, some of 
these stories arc completely un­
true.
So let's play it safe this sum­
mer.
MOST DANGEROUS
The most dangerous mush­
room is an almost pure white 
variety called the Amanita phal- 
loides or Destroying Angel.
The gills of this species arc 
also white. This is in sharp con­
trast to the gills of the Agaricus 
campestris, the most commonly 
eaten mushroom, which has pink 
or brown gills.
The Amanita phalloides also 
has a ring around its stem. The
MERRY MENAGERIE
The water should be luke 
warm, but don’t waste time 
heating it. If nothing else is 
available, give him plain luke­
warm water.
Then, tickle the back of the 
victim’s throat with your finger, 
to cause vomiting. Never, ad­
minister repeated enemas.
Also, give him one ounce of 
Epsom salt mixed in water by 
mouth if the victim is an adult 
and one-third to two-thirds of 
the solution if he is a child.
QUESTION AND ANSWER „
A Reader: I have a ringing 
noise in my right ear. It may 
stop for an hour and then start 
again. I've also noticed a sore 
ness in my neck.
Do you think I should see a 
regular doctor or an ear spe­
cialist?
Answer: You should definitely 
sec your family physician first, 
and he will determine whether
lower end of this mushroom is to refer you to a specialist.
ft*'*** »• *•"»
CONTRACT BRIDGE
"Don't pay & bit of attention 
to me— I'M  a mirage!"
DAILY CROSSW ORD
By B. JAY LACKER an extra trick once the heart jack 
(Top Record-Holder in Masters’ was seemingly located with East? 
Individual Utaanuiionxhip Flay) Very few, probably.
Had West taken the first heart 
lead, South would automatically 
have had the contract.
ACROSS



















22. Comes into 
view ,
25.Clo.se to 
27. Hasty or 
secret de­
parture 
30. Sign of 
Infinitive'





35. Revolve '' 




41, One of. 
.■ 'Columbus’
. ship. ■ ,i
43, Rush,. ,('■ ('f 
■, ‘words 
,43. An, open ;
S0|'e
46 Stairway
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17, Drive-in 39. Solar disk
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T O N I G H T
DOUBLE B ILL  
Lively Comedy in Color
"You  Can't Run 
Away From It"
with June Allyson, 
Jnt’k Lemmon
lop
( ’RVPTOQUOTE r- l lrre 's  how to work It: 1
A X Y D i  ll A A X It
, Is I, O N  G E ■ly'l, 1. O W ' , «
.’ ' ' 4%lii* li'MfiW.tinjrt'i stands for iinothci, In tins VAmple >A 'is, used1 
foi tin.- t im e  l.'s X (or the two O's, clc Single letters, nposlrophles, 
the .length'and (ori.mtton of the words are all hints Each i la v th e  
Covlc It til. I , .iiC lUfiereqt, i ■'
/  ■ V /. N, l) X V, U S 0  E F /. V R Cl B II C) N C, F
‘/ ’S ti It .I N V\N, X i, X 0 It V Z E G F ■ 0  S 11 VV X 
VesterdV' 'v  Cr)|t|iniuoic; WHAT' WISDOM CAN YOU FIND 
THA l'i IS GREATER THAN KINDNESS,’ ^  ItOC’SSEAU. ,
■ ■ ■' ■ ’■ ' 1 ■' ' . ' \  • ' "i , 1 , ' ' ' • ■( '
Opening lead— ten of spades.
There are some exceptional 
plays which take place at the 
bridge table that are most in­
teresting to observe and that nre, 
at times,, amusing ah well, but 
such plays occasionally carry a 
tragic note also,
I cannot help but fool sorry for 
the South in this hand who was 
the victim of a most extraordi­
nary defensive'play by West, The 
hand was played a groat many 
years ago In a tournament In 
Vienna. ’ ,
After bidding all four suits in 
Hie one level, North-South ar­
rived at ,11 reasonable three no- 
trump contract, West decided the 
best chance to defeat the contract 
lay in the hope that East had 
spade strength over dummy's 
spades, 1
So he opened the ten of spades, 
which declarer ducked In dum­
my, and East won with the 
queen. East returned a club and 
declarer, took ,it,in 'dummy,
Smith' could equal eight tricks 
— a spade, four ’ diamonds, and 
three clubs, The most likely suit 
in which to obtain a ninth trick 
Was hearts,
Accordingly, lie led the top <>f 
hearts from dummy, East played 
the three and South the fivO, 
whereupon Wert smoothly played 
the dewee! , ’ ]
Tills apparent'stroke of good 
fortune was graciously .received] 
by fsoutjr Confident that Eusti 
iiuint, have Hie jack of hearts, 
since It did not seem to make 1 
much sense for We,-U- to refuse tmjW 
win the trick with the jack if' lie | Ira 
had 11, declarer continued with I 
.mother heart,,, pr
The srennd heart lcnd mot with Nn 
'a cordilil reception from .West' jffi 
who proceeded to take fmlr heart' '
trick), and defeat the contract.
Ills brilllaiH'.r.ejectjon of the first Ĵ j. 
heart jt rick proved , to bp a snare 
and a delusion which South could ‘ .u 
not withstand. ,' ■ j|w
Of course South could \ have 
romped lunne with nine liick»]j 
after the,,ten of heart,* held, Jlut ■ <■*,.
how1 many; rClirm i,, would' b a s e ' .  . ' ' J,
iTMstii'd the tcmplntiqn' to ity. -Ny (SiiJUii^iiii^y.'.ll
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m  lAKWtta oeuu- lights go on.., ItI AMR OF THE IHCOMMG 
PftAREIISCPR.lUISwrYSIL
!/•
'A t r m i  ran squ ill
' LIKE THIS SHOULDN'T! 
■OTHER »OOM-*OOM. 
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2 KcEt* 
TRAHSALTTiN 
BUT THERE'S NO 
RESPONSE!
•iN&,
LET A1E HAVE 
IT, PAM j I L L  
SE E  IF r  CAN GET 
' R ISE OUT OF 
SOMEONE1
Tc VERY HEAVY CLOU? BANKS BELOW 
US, BRICK/ WE’RE 
NEARLY IN THc .M/
r  PONT 






B8ICK! A RESCUE 
vn.t  c o il p  n ev e r
SPOT US IFf IT'S
AV4VBE TH15 15 
JU ST  AN OVERCAST 
THAT WILL MOVE CLT 
OacKLV.’.,.CUR RADIO 








NOW WE LL 
HAVE TO MOVE 
WELL, IT’S 4. MY DESK IMTO 
FINISHED. V ?  PROPER 
MR. DITHERS) (  POSlTI ON
X
MR. DITHERS, 








THATS GOING TO 
PAY FOR ITSELF 




4T / ? ( MY BACK FENCE 
x 1 AT SOMETHING;
AH, I  KNOW/THEY’RE 
INTERESTED IN HOW 
MY BERRY PATCH IS 
COMIN’ALONG../''
1




MAYBE THIS WILL SORTA 
HEL9 SLOW ’EM DOWN../.
T - i - i r m
HBKE CQ WES THAT 
SHARP SUPEK-SAUSSAVAN... 
H E 'S  NOT SETTING  
IN H ERE  TO D AY!
2
SO R R Y , PAL.
( 0
THE DOOR DOESN’T 
7 OPEN ANY 
( - FURTHER.'.
K
Q U ITE  A L L  .RIGHT, M R .  M O U S E !  I 'L L  
O U S T  C O M B  IN  T H IS  






Ro o m 5
VfHt Plxwrârt̂ ltfjMalUaf »«4_
Complain^
NO LUCK, ROY/THAT 






I  HOPE SO, BUT 
NOW I ’W PUE 
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Film Colony Marry-Go-Round 
Takes Five Interesting Turns
HOLLYWOOD (A D  -  
latest turns on Hollywood’ 
ital merry-go-round:
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The.28-year-old actress wife said they 
mar- plan a trial separation after three 
years of marriage. This was his
Deborah Kerr— Off.
Mickey Rodney— On.
Gordon (Tarzan) Scott - Vera 




Ernest Borgnine —  Maybe on, 
maybe off.
That’s the cast. Their stories 
Kerr— The English-born actress 
arrived by jet Wednesday night 
and said she hopes to get a di­
vorce from British producer Tony 
Bartley, 39, during her current 
two-month California stay. On 
the same plane was writer Peter 
Viertel, 38, whose name has been 
linked romantically with Miss 
Kerr, 37.
SHORT STARLET
Rooney— The pint - sized actor 
Wednesday disclosed his mar­
riage to B a r b a r a  Thomason 
blonde starlet, 22 and, at five- 
foot-two, an inch shorter than 
Rooney, 38. His four previous 
wives towered over him. He said 
they married Dec. 1 in Mexico 
after he got a quickie Mexican di 
vorce from No. 4 —  the former 
Elaine Mahnken.
Scott-Miles— Scott, 31. and his
first and her second marriage.
Malone-Bergerac—Miss Malone, 
31, and the 32-year-old French ac­
tor are r e p o r t e d  planning a 
Hawaiian wedding this month—  
her first and his second. tHis 
No. 1: Ginger Rogers), 
i  Borgnine —  Mrs. Rhoda Borg- 
jnine, 35, said Wednesday she’ll 
try to get her August divorce
from the 43-year-old actor sel 
aside. Her lawyer declined to say 
whether she wants a reconcilia­
tion. Last month, Borgnine said 
he planned to marry Mexican 
actress Katy Jurndo, 32, next 
September. The Borgnines’ prop­
erty settlement is scheduled to 
cost him at least $750,000 In the 
next 15 years.
H i - s i g n  f o r  a b a t t ’ s  P i l s e n e r .........................
INDO VISITOR —  President [ with actress Joan Crawford at 
Achmed Sukarno of the Re- a luncheon in Hollywood. The 
public of Indonesia holds hands | get-together was part of Su-
karno’s tour of the 20th Cen­
tury-Fox studios. He is visiting 
Los Angeles during the last
leg of a world tour.— (AP Wire- 
photo)
Pearson, Coldwell Join Ontario 
Provincial Election Campaign
By THE CANADIAN PRESS Date 
Leaders of two national oppo- Mr




sition parties have stepped into 
the campaign for Ontario’s June 
11 provincial election, firing dou­
ble-barrelled shots at the Pro­
gressive Conservative g o v  e r n- 
ments in Ottawa and Toronto.
Liberal Leader Lester B. Pear- 
eon, speaking Wednesday in his 
own federal riding of Algoma 
East, scoffed at the tax-sharing 
conference of provincial treas­
urers to be held in Ottawa July 6.
“The conference is only going 
to set up a committee to discuss 
the whole problem, Mr. Pear­
son said. In the 1957 election 
Premier Frost had said election 
of a Conservative government at 
Ottawa1 would mean $100,000,000 
for Ontario.
"After two years what have 
they got? They’ve got the provin­
cial treasurers meeting in Ot­
tawa July 6.”
COLDWELL ATTACK
National CCF Leader. M, J. 
Coldwell spoke for a party candi-
Canadian Indians Still Poor 
Shots For British Army
treatment of Ontario CCF Leader 
Donald MacDonald during the 
Northern Ontario natural gas de­
bate.
“When Mr. M  a c D  o n a 1 d re­
vealed the fact that three of Mr. 
Frost’s ministers were involved, 
it was indignantly denied. And 
then when the facts were made 
known, three members of the 
cabinet resigned.”
He said that under British tra­
dition they should have taken the 
entire government with them.
The three cabinet ministers ad­
mitted buying shares in the gov­
ernment-chartered Northern On­
tario Natural Gas Company.
By STEWART MacLEOD
Canadian Press Staff Writer
LONDON (CP) —  The British 
Army swears it hjs nothing 
against Canadian Indians, but 
you'd never know it.
Twice now the army has por­
trayed the Redskins ns remark­






(Continued from page 1)
VANCOUVER (CP)— Neil Mac- 
auley was fined $10 Wednesday 
| for operating a 12-foot runabout 
at a speed exceeding five knots 
in Vancouver harbor. He pleaded 
guilty to the charge ’in police 
court.
NANAIMO (CP)— Customs of- 
MONTREAL (CP) —  Canada ficials report exports of pulp and 
a $200 000,000 doctor bill j lumber through the ‘ port of Na-
The French g o v -every year because of heart dis-; naifho during May are well above 
ine rrenpn gov eas(/  ]the figures reached during the
French Grant Oil 
Permit To Standard
PARIS 'AP I 
ernment today granted an oil ex­
ploration perrriit for a Sahara 
Desert area' to a new company 
partly owned by the Standard Oil 
of New Jersey.
The new company, Esso Sa­
hara, was formed in January and 
granting of the permit was gen­
erally expected.
! p a y s
In addition, the country pays 
with a "terrible death toll” re­
sulting in an inestimable loss to 
its economv and future, says 
Alex B. Hill of Toronto, presi­
dent of the National Heart Foun­
dation. . '
If the wealth of our great and
S t a h d a r  d" of New Jersey* growing country is in ratio■ tojthe 
through its French subsidiary health of ^s^greatest ^sct^it^ 
owns 50 per cent of Esso Sahara,
n French company. The Com- 
pngnie Francaise des Petroles 
d’Algerle holds 35 per cent and 
Petropar, another French com­
pany, holds 15 per cent.
The exploration permit covers 
8,000 square miles near the Tu­
nisian frontier In eastern Algeria
HOSPITAL
(Continued from page 1)
cd directors has been increased 
from five to six and various limi­
tations are placed on the term 
of office.’’
All the present directors who 
have been elected, according to 
the spokesman, “must resign at 
the hext annual meeting and all 
six vacancies must be, filled 
through the due process of elec­
tion."
RETA IN  CONTINUITY
He said It is hoped nnd ex? 
pected that some members of 
the board "will agree to ..stand 
again for office so that the con­
tinuity of direction nnd thought, 
which is most essential, will be 
retained."
This matter of continuity "In-
people —  then every Canadian 
must be made fully aware of the 
greatest claim on that resource 
— heart disease,” he saicl in his 
annual report.
In terms of lost income atone 
the disease costs the nation more 
than $80,000,000 a year, he said.
"To this conservative estimate 
must be added the cost of care 
nnd treatment, The total cost in 
Cannda exceeds $200,000,000 an- 
.mially." . ...  • '
He said the heart foundation, 
which is meeting all this week 
with heart ■ specialists of the Ca­
nadian Heart Association, "faces 
a huge challenge” in its fund-rais­
ing efforts in the fight against 
heart disease,
"It is seriously handicapped in 
its p u r s u i t s of its objectives 
through lack of sufficient public 
and government support."
same period last year.
ALBERN I CCP)— City solicitor 
R. J. Ohs has advised council 
that it can hold a vote .on house- 
to-house' mail delivery at any 
time except the next civic elec­
tion. The Alborni Ratepayer? As­
sociation wants the local post of­
fice enlarged and service improv­
ed while the Non-Partisan Assoc­
iation is asking for carrier ser­
vice. I
PENTICTON (CP) —  Adrian 
Stuart Baillie, 68, prominent in 
mining circles in British Colum­
bia, Montana and Colorado dur­
ing the last 35 years, will bo 
buried Saturday, He died Wed­
nesday in hospital here. ,
year’s searchlight tattoo and now 
at the royal tournament.
During the tattoo pageant a 
huge band of cockney-yelping In­
dians were clobbered. by a tiny 
group of steady - shooting moun- 
ties. The mounties spoke with 
cockney accents, too.
This time, five Redskins are 
shown supporting Gen. Mont­
calm’s troops as they face Gen. 
Wolfe on the Plains of Abraham. 
And despite the fact the Indians 
ore only 50 feet from Wolfe’s 50 
men and are armed with muskets, 
they manage to bag only two sol­
diers.
INDESTRUCTIBLE
Montcalm’s soldiers don’t do 
much better. About 20 fire to­
gether and five Englishmen fall. 
When 20 Englishmen shoot they 
collect about 40 Frenchmen and 
five Indians. -
Little things live that would sug­
gest the British Army is taking 
sides.
Apart from the battle of Quebec 
pageant, honoring the 200th an­
niversary of the original event, 
Canada is making another sizable 
contribution to this 69tfi royal 
tournament. The Princess Patri­
cia’s Canadian.Light Infantry has 
supplied the first Canadian band 
to play in the classic show.
The tournament, which staged1 
a preview Tuesday before ah in- • 
vited audience, gets under way 
officially today and will continue 
until June- 20. It includes trick 
motorcycle and . horse riding, 
gymnastic displays, precision 





LONDON (AP)— The peers of 
the realm took a look at British 
TV Wednesday night and decided 
too much nonsense is filling the 
tiny screen.
They used such terms as tedi­
ous, demoralizing, trivial, silly 
for it.
Neither the BBC nor the Inde­
pendent TV Authority emerged 
from the Lords’ debate with 
clean bill.
"The other night," said Lord 
Boothby, " I  turned on the BBC 
and there was a young man wrig' 
gling about behind the micro­
phone singing a song called I 
Love You.
“I stood this for a little time 
and decided to switch to the 
other people. I  found there was 
a Jjlonde wriggling about behind 
a microphone singing precisely 
the same song.
“I didn’t want to be loved by 
either of them so I  had no option 
but to switch off altogether.”
NORTHERN FISH
The inconnu, a sort of white 
fish abundant in the Canadian 
northwest, may weigh as much 
as 40 pounds.
CANADIAN COMPOSER
Calixa Lavallee, composer of 
“O Canada,” was. born at Ver 
chores, Que., in 1842 and died at 
Boston in 1891.
/  , ■vx.v-vi
PILSENER 
FOR ME !
The Hi-sign makes it clear you want r e a l 
pilsener beer. Labatt’s is brewed light to Canadian 
taste from the authentic recipe of the master 
brewers of Pilsen using the finest strain of fresh 
European pilsener yeast* Ask for Labatt’s today.
free home delivery:
P O  2 - 2 2 2 4
a
'I IS  EX El
252 Ib is idiertisemant is not published or displayed by tba Liquor Control Board or by the Government ot British Columbia.
HISTORIC TEM PLES
Finely - carved Buddhist rock j 
temples in Hyderabad, India,! 
were hewn by primitive tools! 
about the 4th century.
Export Takes
OTTAWA (CP) —  Cnnaclu's ex­
ports, took n, spurt during April, 
climbing by more than ,seven per 
flucnccd" the, present chairman1 cont to $404,633,000 from $376,903,- 
of the board,. it. P. Wnlrod, to ooO n y,.|u- ago
take over the post during the 
transitional period. Mr, Wnlrod, 
vice-chairman for nine yearn, 
assumed the chair following the 
death o( the former chairman, J, 
I. Montelth.
Continuing, thfc hospital spokes­
man said: "Mr. Wnlrod does 
find the heavy burden he is 
carrying in the fruit Industry 
may ultimately, necessitate his 
giving up the chairmanship In 
favor of another director who 
has become experienced "  
BOARD'S WISH
He said it was the "sincere 
wish" of the hospital board that 
Mr, Wnlrod "would continue as 
\«  director, where his experience 
\ nnd marked ability would be
available, at the very least on a , «<•>„ im  non f,„m \sr>7
consultative basis to n tmardl'i'^..!.0 , S'.J,103,(>00 11 mn 'S1~7
However, because of earlier de­
clines the four-month, Jnnuary- 
April total of $1,402,342,000 still 
was a shade below last year’s $1,- 
408,672,0(H), the bureau of statis­
tics reportes,
Exports to the United States 
rose in the month to $254,994,000 
from ., $226,158 000, pushing tin 
four-month total to $887,504,000 
from $802,048,000,, Those, to Brit 
aln Increased to $55,404,000 from 
$51,324,000 In April and to $'210,- 
547,000 from $207,886,000 In the 
four months,
T h ere  also were Increases in 
shipments to West Germany nnd 
Japan, Exports to India dropped 
sharply. , '
Wheat exports rose to $34,615,- 
000 from $31,004,000 in the 'fuontli
which Is facing an expansion 
program.”
Mr. Waived Is the general man­
ager of B,C. Tree Fruits Ltd, ami 
Sun-Rype1 Products Ltd,,'and for 
some month^has been a member 
of t|\c three-man Chant royal 
commission on education, touring 
the province and gathering mat- 
vorial for a findings r«|>ort to 
the, provincial government.
Other elected members of the 
board are W, K, Adams, F. J. 
Willis, Mrs, Agnes Cormnck and 
Harold Uvng. Also on the board





OTTAWA (CP) ^  Paul Martin 
says Prime Minister Diefenbaker 
is stalling to belli Premier Frost's 
Progressive Conservative govern­
ment through next week’s provin­
cial election and nt the same time 
provide an excuse for ditching an 
election promise,
The Liberal MP from Essex 
East was referring Wednesday to 
a July'6 'conference'.here of pro­
vincial finance ministers, Finance 
Minister Fleming and senior civil 
servants on federal - provincial 
fiscal relations.
The mooting, be said, will de­
cide nothing because all that re-: 
mains to be decided is a formula i 
for payments to the provinces for 
federal' use of direct taxation 
fields. That' sort of decision can 
be made only by the cabinet, .
Royal Italo-Belgian 
Wedding Set To July
BRUSSELS (Reuters), Prince 
Albert, heir to the Belgian throne, 
will marry Princess Partin' ltuffo 
dl Calabria of Italy, July 2, n 
'communique' said today,,
The communique said the civil 
wedding eoromohy Will take place 
in tin: Brussels Royal Palace and 
the religious ceremony in the 
Church of, Ste. Gudule,
PVInce Albert and Princess 
Apnolu originally wpro to have 
been married by’Pope John in tip: 
Vatican July 1. ,
The Vatican wedding ,plans led 
to strong protests' from Belgian 
Socialists who demanded tlie weds 
dingy bo held In Belgium, ..
HOME DELIVERY
If you wish to have the 
DA ILY  COURIER  
Delivered to your home 
Regularly each afternoon 
•please phone:
kELOWNA ...........  2-4445
OK, M ISSION 2-4445
RUTLAND ...........  2-4445
EAST KELOWNA ..... 2-4445
WESTBANK . ............ 8-5500
PEACHLAND......... ...7-2235
WINFIELD C-2C96.
"Today’s News — Today"
All-Wool
The ideal Gift for the
+  ; •»-. v a►♦♦♦j
ROYAL PERFO RM ERST. JOHN’S. Nfld, 'C P 1— Three 
Montreal adventurers' imstixmod
a sailing, voyage to Europe fm i 'n^y first Queen Elizabeth \ynn 
lire second day In a row fq adjust!^ expert performer on the ban 
ti , sail "on1 tlu-lr 18-foot tank1 an Instrument resembling 
Diogenes.', 1 >
The |nen have also been tin
the guitar.' ,
EARLY SETTLEMENTsuccessful In their search for a 
Newfoundland '..pink,' white and
hre Aid, Dennis,Crookes, tlie c l ty k re e n •, flag to fly at Diogenes Sandwich, the first settlement 
council’s appointee, abd F, G,' ilindjheail, , ,  on Cape <. <*1 m MassncjniM
nppoinM  by :t)ut prov*1 iwi mittiOK, Diogonct- . wah, fmiwlwl • if) 1037 by ;i few




Ideal Gilts for the BRlDE 
, , . or for any occasion.
MIXMASTER
JUNIOR
Bust junior mixer made, Full 
m|x beaters produce greater 
volume In less time, .Available 
la white,' pink, tlirquol.-io,' yel- 
low or 9 A Q K
eyfomo — :





"The Business thht Quality 
and fiCrvleo Built" i
591 BERNARD AVE.,
\ 1 Phone PO 2-3039
For twenty-five years Kenwood has enjoyed an Luxurious, long lasting Kenwood Blankets are avail-
enviable reputation as a manufacturer of the world’s able in an attractive selection of colors and weaves.
finest blankets. It is a reputation built upon quality Kenwood BlanketfT are permanently mothproofed —
materials, modern methods and painstaking crafts- warmth without weight — machine washable —
manship. . color fast — prc-shrunk.
Kenwood Blankets exclusively with M E IK L E 'S  in Kelowna
WHITE BLANKETS with rainbow borders. Single. 60" x 90”.................  ........  12*95
; , Double 72" x ‘X)’’ 15.50
COLORED ' BLANKETS Sa,m si„8i=.«. i u - L J L , ™ . . ,  ■ 12.95
'■ V ; /  ■ ■' ■■ ■' ... ''’ Double 72” x 84" 14.95
KENWOOD FAMOUS BLANKETS C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18.50
KENW OOD REVERSIBLE ,2 . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .  21.50
' KENWOOD THROWS' * 4 4 ^ , '  72" . .
KENW OOD JUNIOR BLANKET Wool whipped. 54” * 72” .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 .9 5
, , 1 ' 1 ' ' 1 , '
KENW OOD BABY BLANKETS s, tl'm binm:l, 36" x 3 0 " (woo) nn,d'nrlor)V   — :....8*50
KENWOOD BABY BLANKETS Wool, whipped. 36” x 50”        6 .5 0
Geo. A. Meikle Ltd.
1 297 BLKNAIU) AVIC. — PIIONi: l‘() 2-2158
T
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